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Objectives 

Several programs have been organized in different overseas settings in 
collaboration with our sister universities and associated institutions. Their 
objectives vary from one program to another depending on, amongst other 
things, specialization, historical/cultural background and availability of 
resources at each collaborative institution. However, the overall objective of 
the programs is to immerse the students in a global community and 
especially to make contact with local peers so that they will be prepared for a 
more global future. Some additional subjects and/or activities may be 
included with the above basic programs in order to meet the joint 
accreditation requirements of the respective faculty.  

Goal 

The goal of the programs is to facilitate the learning of theoretical and 
practical aspects related to the fundamental specialized/technical knowledge 
and historical/cultural backgrounds of each collaborative institution and 
country through lectures, fieldwork, and intensive group discussions. 
Ultimately, the students will be able to engage in development of innovative 
ideas through practical experiences and will be motivated to engage in 
long-term study abroad in the future. 

* It should be noted that there are English grammar mistakes in this report,
however  to respect the students’ effort, the editors did not revise 
the contents.

Edited by 
Dr. Lan Xiao 

Prof. Masahide Kaeriyama 
Institute of International Collaboration 

Hokkaido University 

2017 December 
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3. Indegenous culture in Canada
4. Educational for Sustainable Development

2. History and culture in British Columbia and Canada

5. Group meeting and workshop: Students of UBC and HU
6. Educational excursion and field trip

Special Program for Nitobe College in the University of British Columbia (2017 September)

Glocal Sustainability: Ecosystem service and Indigenous governance

Objects

Through lectures and field works, the programs facilitate the learning of theoretical and p
of the sustainable society and the leadership theory for undergraduate students. Student
discussions to develop innovative ideas and practical experiences

Contents
1. Global sustainability under the climate changing
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Days Time Time Schedule (Daytime) Lecturers Location

Day 1 Wed Sep 6 Depature/Arrival NH76 (Chitose 18:30 - Haneda 20:05) / NH116 (Haneda 21:50 -
Vancouver 14:55) Assist. Prof. Xiao & Kondo

Day2 Thu Sep 7

9:00-12:00

14:00-17:00

Lecutures 1-2: Orientation and Introduction

Lecture 3: Visit to Nitobe Memorial Garden

Lecture 4: Visit to Botanical Garden

Prof. William Cheung
Dr. Vicky Lam
Assist. Prof. Xiao & Kondo

Mr. Ryo Sugiyama

Assist. Prof. Xiao & Kondo

Liu Institute

UBC Campus

Day3 Fri Sep 8

9:30-11:00

11:00-12:30

14:00-15:30

Lecture 5: What is the sustainability in the earth under the global warming?

Lecture 6:Why Communicate Science?

Lecture 7:  Sustainability Science

Prof. William Cheung

Dr. Jennifer Gardy

Prof. Rashid Sumaila

Fisheries Centre

Day4 Sat Sep 9 Educational Excursion
 (Stanley Park, Capilano Bridge & Granville Island) Assist. Prof. Xiao & Kondo Vancouver

Day5 Sun Sep 10 Educational Excursion
(Coho Salmon Ceremony) Assist. Prof. Xiao & Kondo Vancouver

Day6 Mon Sep 11

9:30-11:00

11:00-12:30

14:00-15:30

Lecuture 8: Ecology and conservation issues for North American Pacific salmon (1)

Lecture 9: Ecology and conservation issues for North American Pacific salmon (2)

Lecture 10: Salmon as Cultural Keystone Species

Prof. Scott Hinch

Dr. Nolan Bett

Assist. Prof. Kondo

Liu Institute

Day7 Tue Sep 12

10:00-11:30

11:45-12:30

14:00-16:30

Lecture 11 Marine biodiversity in a warming ocean

Lecture 12: Introduction of tidal ecosystem

Lecture 13: Field work @ Tower Beach

Dr. Matt Whalen

Dr. Matt Whalen

Ms. Coreen & Mr. Andy

Liu Institute

Tower Beach

Day8 Wed Sep 13

10:00-11:30

13:00-15:00

15:00-17:00

18:00-20:00

Lecture 14: Education for Sustainable Development

Lecuture 15: researches of Hakai Institute

Lecture 16: visit to the Beauty Biodiveristy Museum

Lecture 17:  visit to First Nation community

Assist. Prof. Xiao

Dr. Margot Hessing-Lewis
Dr. Brian Hunt
Dr. Wade Smith

Assist. Prof. Xiao & Kondo

Liu Institute

UBC Campus

Musqueam 101

Day9 Thu Sep 14 Educational Excursion (Victoria)
Lecture 18: visit to University of Victoria Assist. Prof. Xiao & Kondo Victoria

Day10 Fri Sep 15 Educational Excursion (Victoria)
Lecture 19: Royal BC Museum Assist. Prof. Xiao & Kondo Victoria

Day11 Sat Sep 16 Activities with host family Assist. Prof. Xiao & Kondo Vancouver

Day12 Sun Sep 17 Activities with host family Assist. Prof. Xiao & Kondo Vancouver

Day13 Mon Sep 18

9:30-12:00

13:30-17:00

Lecture 20: Library research on sustainability science

Lecture 21:   Visit to Museum of Anthropologym Assist. Prof. Xiao & Kondo

Main Library

UBC Campus

Day14 Tue Sep 19

10: 00-11:30

11:45-12:45

 14:00-17:00

18:00-20:00

Lecture 22: Co-production of Plant Knowledge in South America(forestry)

 Lecture 23:  Debriefing "Sustainable Society" (with students of UBC and HU)

Lecture 24: Group meeting & Presentation "Sustainable Society"  (including General
Discussion)

Farewell Ceremony

Dr. Janette Bulkan

Assist. Prof. Xiao, Kondo & Pro.
Rashid Sumaila

TBA

LIu Institute

UBC Campus

Day15 Wed Sep 20 Depature
NH115 (Vancouver 16:20 - Haneda 9/21 18:30) Assist. Prof. Xiao & Kondo

Day16 Thu Sep 21 Arrival
NH079 (Haneda 20:00 - Chitose 21:36) Assist. Prof. Xiao & Kondo

Special Program for Nitobe College in the University of British Columbia (2017 September)

Date

Glocal Sustainability: Ecosystem Service and Indigenous Governance
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Main Lecturers 
Dr. Rashid Sumaila is a Professor and Director of the Fisheries Economics and 
Management, UBC Fisheries Centre. He specializes in bioeconomics, marine ecosystem 
valuation and the analysis of global issues such as fisheries subsidies, illegal fishing, climate 
change and oil spills. 

Dr. Scott Hinch is committed to the study of salmonid ecology, behaviour and physiology, 
and to providing management systems with information needed for the conservation and 
sustainable use of fish resources. He is a Professor of Department of Forest Sciences, UBC. 

Dr. Mary O’Connor studies the influence of environmental temperature on the dynamics 
of ecological communities. Her work contributes to our understanding of how patterns of 
species abundance are related to ocean temperature as it varies from place to place, 
season to season, and with climate change. 

Dr. William Cheung is an Associate Professor with UBC’s Changing Research Unit at 
the Institute for the Ocean and Fisheries, UBC, and Director of Science, Nippon 
Foundation- Nereus Program. His main research areas include understanding the 
responses and vulnerabilities of marine ecosystems and fisheries to global change. He 
published over 80 peer-reviewed publications. 

Dr. Vicky W.Y. Lam is a Fisheries Economist and Program Manager at the Nereus Program 
at the University of British Columbia (UBC). She dedicates herself to a broad range of fisheries 
related researches. One of Vicky’s research interests is to focus on understanding the 
socio-economic impacts of global change on marine resources, fisheries and human 
well-beings. 

Dr. Matt Whalen is a postdoctoral fellow with the Hakai Institute, University of British
Columbia, and Marine GEO. He is interested in how environmental conditions and 
interactions among species shape food webs and in how biodiversity at multiple scales 
determines the stability and functioning of ecosystems.

Dr. Nolan Bett studies Pacific salmon. Using a combination of genetic and behavioural 
analyses, Bett’s research explores factors that affect olfactory perception in salmon, as 
well as the potential effects of altered flow patterns on their ability to detect natal chemical 
cues. 

Dr. Margot Hessing-Lewis is a marine ecologist who studies interactions between 
coastal species, and the linkages between nearshore habitats such as seagrass beds and 
kelp forests

Dr. Brian Hunt is a biological oceanographer with broad interests in the structure 
and function of pelagic marine ecosystems, and their response to climate forcing and 
anthropogenic impacts. His research focuses on the plankton that form the base of 
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all pelagic food webs, and extends into the higher trophic levels through research into bottom-up 
and top-down forcing processes. 

Dr. Wade Smith is a Postdoctoral Fellow at Plankton Ecosystems Lab. He investigates the life 
history and population dynamics of fishes to provide new insights and recommendations for 
improved conservation and management. My research examines the life history attributes and 
spatial structure of fishes to better understand how these factors contribute to the persistence and 
resilience of populations. 

Dr. Janette Bulkan is an Assistant Professor for Indigenous Forestry in the Department of Forest 
Resources Management in the faculty of Forestry. She is a linguist and anthropologist by training and 
has work experience in social forestry, participatory resource management, monitoring and evaluation, 
cultural diversity awareness and protection, and teaching. Her area specializations are South America 
and the Caribbean. 

Mr. Ryo Sugiyama is a Curator of the Nitobe Memorial Garden (NMG) at the UBC Botanical 
Garden and Centre for Plan Research. He will introduce and have a lecture on the NMG. 

Assist. Prof. Shiaki Kondo is a co-instructor of the Special Program in UBC, who works for 
Center for Ainu and Indigenous Studies in Hokkaido University. His research interest is Cultural 
anthropology. He is also working with Athabascan people in Nikolai, AK. 

Dr. Lan Xiao is an Assistant Professor at the Institute for International Collaboration, Hokkaido 
University. Her research interests are social education and community education for socially 
disadvantaged people, such as unemployed, immigrants and the challenged. 

Prof. Masahide Kaeriyama is a Professor and Senior adviser at the at the Institute for International 
Collaboration, Hokkaido University. He specializes in marine ecosystem ecology, salmon biology, and 
sustainability sciences
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-Contents
1. Summary of Lectures

2. My Impression of This Program

-Summary of Lectures
<Day 2 / Sep 7> 

Lectures 1-2: Orientation and Introduction 
Prof. William Cheung, Vicky, and Asst. Prof. Xiao and Kondo 

 The students clarified our expectations for this short exchange program in UBC, and wrote 

them down. I had 2. The first is: Gain more knowledge about the relations between global 

warming and the sea. The second is: Learn about marine biodiversity and sustainability.  

 After this, Vicky introduced us to what sustainability is in the perspective of the UN, which 

is explained in SDGs. Then Professor William Cheung and Assistant Professor Xiao and 

Kondo introduced us to UBC. I learned how big the university is: 402 hectares. It is 2.26 

times the sixe of Hokkaido University. There are 50,000 students studying in UBC, out of 

which 6,000 are exchange students. There are 300 Japanese undergraduate students, and 50 

graduate students. The other students in this program and I found a building called 

Ritsumeikan UBC House, where there are many Japanese students studying abroad. We were 

able to see that UBC has a big diversity of students studying there. 

Lecture 3: Visit to Nitobe Memorial Garden 

Mr. Ryo Sugiyama 

 Mr. Ryo Sugiyama kindly explained to us the history of how the 

Nitobe Memorial Garden came to be. Originally, there was only 

the stone pillar (Fig 1.) made by Inazo Nitobe’s friends in the 

streets of Vancouver. Due to World War 2 however, the pillar was 

treated roughly by Canadian citizens. UBC garden committees 

thought this was wrong, as they knew the great achievements of 

Mr. Nitobe Inazo, and decided to make a garden inside the 

University in memory of him. The garden is elaborated to represent 

his famous goal, “to become a bridge across the Pacific”. The main 

land from the entrance symbolizes Japan, and is planted with 

imported traditional Japanese plants, such as the Japanese maple, 

rare cherry blossom tree, and the waterfall designed not only for it’s   (Fig. 1/Stone Pillar) 
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looks, but also the calming sound. Mr. Ryo adjusts the pebbles below the fall to make the 

perfect sound. Beyond the bridge is the island symbolizing Canada, and there are local fir and 

maple trees (Fig 2.). The harmony of Japanese and Canadian plants is hard to keep, especially 

because of the Canadian climate, and the 

need to use Japanese pruning methods. 

There is also a tea house called Ichibo-an 

inside the garden. This tea house plays the 

important role of introducing traditional 

Japanese tea ceremony. Through our tour 

with Mr. Ryo Sugiyama, I felt the great 

affection Mr. Ryo had for the garden, and 

I became proud that he was in charge of the    (Fig. 2/Bridge in Nitobe Memorial Garden) 

garden representing not only Mr. Nitobe Inazo, but also Japan. 

Lecture 4: Visit to Botanical Garden 

 The UBC Botanical Garden is Canada’s oldest university botanic garden, and was 

established in 1916, making this year it’s 101th anniversary. As Hokkaido University has our 

own botanical garden, I expected it to be something similar. Hokkaido University Botanical 

Garden is quite large, and is 13.3 hectares large. However, it surprised me because the UBC 

Botanical Garden is 44 hectares large meaning it is 3.3 times the size of Hokkaido University 

Botanical Garden. It is mainly divided into 7 areas: David C. Lam Asian Garden, E.H. 

Lohbrunner Alpine Garden, BC Rainforest Garden, Carolinian Forest Garden, Food Garden, 

Harold & Frances Holt Physic Garden, Garry Oal Meadow and Woodland Garden, and other 

areas including Pacific Slope Garden. UBC Botanical garden is in use for research, 

conservation, teaching, and public display of temperate plants from around the world. I 

remember seeing a little part of Japan in here as well, in the David C. Lan Asian Garden. The 

collection is derived primarily the Himalayas, Japan, Korea and China. It had a rich collection 

of maple, magnolia, and Hydrangeas. The most memorable area, however, was the E.H. 

Lohbrunner Alpine Garden. It includes several beds of plants, each representing the 

mountains of Asia, Africa, North America, Europe, South America, and Australasia. There 

was a great diversity in the forms of the plants, making it exciting to compare.  

<Day 3 / Sep 8> 

Lecture 5: What is the Sustainability in the Earth Under the Global Warming? 
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Prof. William Cheung 

 In this lecture, we learned how global warming affects the ocean, what the impacts of 

climate change are on marine biodiversity and fisheries, and identified the solutions and 

opportunities for them.  

 First of all, I will explain how global warming affects the ocean. Right now, there is 400ppm 

(parts per million) of CO2 in the air. The atmospheric CO2 level is similar to that of 3-5 

million years ago. 93%of the added heat from the air is absorbed into the sea, and so is 28% 

of CO2. This will lead to lower acidification level, higher temperature and sea level, and 

Hypoxia. What are the impacts of this on marine biodiversity? As these changes occur, the 

whole ecology in an area will shift to higher longitude and deeper areas in search of cooler 

areas to live, causing invasion to the local species. This will mean it will change the 

effectiveness of protected areas, possibly leading to extinction of important sea creatures such 

as squid, lobsters, and Pacific Salmon. The solution and opportunities we have is to decrease 

overfishing to prevent extinction of species, or to use carbon removal options such as ocean 

fertilization, afforestation and reforestation, and direct air capture. I thought afforestation and 

reforestation is the simplest and important way to solve global warming, because not only 

does is absorb CO2 from the air, but it also protects land from the rising sea level. 

Lecture 6: Science Communication 

Ms. Jennifer Gardy 

 Ms. Jennifer passionately spoke of the importance of science communication. Science 

communication is not a common topic in Japan, so it was interesting to know about this topic. 

Ms. Jennifer explained to us that even as scientists, there is a great demand for 

communication skills. In the science field, there are scenes when you are required to explain 

your research, or when you have to persuade someone with the right word for grants. As a 

solution to people suffering in science communication, Ms. Jennifer Gardy recruited a team 

and created a website with free contents for readers to use, to teach themselves and others 

science communication. I was personally interested in Ms. Jennifer’s background, because 

she is an Assistant Professor who sequences DNA, yet she was also interested in writing and 

wrote articles in a newspaper company. Normally, science and literature seem to be 2 things 

that are incompatible, yet Ms. Jennifer managed to immerge these two elements. I also am 

interested in both biology and art, so this lecture made me think that maybe subjects that seem 

unrelatable may not be so far apart, and can create a new field. 

Lecture 7: Sustainability Science 
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Prof. Rashid Sumaila 

 In Prof. Rashid Sumaila’s lecture, we expressed a personal meaning of what sustainability is, 

composed a definition of sustainability, and compared and contrasted our definition.  

 To start our class, Prof. Rashid Sumaila asked us what our definition of sustainability was. 

When we put the student’s definitions together, I found that there is not only one definition 

for this word, but many. In environmental terms, it would mean: Acting so that a resource will 

stay in the future. In social terms, it means: Giving equal opportunities. As you can see, these 

2 definitions describe intergenerational equity and intragenerational equity. In the science 

field of studies, we focused on the former definition, which is also defined by the UN for 

SDGs, “Taking actions in a way that let us 

reach an objective of the present without 

compromising the ability of the future 

generations to meet their own needs”. In 

order to follow this in the field of fisheries, 

we must prevent overfishing. To manage the 

number we can fish, we can use the Schaefer 

model (Fig 3.). In this model, you can see 

that to gain Maximum Sustainability/ 

Biological yield (Emey), you must fish less 

than the amount you would fish to gain 

Maximum Economic Yield (Emsy).              (Fig.3/Schaefer model) 

 However, depending on how abundant a species is, the line where Fishing Costs Equal to 

Biological Yields (Eo) will change. It may be difficult, but we must try not to fish more than 

the Maximum Sustainable/ Biological Yield, so that the number of fish will not decrease in 

the long run. 

<Day 6 / Sep 11> 
Lecture 8: Ecology and conservation issues or North American Pacific Salmon 

Prof Scott Hinch 

 In this lecture, we learned what the large issues and challenges are for North Pacific Salmon, 

and then learned what the trends in populations and species are. 

 There are 3 mains challenges facing the North Pacific Salmon. The first challenge is due to 

the development of hatcheries. The high density of salmon in a hatchery makes it easier for 

pathogens to be transmitted to salmons. Research also shows that salmons raised in hatcheries 

have lower accuracy in mother-river migration. This can threaten the natural local species. 
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The second challenge is the loss of rivers. Due to construction of barrier dams and land fill in 

rivers, many salmons are losing their mother-river, which will lead to a great drop in the 

number of salmons. Finally, we must consider pollution. The pollutant that will most affect 

humans is mercury, as it cannot be decomposed in organs, remaining in tissues of fishes. As a 

result, the mercury will end up on our dinner plates in high concentration, and it will cause 

neurological disorders.  

 We then learned the main species of salmon around the world. I will introduce the 5 main 

species living in British Columbia. They are Chinook, Chum, Coho, Pink, and Sockeye. The 

main species in British Columbia is Sockeye Salmon, while in Japan the majority is Chum 

Salmon. The Sockeye Salmon in British Columbia are native species, while Chum in Japan 

are mostly from hatcheries. 

Lecture 9: Navigation in Pacific Salmon 

Dr. Nolan Bett 

 Dr. Nola Bett introduced to us how salmon navigate their way throughout the ocean. He first 

introduced several different methods other creatures use, such as Waggle Dance used by bees, 

magnetic field used by turtles, and Cryptochrome and magnetite by foxes. Salmons are known 

to mainly use 2 methods to navigate their way for mother-river migration. The first is 

imprinted chemicals, and next is pheromones. They detect Imprinted Cue and Conspecific 

Cue, switching from one another to go back to their mother river. Following these cues will 

increase probability of finding suitable spawn beds, while reducing search related costs. 

Lecture 10: Salmon as Cultural Keystone Species 
Asst. Prof. Kondo Shiaki 

 Asst. Prof. Kondo explained to us how salmon play an important 

role not only in ecology, but also in culture. Ceremonies held in UBC 

start their speech with a particular phrase; “Let us acknowledge that 

we are seated on the traditional, ancestral, and unceded territory of 

the Musqueam nation”. This acknowledgment is set in guidelines of 

UBC. There is also a reconciliation pole in UBC Point Grey campus 

representing the trajectory the First Nations faced (Fig. 4). I 

particularly remember the carved Indian Residential schools, with 

skeletons painted on the lower side. These prove how strong the 

people in First Nations in Canada are linked to their territories. 

Looking into their artwork, we realize that many, many of them  
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include paintings or carvings of salmon. The indigenous        (Fig. 4/Reconciliation Pole) 

people in Canada have strong links with their surrounding natural resources as well. Living on 

the land longer than anybody else, they knew the best way to fish salmon without losing 

sustainability. They used fish weirs made of local plants. The key to maintaining salmon in 

the long run was the material. As plants are organic, they leave room and chances for salmon 

to reach spawning beds. Yet when immigrants made the same fish weirs out of metal, it 

rapidly led to overfishing. In conclusion, there will always be important methods that 

developed through history, which science cannot beat. Integrating indigenous studies with 

science will give great benefit to our future.  

<Day 7 / Sep 12> 
Lecture 11: Marine Biodiversity in a Warming Ocean 

Dr. Matt Whalen 

 In this lecture, Dr. Matt Whalen introduced to us what marine biodiversity is, how bio 

diverse ecology benefits us, and the threats our marine environment is facing. 

 Marine biodiversity is the variety of life in the world’s oceans, the result of evolutionary 

processes. Diversification is maintained on the balance of species. There are different levels 

in biodiversity, starting from Genetic level- Species level- Ecosystem Level. Why is 

biodiversity important? Let me introduce you to 5 ecosystem functions, and you will 

understand why it matters. First, the ecosystem provides us with fish production and food. 

Next, it plays a big role in coastal protection. If there were no kelp/eelgrass/seaweed/sea grass 

forests, many coasts will be washed away by sea tides. Thirdly, ecosystem purifies water and 

is required for nutrient cycling. Fourth, it plays a role in carbon sequestration, mitigating 

climate change. Finally, it is necessary for our cultural and spiritual well-being. 

 As you can see, marine biodiversity is very important for us. Yet, 60%of marine habitats 

providing human livelihood is already degraded, still currently facing many threats. For 

example overfishing, species invasion, and Global Climate Change. By studying the past, 

present, and future of marine ecology, we might be able to gain some hints of what changes 

our environment face. However, we must keep in mind that there are actions we can take to 

prevent further degradation. We can reduce greenhouse gas emissions, set marine protected 

areas, and protect coastal vegetation. 

This lecture reminded me that there are many actions we must take to protect our beautiful 

marine environment. 

Lecture 12: Biodiversity on the Shore –setting the baseline- 
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Dr. Matt Whalen 

 In this lecture, Dr. Matt explained how intertidal zonation 

occurs. In tidal ecosystems, where there are steep gradients, 

zonation can be observed due to physical limits, competition, and 

predation refuge. In Fig 5. (picture of shore in UBC), you can see 

the starfish eating mussels, yet they cannot go higher due to 

critical tide limits and their intolerance to physical stress. Since 

lichens and barnacles have a higher tolerance to physical stress, 

they will be in a higher area in the gradient. In this ecosystem,         (Fig. 5/Zonation) 

the starfish are a keystone specie, having a large effect on the community disproportionate to 

their biomass.  

 Through this lecture, we understood that nature creates complex interactions between 

species and balances out the number of each species. 

Lecture 13: Field Work @Tower Beach 
Ms. Coreen Forbes and Mr. Andy Loudon 

 In this lecture, my class went to Tower Beach, searched for sea creatures, and observed what 

we caught. We caught sea louse, barnacles, mussels, limpets, and a couple species of 

seaweed. We also caught some shells of pacific oysters. Unfortunately, we went to Tower 

Beach when the tide was high, so we were not able to see the lower areas of zonation. 

However, I was able to see a glimpse of the upper part. I will list the species from ones in 

lower zone: Oysters, mussels, limpets, barnacle, and sea louse. I was looking forward to 

seeing starfish, but I hope to see them sometime when the tide is low. 

<Day 8 / Sep 13> 

Lecture 14: Education for Sustainable Development 
Asst. Prof. Xiao Lan 

 Ms. Xiao re-introduced us to SDGs, which the UN announced in 2015. In this lecture, we 

focused on goals 4, 10, 11, mainly focusing on education, defining and learning the 

importance of lifelong education. After that, our class divided into two groups, to debate 

whether every family in the world should have one less children. I belonged to the Negative 

team, with 3 main reasons for this. The first reason is, because population and ratio of 

children differ depending on countries. For example, 16 countries including Korea, Japan, 

Italy have less than 2 children per woman, meaning limiting birth will lead to extinction of 

human population in these countries. Our second support is, because the reason families in 
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developing countries such as India have so many children is due to the need of children to 

help farming, which is needed to support their family. Finally, there is already an example of 

a country that tried limiting birth: China. They enforced One-Child-Policy, which resulted in 

declining birth rate and an aging population. From these supporting reasons, the Negative side 

won the debate to the Affirmative. 

Lecture 15: Visit to the Beaty Biodiversity Museum 

 We went to the Beaty Biodiversity Museum in the afternoon. I 

expected to see exhibits similar to Hokkaido University’s 

Museum, designed for entertainment and education. However, I 

was taken aback when I didn’t see glass showcases, but instead 

rows and rows of shelves with specimen. Looking closely, I saw it 

is based more for educational purposes, and saw some specimens 

being taken for research purposes. I think this is a proper way of 

using University Museum. It was also a good experience for me, 

as I am taking classes to become a curator. The Beaty 

Biodiversity Museum lets us see the methods they use to preserve 

specimens. For example, in Fig. 6, you can see skulls wrapped in    (Fig. 6/Wrapped Skulls) 

see-through bags to prevent them from being covered in dust. (Fig. 6) 

Lecture 16: Researches of Hakai Institute 

Ms. Margot Hessing Lewis, Mr. Briant Hunt, and Mr. Wade Smith 

  The researchers from Hakai Institute on Calvert Islands. Hakai Institute is a scientific 

research institution that conducts long-term research at remote locations such as Quadra 

Island and Calvert Island. They conduct research in various fields such as Marine Science, 

Sociology, Archeology, and Forestry. However, they all carry out long-term ecological 

research. Ms. Margot, Mr. Briant, and Mr. Wade specialize in Marine Science. They said they 

can observe the effects of Global Warming on the coastal areas. They have a low return of 

sockeye salmon this year, seeing more jellyfish, the seals, sea birds, and sea stars are dying. 

The Hakai Institute started its’ research in 2009. It has been less than a decade and they are 

already seeing visible changes. I accepted this as an urgent message from nature to people, 

urging us to stop Global Warming. 

Lecture 17: Visit to First Nation Community 
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Asst. Prof. Xiao Lan and Kondo Shiaki 

 We went to First Nations House on Learning to hear how the people in Musqueam are trying 

to recover their tradition of weaving blankets they used to use in ceremonies. In 1885, due to 

legislation amending the Indian Act was passed the next year, potlatch is banned in Canada 

until 1934. Even though the ban was lifted, many traditional artifacts were taken away, 

including the Musqueam blankets. Weaving skills were passed on by weaving with younger 

generations, therefore many weaving techniques were lost in these years. The Musqueam 

people decided to collect the lost blankets from museums around the world, and recover the 

weaving knowledge. Currently, Debra Sparrow is a Musqueam weaver, artist, and knowledge 

keeper. Ms. Debra is trying to restore the techniques by observing the old weavings collected. 

 

<Day 9 / Sep 14> 
Lecture 18: Visit to University of Victoria 

 

 Our class visited the anthropology lab in the University of 

Victoria. At UVic, they integrate anthropology’s traditional sub-

fields- combining archaeology, cultural and biological 

anthropology. This was very evident. As you can see in Fig. 7, 

there were many bones of any animal you can imagine from sea 

creatures, to mammals on land in their reference room. They use 

the bones to identify what kind of bone they find in geologic 

stratums. What makes this UVic collection unique, is that they 

sort the bones not by animal species, but by bone parts. If you 

open a shelf labeled ‘skull’, there will be many skulls of different 

animals, making it easier for anthropologists to identify what 

species the bone they found in stratum belongs to. 

                                                 (Fig. 7/UVic Reference Room) 

<Day 10 / Sep 15> 

Lecture 19: Royal BC Museum 
 

 On our second day at Victoria, my class went to Royal BC Museum. The main exhibits in 

Royal BC Museum can be divided into 4 areas. Modern History Galleries, Natural History 

Galleries, First Peoples Galleries, and Our Living Languages. I especially enjoyed the Natural 

History Galleries the most. This gallery focused on the expected affects on British 

Columbia’s natural environment caused by Global Warming. I was surprised to learn that 
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sockeye salmon will disappear from British Columbia within the next couple of decades if the 

temperature rises at this rate. My class and I participated in the Coho salmon ceremony, and 

knew that salmon is very important not only as a food resource, but also culturally. The 

extinction of salmon will be devastating history for BC. There was another exhibit that caught 

my attention. It is an exhibit of a tide pool. It surprised me because there were real fish and 

sea creatures inside it. We could see the hermit crabs, shrimps, and fish swimming. Normally, 

museums only have specimens, yet Royal BC Museum had live creatures. I am sure that it 

will stay vividly in memories of children that visit there. 

 I also enjoyed Our Living Languages. There were many captions that said “Hello” in the 

language of First Nation with buttons that play the word, pronounced by the local people. My 

friend and I tried copying some of them, but many were difficult to pronounce. Captions of 

how many people speaking the native language still exist appeared, and we noticed that some 

languages are in danger of extinction.  

 All in all, I learned many new things about the past, present, future of British Columbia at 

Royal BC Museum.  

 

<Day 13 / Sep 18> 
Lecture 20: Library Research on Sustainability Science 
 

 This morning, our class went to the Main Library of UBC. As it was the day before our final 

presentation, I went straight to the self-study desk area to work on my presentation slides. The 

UBC library contains a large collection of both physical and digital books. They have more 

than 7.9 million books, 2.3 million e-books, 5.3 million microforms and 923.000 maps, 

videos and other multimedia materials. It includes the largest Asian-language materials in 

North America and the largest biomedical collection in Western Canada. Despite this 

impressive collection, I didn’t have time to spare for reading these books. The next time I 

visit UBC, I will definitely look into them.  

 

Lecture 21: Visit to Museum of Anthropology 
Asst. Prof Xiao Lan and Kondo Shiaki 
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 In the afternoon, we went to the 

Museum of Anthropology. Asst. Prof. 

Kondo Shiaki explained to us the unique 

displaying method the MOA uses. I 

recall him asking us this question after 

we saw the totem poles and house poles, 

“Do you realize there is something 

different here from other museums?”. I 

had a feeling there was something different,              (Fig. 8/MOA) 

but I couldn’t put my hand on what it was until he asked the next question, “How would you 

normally display historical artifacts?”. It hit me then, that normally, to preserve artifacts, you 

do not leave them outside, or leave them under the sun (Fig. 8), or else degradation will occur. 

But Mr. Shiaki explained to us that these totem and house poles were meant to go back to 

nature, making way for new poles to carry the tradition on, and that to respect the intentions 

of the First Nation communities, MOA deliberately decided to display these artifacts in this 

manner.  

 I understand that the Coast Salish people have had hard times due to the immigrants that 

settled in Canada, but I think the effort that UBC puts to show respect to these people is a 

good step towards harmony between different races. 

 

<Day 14 / Sep 19> 
Lecture 22: Co-production of plant knowledge in South America 

Asst. Prof. Janette Bulkan 

 On the final morning at UBC, we met Asst. Prof. Janette Bulkan. She is working in the 

faculty of forestry, with indigenous people in South America to study Cassava, the various 

species of Cassava, and how they process them to make the poisonous tubers edible. The 

indigenous people use multiple cropping as a solution to the poor soil of South America. 

Every time they move to an old field they abandoned, they will find genetically new kinds of 

Cassava. Although the people do not know of DNA, they know that genetic diversity is 

needed to sustain their crop. I was amazed that these people can tell apart all the kinds of 

Cassava, because they all looked so similar to me and they plant more than 10 kinds of 

Cassava each season. Despite the poison in the tubers of these plants, they traditionally know 

the right steps to remove the poison. According to Ms. Janette, the poison is strong enough to 

kill a person if eaten raw, and there are cases of people who died due to wrong processing 

steps. However, there has not been such cases with local First Nation people. 
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 I think this is another field of study that indigenous people have the upper hand than 

scientists. There is still much to learn from these people. 

 

Lecture 23: Group meeting & Presentation “Sustainable Society” 

Prof. Rashid Sumaila, Asst. Prof. Xiao Lan and Kondo Shiaki 

 To conclude our short study abroad here in UBC, all the students gave a presentation to 

show what we learned through this program. I presented on sustainability from the 

perspective of our marine environment. I confirmed the SDGs goals, and out of the goals, and 

focused on goals 12-15. I explained the reasons why the marine environment is important for 

us, the major problems it is facing, and the solution to these problems. 

 The 4 reasons why we should care about the marine environment are, 1: Because they 

provide us with food resources, 2: It purifies water by nutrient cycling, 3: It mitigates climate 

change by carbon sequestration, 4: It is important for our cultural and spiritual well-being.  

 What are the problems it is facing? There are 5 main reasons, 1: Overfishing, 2: Global 

Warming, 3: Pollution, 4: Invasion Species, 5: Reclaiming Land 

 Finally, what can we do to stop these problems? There are solutions for the each of these 

problems. 1: Be informed and know what you eat. 2: Conserve energy, 3: Reduce trash and 

participate in beach clean-ups, 4: Be responsible of your pets, 5: Speak up and spread 

knowledge of what you know.  

 Through my presentation I learned how hard it is to speak up in front of people. I regret to 

say that my voice was small. I believe I could have prepared earlier, and practiced the 

speaking part more. 

 

-My Impression of This Program 
 I gained much through this program. Although I was originally interested in Marine Science, 

I did not know the specific study I was interested in. But now I know that I would like to learn 

more about marine ecology.  

 I can now say that I know some of the meanings of sustainability, and moreover, the 

importance of sustainability for all people on earth. Sustainability cannot be explained from 

one field of study, and reflects our interdisciplinary future. 

 Finally, I would like to acknowledge everybody who gave me the support through this 

program. My parents: for letting me participate, my classmates: for giving me all the good 

times in Vancouver, my host family: especially Nina for the wonderful Philippine food and 

Jaelyn, I had fun spending time with you and Aiden, Ms. Xiao Lan, Mr. Kondo Shiaki for 

taking us to all these places, and finally Prof. Kaeriyama Masahide for giving me the 
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opportunity to apply to this program. If you did not suggest me to participate, I would not 

have had the chance to take all these wonderful lectures. And finally, everybody who read my 

report until the very end, I hope will benefit you in some way.  

 Staying in Vancouver was an incredible experience I will never forget. 

 

Credits 
Adapted Gordon-Schaefer model by Dean Bavington  

# University of British Columbia Press 2010 

https://www.researchgate.net/figure/233194567_fig2_Figure-2-Adapted-Gordon-Schaefer-

model-Credit-Reprinted-with-permission-of-the 

UBC blog site Deeper than the Sea by Maggie Bell 

https://www.google.co.jp/search?q=intertidal+zonation+UBC&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=

X&ved=0ahUKEwjWkZTc6dDWAhUDXrwKHfNQAaoQ_AUICigB&biw=1264&bih=680#

imgrc=zQ-AY8zRgnECzM: 
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Lecture1-2: Orientation and Introduction (William Cheung, Vicky) 
     I learned that the notion of “sustainability” is broader than I have ever expected. 
Before taking this lecture, I’ve thought “sustainability” was environmental 
sustainability, such as sustainability of ecosystem, nature or resources. However, I 
understood that this notion includes every discipline and course: namely it covers not 
only environmental field but also social field and economic field. For example, as the 
“SUSTSINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS” by United Nations shows, eliminating 
poverty or hunger, giving everyone quality education, or achieving decent work and 
economic growth and so on. I thought it is impossible to realize sustainable society by 
changing one part of society only, therefore, we need to have variety of perspectives 
without being bounded to the classification of department. 

Lecture3: Visit to Nitobe Memorial Garden (Ryu Sugiyama) 
     I learned how Inazo Nitobe is estimated from other countries and was surprised 
that the garden was made really exquisitely. Japanese plants and Canadian plants 
were planted oppositely across the river and a bridge was over there. Both of 
vegetation means each continents and the river means the Pacific Ocean, and the 
bridge embodies Nitobe’s will to become a mediator between Japan and other foreign 
countries. I think his will is being realized by this garden even after his death because 
many foreign people visit this garden and learn about his life, his will, or the character 
of Japanese garden, and in this way he can introduce Japanese culture to foreign 
people over generations. 
     I am also interested in what Mr. Sugiyama said. He said that he researched in 
his school days how different people feel or are influenced between when they see 
natural plants and when they see artificial plants. I knew some researches which show 
the difference between when people see nature and when they see artificial things such 
as concrete or buildings, but I don’t know whether there are some differences between 
nature and artificial nature. Therefore, I want to research about it more. 

Lecture4: Visit to Botanical Garden 
     In the Botanical Garden, I saw the word “resilience” for the first time. According 
to the explanation of the notice there, resilience is “the ability of an ecosystem to 
maintain or regain its species composition and richness once it has been disturbed.” 
There are many damages caused naturally such as drought or cold, or caused by 
human beings such as pollution, logging or invasion. However, if ecosystem have 
biodiversity they can regain its richness. Therefore, I understood biodiversity is 
necessary for sustainable ecosystem. 
     However, I wonder the technology of genetic recombination is appropriate or 
permitted in order to keep biodiversity of animals or plants. At first look, creating 
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variety of animals and plants by Genetic recombination seems effective for biodiversity, 
but I think it is mere a short-term view. The number of species may increase 
temporarily by genetic recombination technology, but in a long-term look, this is likely 
to break the balance of ecosystem and consequently ruin a diversity. Therefore, I think 
we should not create a diversity or intervene in ecosystem without enough knowledge 
about the long-term influence by genetic recombination technology. We should 
conserve species or support ecosystem.  

Lecture5: What is the sustainability in the earth under the global 
warming? (William Cheung) 
     Through this lecture I learned the global warming is a serious problem which 
influences on even diplomatic relations. When the sea temperature increases, fishes 
will move to the part of ocean which is deeper or higher, and consequently countries 
near the equator would not be able to catch fishes. As a result, the problem of how to 
decide a fishery area between countries will occur. Moreover, if a number and kind of 
fish one country can catch change or is limited, people’s eating habits will also change. 
Therefore, global warming is a very big problem which influences on even relationship 
between countries and culture. 

Lecture6: Why communicate science? (Dr. Jennifer Gardy) 
     The argument about the necessity of making non-scientist know about science 
often have been pointed out these days. I think, however, even if how many books 
scientist published or how strong they insist the importance of science, general people 
probably won’t be interested in science positively. Dr. Jennifer had been using some 
attractive illustrations of cats all the time during her presentation, and I thought it 
may be effective to use pictures or illustrations in order to attract people. Now it is 
difficult to feel close to science in daily life because scientific technology level has 
become very high. I wonder using illustrations can not only attract non-scientist but 
also eliminate that image about science. 

Lecture7: Sustainability Science (Racid sumaila) 
     I relearned the notion of a sustainability throughout a figure of three pillars of 
sustainability: environmental, economic, social pillar. Regarding a definition of 
sustainability, I think there are some definitions which don’t involve plants, animals or 
any other non-human things: for example, “Sustainable development involves devising 
a social and economic system, which ensures that these goals are sustained, i.e., that 
real incomes rise, that educational standards increase, that the health of the nation 
improves, that the general quality of life is advanced.” (Pearce, Makandia and Barbier, 
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1989) 

Lecture8: Ecology and conservation issues for North America Pacific 
salmon (1) (Scott Hinch)  
     Through this lecture, I could become conscious about not only direct human 
impacts but also indirect human impacts against salmon. About direct human impacts 
I had already known “overharvesting” is a serious problem, but the word “by-catch” 
was new to me. I think solving this completely is quite difficult because it is impossible 
to control the habitat or the direction to swim of marine creatures. Therefore, we 
should think about how we can release creatures without harming them. 

Lecture9: Ecology and conservation issues for North America Pacific 
salmon (2) (Dr. Nolan Bett) 
     In this lecture, almost all of the content was new to me but it was good 
opportunity to know about Salmon and navigation. The most surprising thing for me is 
that Pacific salmon use the earth’s magnetic field to orient themselves in the ocean. I 
am interested in this and tried to research about it again on the Internet after coming 
back to Japan. There are many hypotheses about salmon’s navigation method such as 
using their sense of smell, the ocean current, the sun direction or earth’s magnetic field 
and so on, but there seems still be not an established theory. Regarding the theory of 
using earth’s magnetic field, there is a research which denies this. According to the 
experiment conducted by professor Hiroshi Ueda in Hokkaido university, even salmon 
whose magnetic sense is upset could return to the river they were born. (Japanese 
Economic Newspaper “How do salmon find the river they were born?” 
https://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXBZO15472390Z20C10A9000000/ 2017/09/27) They 
probably use some method at the same time, but there are still many unclear things. I 
think it is important to know about the habits of creatures in order to think about 
sustainability of ecosystem.   

Lecture10: Salmon as Cultural Keystone Species (Kondo) 
     I studied in this lecture that indigenous people’s knowledge attracts many 
scientists these days and is used in the medicine or science field. Indigenous knowledge 
is strongly bounded to the environment surrounds people living there, therefore, 
indigenous knowledge is key when to conserve a sustainability. However, according to 
this lecture, scientist or government (I couldn’t remember accurately) didn’t pay for 
indigenous people nevertheless many modern medicines were invented through 
learning indigenous knowledge. I want to know more about this: concretely what 
medicine was made, why the money was not paid, what did indigenous people respond 
to not being paid or was there any conflict between indigenous people and scientists or 
government and so on. I also think this problem about learning from indigenous 
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knowledge and paying is strongly related to a sustainability, because indigenous 
people may deny to teach their knowledge to scientist if payment is not enough and 
consequently we would not be able to get excellent medicine. If so, we might lose an 
opportunity to solve a disease which may be overcome with their knowledge. I think 
this problem is associated with us over generations. 

Lecture11: Marine biodiversity in a warming ocean (Dr. Matt Whalen) 
     This lecture focused on not only importance of a biodiversity but also methods to 
measure it, and it was interesting. In order to measure it, we need to compare past and 
present, and to do it we need some information or data. However, unfortunately 
change has already happened and we didn’t notice it when we notice that change is 
important, professor said. It is quite difficult to estimate long-term effects, therefore, I 
think we should carefully be concern about and record even what looks unrelated at 
that time. 

Lecture12: Introduction of tidal ecosystem (Dr. Matt Whalen) 
     I learned the “intertidal zonation” for the first time and it was quite beautiful. 
There are also keystone species in zonation such as sea stars or sea otters, and these 
keystone predators contribute to keep sustainable environment by preventing kelp or 
mussels from colonizing all space. 

Lecture13: Field work @ Tower Beach (Coreen, Andy) 
     In this lecture I saw and touched a sea star directly for the first time. I was 
surprised that it has an eye each tips of its arms. When we turned over it, I also 
observed that the sea star putting out their tentacles to return. It was a wonderful 
experience. In the Tower Beach, we could not see a lot of species because a tide was 
very high, but I was able to see many barnacles clinging to rocks or sea weeds. I want 
to watch zonation someday. 

Lecture14: Education for Sustainable Development (Xiao) 
     It was pointed out that education is quite important to realize sustainable 
development but it is very expensive under the present situation. I have learned about 
the reproduction of social class. Though it is said that every people can enter high-level 
school with appropriate effort by equal paper examination, one’s family class (or 
circumstances of family or parents) actually is strongly related to the children’s 
educational achievement and future occupation. Now the ration of people enter high 
school is almost 100 percent in Japan but there are still many children who cannot go 
to even elementary school or junior high school around the world. This is a very serious, 
fundamental problem. However, salary for teachers in elementary, junior high, and 
high school is not appropriate and they are under overworking. This is also big serious 
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problem. I think the latter should be firstly solved but it needs a fundamental reform 
by government. 
Lecture15: Visit to the Beaty Biodiversity Museum (Xiao, Kondo) 
     I was surprised the amount of exhibitions and couldn’t watch all of them. In the 
entrance, there was a big blue whale bone. According to the explanation there, that 
whale was struck and killed by a ship in 1987 and washed near the northwestern coast 
of Prince Edward Island. Then the government buried her on the beach to be clean by 
natural processes, and in 2008 a team unearthed the whale for display at this museum. 
In order to display, a lot of efforts were required such as getting rid of the smelly oil 
and repairing over a thousand pieces of bone, and there was cooperation between 
biologists and artist. I think it is good if such cooperation can be seen in any other field. 

Lecture16: Researches of Hakai Institute (Margot Hessing-Lewis, Brian 
Hunt, Wade Smith) 
     The name “Hakai” seems be inspired by the Hakai Consercancy, which is the 
largest marine protected area on the BC coast, but I had wondered what “Hakai” 
means. Though Hakai is a word from indigenous language, the researchers also 
seemed not to know the true mean. 
     There are various people from various fields and they cooperate to research in 
Hakai Institute. They also seem conduct their research with cooperation of indigenous 
people. There seems to be a meeting place and they have opportunities to meet and 
talk to indigenous people. Moreover, something like lecture for children also seems to 
be held there. I think cooperation between people from different field is important in 
order to consider problems from a variety of perspectives. 
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Lecture17: Visit to First Nation community (Xiao, Kondo) 
     People in the community accepted us very pleasantly nevertheless we were really 
strangers. I learned the history of a blanket. According to their speaking, first nations 
people had tradition to sew a blanket and pass it to a traveler as a token of their pride 
of being first nations. They seemed never to receive anything from a traveler, just 
giving, because a blanket is their pride. Now they are trying to correct blankets spread 
by travelers in order to exhibit them. Regarding the method to sew, it seemed to be 
once extinct, but one lady in the community is trying to regain the sewing knowledge. 
However, she said it was quite difficult. I think regaining something which is once 
extinct is very difficult, therefore, it is important to pass a technology or knowledge to 
next generation. It must be possible because now the technology of digital devices has 
highly developed. 

Lecture18: Visit to University od Victoria (Xiao, Kondo) 
     We visited the department of archeology in university of Victoria. A large number 
and kinds of bone was kept there. Some bone seemed to be corrected from general 
people or a hunter who found animals dead. The bone in this picture is bird’s bone, and 
this is the base of wings. Only birds have this kinds of bone. It was interesting.  

Lecture19: Royal BC Museum (Xiao, Kondo) 
     I was interested in the corner of endangered languages in the north coast of 
Vancouver. A greeting phrase of each language were exhibited so that we can hear the 
pronunciation of them directly by pushing the button. Some were very similar, others 
were distinct. I also could know about the number of native speaker of that languages, 
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and I was very surprised at the shortness of them. Most of them were about from 0.5 
percent to 2 percent. There were some languages which no longer have native speakers. 
I also though that the languages spoken near to the ocean are more endangered than 
that near to the inland. 

Lecture20: Library research on sustainability science 
     I prepared my presentation in studying space in the library. I wish I had 
searched some books about sustainability or first nations.  

Lecture21: Visit to Museum of Anthropology (1) (Xiao, Kondo) 
     The most surprising thing for me was the way to exhibit of totem poles. In this 
museum in UBC, totem poles were exposed sun light directly as this picture and there 
are some of them even in outside of museum. It is common to avoid any natural 
influences such as sun light or wind because they give a lot of damages for 
conservation of exhibits. However, these totem poles were exhibited along with 
indigenous people’s intention. They think all they have to do is making totem poles 
again if it is damaged or decay. I learned that indigenous people think decay is natural 
processes and they do not have to be afraid of it. Decay looks opposite from 
sustainability, however, it is not always so. If the knowledge or the technique is passed 
to next generation, sustainability would be realized. 
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Special Program at UBC 
Hokkaido University 

Department of Engineering 
Shuichi Teranishi 

 

Introduction  

We went to UBC in Canada for 2 weeks and were composed of 6 
students from several faculties. It’s Literature, Fisheries, Engineering 
(Civil, Architecture, Metal, Applied physics). The theme is Sustainability. 
Also, I had a purpose how my major is useful for a better society. 
 

What we learned  

Lectures 1-2: Orientation and Introduction 
We mainly studied at Liu Institute, and it was so cold (so you need 

to prepare outerwear). This is the first lecture there. 
First, Vicky introduced about Sustainability briefly. She said, 

Sustainability consists of Environment, Economic, Social. It will be very 
meaningful later. Also, she introduced about 17 SUSTAINABLE 
DEVELOPMENT GOALS. We studied all of them later, especially the 14 
LIFE BELOW WATER. It was fun because she gave me several quiz. 
 
Lecture 3: Visit to Nitobe Memorial Garden 

There is the garden where is about 5 minutes on foot from Liu 
Institute. It was made with respect to the spirit of Nitobe Inazo as a 
scholar, educator, diplomat, and there was a stone monument carved with 
the words of Mr. Nitobe's wish, "I wish to become a bridge across the 
Pacific." in the garden. In this garden, a lot of Japanese style was adopted, 
and the plants there were also mixed with Canada and Japanese ones. By 
the way, the gardener as administrator there was also a Japanese. I was 
impressed the complex of the garden. For example, in key places in the 
garden, by allowing the room to have much space, visitors could walk 
without seeing their feet, making ingenuity on the scenery in front. 
 
Lecture 4: Visit to Botanical Garden 

This large garden on the UBC premises takes about an hour to see 
and explore everything, so I listened to it and gave up looking around all. 
Originally I am not interested in flowers in the sense of gardening at all, 
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also I just came to Canada and I had a lot of jet lag and I was sleepy. So I 
would like you to forgive me that I relaxed this time about an hour on the 
bench. Sorry… 
 
Lecture 5: What is Sustainability in the earth under the global 
warming? 

This lecture was held by William and was one of the most 
interesting lectures for me. It consists of changing oceans in a high CO2 
world, Impacts of climate change on marine biodiversity and fisheries, 
and Identifying. Mainly, he said, rising temperature of the sea surface 
leads to changes in catch species by country, also he demonstrated this 
situation using us as country respectively. 
 
Lecture 6: Why Communicate Science? 

This was an abrupt plan. It is mainly on teaching science to non 
scientists. Also, as it was a classroom presentation for graduate students 
and professors at UBC, speaker 's English speaking speed was very fast 
and it was difficult to hear. However there was the thing I impressed by 
her speech. It is that purpose is different depending on the conversational 
style, for example, in a group discussion, the method and result are the 
object, but in the conference only the conclusion drawn from that is the 
objective. 
 
Lecture 7: Sustainability Science 

I think that this lecture was a lecture that was confident about the 
theme called Sustainability. First of all, six students talked about how to 
define Sustainability. Also, not all of them are mistakes, but Dr. Rashid 
have defined “Sustainable development as development that meets the 
needs of the present without compromising” here. I remember that as the 
population increases, competition occurs and productivity may decrease, 
so it is necessary to consider the balance between population and 
productivity. 
 
Lecture 8: Ecology and conservation issues for North America 
Pacific salmon 

This lecture was done by Dr. Scott Hinch. Here I mainly learned 
that the salmon catch of each country and the proportion of the species 
picked up by that area are very different. For example, sock eye is the 
kind of salmon that can be taken most in Canada, chum is like in Japan. 
However, only 10~15 percent of salmon stocks status data are assessed, 
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so we cannot focus on assessing them in much detail. Besides, we have 
learned a lot of things, for example in Vancouver, there were many rivers 
which were originally lost so many salmon that cannot go upstream, but 
the pictures of the last that salmon striking the street is the most 
impressive for me. 
 
Lecture 9: Navigation in Pacific Salmon 

Postdoctoral researcher Nolan Bett talked to us about what is a 
Navigation, what do you think about Navigation? It’s a process of 
determining how to move from one location to another location. Then, 
how do animals navigate? Foe example, pacific salmon has the earth’s 
magnetic field to orient themselves in the ocean but, in river, they use 
smell to locate their homestream. Describing about it in detail, imprinted 
chemical are the primary directional cue, and pheromones appear to act 
as a secondary cue. I thought that can I speak only about salmons have 
the ability called Magnetics, do they have much better ability than people, 
or have humans degenerate their abilities?  
 
Lecture 10: Salmon as Cultural Keystone Species 

The content of this lecture was very easy to understand and 
interesting to me. First of all, we received explanation as to why we must 
know about indigenous peoples by learning about Sustainability. This is 
because many of contemporary science and technology has evolved from 
the wisdom of indigenous peoples. Also, human societies all across the 
global have developed rich sets of experiences and explanations relating 
to the environment they live in. Moreover, while there is a good aspect 
that a state of good quality river can be built up for salmon fry by the 
Beaver Dam, we heard that there is a bad aspect that the beaver dam 
prevents the salmon from running up, and I learned the ecology of the 
complexity of the system cycle. 
 
Lecture 11: Debriefing “Sustainability Society” with Discussion 

In this lecture, after receiving an explanation about the 
Sustainability development explained in the introduction, we all 
discussed "Is it right that having one few child to improve Sustainability".
In the explanation about Sustainability development, the teacher of Xiao 
Lan is paying attention to QUALITY EDUCATION which is number 4 of 
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS, I also heard stories about the 
difference between equality and fairness and the gap with reality. In the 
discussion, just because that language is English, I was keenly aware of 
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the lack of English skills as well as frustration that I cannot convey what 
I want to say. 
 
Lecture 12-13: Marine biodiversity in a warming ocean & 
Introduction of tidal ecosystem 

We are told about the concept of niche. In particular, starfish 
usually live in deep water, but as the sea level rises or falls, the place 
where it lives moves to a shallow place, so the residential area of the sea 
creatures that originally lived in a shallow place was eroded. Also due to 
the descent of the sea level, the sea creatures that were in shallow water 
may be dried up by sunlight. This story was that I heard it in classes for 
freshman, so it was very easy to understand. It was this time that I first 
touched the starfish in my life. 
 
Lecture 14: Field work @ Tower Beach 

About the marine biodiversity and its habitat, I went to the beach 
in the UBC and looked for creatures there. The scenery was very nice and 
it felt good. 

 
(At the Tower beach) 
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Lecture 15: Researches of Hakai Institute 
At this time, a few researchers came to lecture from ecological 

laboratory called Hakai Institute located in Canada. The contents of the 
lecture seemed a bit difficult, but I was able to spend a precious time, 
such as showing the animation of the aerial photographs using the drone. 
Also, I asked a difficult question about how civil engineering I majored in 
the research can do, but answered that nature and infrastructure are 
deeply involved. My academic field has various relationships and 
involvement, so learning motivation came to me. 
 
Lecture 16: Visit to the Beauty Biodiversity Museum 

At first, very big skeletal model of whale welcomed us at the 
entrance hall. This museum has a shape with one floor spread like a flat 
shop. The subject of the exhibition varied from insects to marine creatures, 
and things like that. There was a theater here, and I saw a movie about 
the spawning of a fish there. However, I forgot what kind of fish it was. I 
do not remember details, but I was only surprised by the power of the 
stuffing. I thought that the way of exhibition was arranged in a 
decentralized way, so I want to say that please make it easier to see. 
 
Lecture 17: Visit to First Nation community 

First Nation community was like a meeting of indigenous 
communities in Canada, and we participated in it. Initially, I was worried 
that I might bother them, but all the people there were friendly. They 
were mainly talking about their traditional blankets. If my memory is 
right, the blanket was also used as a trade item with the world. It is still 
present and is kept in various museums. The knit seams were only coarse. 
When I heard this story, I learned that there are identities of indigenous 
peoples in that knit, I was surprised to think that there are many other 
such things in the world. 
 
Lecture 18: Library researches on sustainability science 

My presentation was planned to announce what we learned only 
from the professor's lecture so far, so we never actually got knowledge by 
using books. However, I had the impression that there were many 
students in the library. Also, there is an image that the library keeps 
quiet in Japan, but at the UBC library it seems that there are many 
students actively discussing. 
 
Lecture 19: Visit to Museum of Anthropology 
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The museum here is very famous and it is in the UBC. I was 
surprised by the number of exhibits. For the indigenous peoples, the 
totem pole was mainly exhibited, but there were exhibits of Japanese as 
well. 

 
(the famous sculpture that Raven and the First Men) 
 
Lecture 20: Co-production of Plant Knowledge in South America 

The lecture at the Department of Forestry was about the cassava 
that is closely related to the indigenous peoples of Ghana. It is known as a 
tapioca in Japan. Cassava can be cultivated even in an adverse 
environment, but poisoning removal processing is necessary to be edible. 
Also, I learned that it has restrictions on use, such as potatoes that have 
been removed from the skin for poison removal, are rotten unless 
processed on the spot. 
 
Lecture 21: Presentation “Sustainable Society” 

This was our last presentation. There were few professors and their 
students so all the students seemed like feeling nervous. Presentation in 
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English and response to questions at that time was my first experience, so 
now I think that it was a very valuable opportunity for me. I mainly 
derived the conclusion that functionality of the whole earth is defined by 
multiplication of diversity and the ability of that kind, and that it is 
Sustainability. In myself, that idea is still kept. Also, I think that I was 
glad that I could listen to all students' presentations without fail. 
 

Excursion  

Stanley park 
I went to Stanley park twice, and because the weather was sunny 

in both, I felt very comfortable and left memories. Stanley park had 
various things such as aquarium, tennis court, beach and totem poles. 
Especially the cycling was very excited. 
 

Victoria 
Victoria is an island, located about 1 hour and 30 minutes by ferry.

I went to the university in the neighborhood and went to Royal BC 
Museum, but I was surprised at the beauty of the street than anything 
else. I think you will understand if you look at the picture below. 
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Impact on my future studies and life  

To be honest, before going to Canada, I thought that it would be 
better if I could use emotional expressions by means other than languages 
even though English could not be used. However, I realized that I couldn’t 
express to that little emotion of myself without a language. Therefore, it 
goes without saying that there was desire to learn the language. Also, I 
learned how blessed Japan is on this trip and how easy it is to live. From 
now on, I will take pride in being a Japanese citizen like this, willing to 
learn ambitiously and want to live proudly. 
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Alaska Natural Resources 
Sustainability
Field Seminar
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Alaska Natural Resources Sustainability Field Seminar

Objects
This seminar prepares future global leaders as academic researchers, agency professionals 
and analysts of nongovernmental organizations and communities in the world for 
studying fundamental sustainability science on natural resources and environment. 
Examines principles of sustained yield, carrying capacity, supply and demand as applied 
to agriculture, range, forest, wildlife, fisheries, recreation, minerals and energy 
management. A wild range of perspectives is presented to help students develop a 
personal philosophy toward natural resources.

Contents
1. What is the natural resources?
2. Sustainability of natural ecosystem in Alaska
3. History and culture in Alaska
4. Group meeting and discussion: students of UAF and HU
5. Educational excursion for the Denali National Park
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Day Time Subject Leader Location Objective

14:05-16:52 [AS117] Seattle, US→Fairbanks, US Dr. Kaeriyama & Dr. Xiao
17:00 Pick up DWV & MM FAI

8th Aug 10:00-16:00 Orientation and Introduction DWV & International Office UAF ONL305

Introduction, orientation, presentation about
exchange program, introduction to Alaska
(history, economy, land ownership and
management, climate and geography)

8:00-8:30 UAF -> Bonanza Creek Experimental Forest DWV & MM

8:30-12:30 Field lecture 1: Forest regeneration field sampling Dr. Glenn Juday & MM Field site Forest regeneration, long-term ecological
research

12:30-13:30 Lunch DWV & MM Bluff

13:30-16:00 Field lecture 2: Field sampling DWV Field site Soil sampling, frost probing

16:00-16:30 Site -> UAF DWV & MM

9:00-10:30 Lecture 1: Aurora&sustainability of global
ecosystem

Dr. Kaeriyama & Dr.
Akasofu UAF IARC

10:30-11:00 UAF -> Pipeline
11:00-11:30 Field lecture 3: Pipeline Pipeline Overview of oil industry and pipeline
11:30-12:30 Lunch Pedro

12:30-13:00 Pedro Memorial site -> Poker Flats
13:00-13:30 Field lecture 4: Gold mining Gold Dredge Overview of gold mining and processing
13:30:14:00 Gold dredge -> Poker Flats

14:00-15:30 Field lecture 5: Aurora science, Wildland fire David Hill
Poker Flats
Rocket
Range

Overview of rocket range and scientific
research of aurora, as well as example of
post-fire succession

15:30-16:00 Poker Flats -> UAF DWV & MM Overview of permafrost

9:00-10:30 Lecture 2: Fishery Dr. Keith Criddle UAF ONL305 Overview of Alaska Fisheries Management.

10:30-12:00 Lecture 3: Permafrost Dr. Vladimir Romanovsky UAF ONL305 Overview of Permafrost.

12:00-13:20 Lunch UAF ONL305

13:00-13:30 UAF -> Permafrost Tunnel

13:30-15:00 Field Lecture 6: Permafrost Tunnel Dr. Kenji Yoshikawa Permafrost
Tunnel Overview of Permafrost.

15:00-15:30 Permafrost Tunnel -> Doyon DWV & MM

15:30-16:30 Lecture 4: Native regional corporations Sarah Obed Doyon Ltd.
Overview of ANCSA, the Native Regional
Corporations and their dual missions, and
of what Doyon itself does

7:30-9:30 AHRB parking lot -> Denali

10:00-18:00 Denali National Park (Eielson Visitor Center)

18:00-20:30 Denali -> Trapper Creek

10:00-13:00 Denali Chino Nature Center Toru Chino

13:00-20:00 Trapper Creek -> Fairbanks

12:30-13:00 AHRB parking lot -> Northland Wood Products DWV & MM

13:00-14:30 Filed lecture 7: Timber use Alan Menaker Northland
Wood

Presentation of how one small business
logs, processes, and sells wood products

14:30-15:00 NWP -> UAF DWV & MM

15:00-16:30 Lecture 5: Biomass energy Art Nash UAF ONL305 Wood biomass energy

16:30-17:30 Grocery Shopping DWV & MM Fred Meyer

8:30-10:00 Lecture 6: Sustainability UAF ONL305

10:00-11:00 Filed lecture 8: Melting permafrost (thermokarst) Bicycle
bumps

11:00-12:00 Filed lecture 9: Changing boreal forest Exotic tree
plantation

12:00-13:00 Lunch DWV & MM T-field If raining, lunch at UAF ONL305
13:00-14:00 Field lecture 10: Birch plantation T-field Overview of non-timber forest products

14:30-15:30 Lecture 7: Birch syrup Lola Tilly
Kitchen

8:30-9:30 Lecture 8: Wildlife Management DWV UAF ONL305

9:45-10:00 AHRB parking lot -> LARS

10:00-11:00 Field lecture 11: Alaska livestock LARS

11:00-12:00 Field lecture 12: Alaska livestock Experimental
Farm

12:00-13:00 Lunch UAF GBG

13:00-14:00 Field lecture 13: Agriculture/Peony Dr. Mingchu Zhang UAF GBG Overview of agriculture in Interior Alaska
14:30-16:00 Lecture 9: Indigenous Culture Sean Asiq uq Topkok UAF ONL305

8:30-12:00 Lecture 10: Sustainability Earth under the Sixth
Extinction Age Dr. Kaeriyama & Dr. Xiao UAF ONL305

13:00-15:00 Lecture 11: Student Presentation Dr. Kaeriyama & Dr. Xiao UAF ONL305

15:00-17:00 Field lecture 14: Museum of the North DWV & MM UAF Museum

17:30-19:30 Closing ceremony DWV & MM UAF GBG

4:30 UAF -> FIA DWV & MM FIA

6:20-10:51 [AS126] Fairbanks, US→Seattle, US Dr. Kaeriyama & Dr. Xiao

DWV: Dr. David Valentine, MM: Dr. Miho Morimoto

14th Aug

2017 Alaska Natural Resources Sustainability Field Seminar

7th Aug

9th Aug

10th Aug
DWV & MM

Denali
National Park

11th Aug

DWV & MM

12th Aug DWV & MM

13th Aug

18th Aug

15th Aug

DWV

Dr. Jan Dawe

16th Aug Dr. Milan Shipka

17th Aug
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Main Lecturers from the University of Alaska Fairbanks
and the Hokkaido University

Dr. Da id alen ine is a professor of forest soils. His broad research interest is in ecosystem 
ecology, biogeochemistry, and element cycling in northern ecosystems. His past research focused 
on the role of soils in forests, grasslands, and wetlands in generating or consuming trace gasses, 
especially carbon dio ide and methane, that influence Earth s climate. His recent research has 
focused on the effects of wildfire and moisture stress on soil respiration and carbon balance.

Dr. Miho Morimo o is a postdoctoral fellow of forest resources management. She was 
graduated from Hokkaido University for her  and , and once studied as an e change 
student at the University of laska airbanks during her master and doctor courses. Her research 
interests are forestry, andscape ecology, climate change, forest regeneration and disturbance.

Dr. lenn uday is a professor of forest ecology at the University of laska airbanks. His 
research interests are tree-ring studies, climate change assessment, biodiversity under forest 
management systems, climate change and forest growth, sustainable boreal forest production, 
forest disturbance from insect outbreaks, forest regeneration under management, long-term 
environmental monitoring, old-growth forest ecology, natural controls of biodiversity, wildrness 
and natural area management, forest development and ecosystem life history.

Dr. Syun hi Akaso u is a professor of physics and founding director emeritus. He is known 
as an e pert in the aurora sciences. He has a wide interest in all aspects of the solar-terrestrial 
relationship, including climate change  He served as founding director of the International rctic 

esearch Center I C  until his retirement in . He was the recipient of the University of 
laska Edith . ullock rize in  and the laskan of the ear enali ward in . Upon 

his retirement in , the University of laska oard of egents officially named the building 
in which I C is housed the Syun-Ichi kasofu uilding .

Da id ill is a special pro ects at the oker lat esearch ange in University, which the largest
land-based rocket research range in the world and the only high-latitude rocket range in the United 
States. 

Dr. Kei h riddle is a professor of marine policy, isheries ivision at University of laska 
airbanks. His current research pro ects are the owards a bioeconomic harvest control rule for 

groundfish fisheries CC C , the lternative visions for fisheries governance  the rights of 
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individuals versus the interests of communities CC C , and so on.

Dr. ladimir omano sky is a professor of geophysics. He is interested in the scientific and 
practical aspects of environmental and engineering problems involving ice and permafrost. hese 
include problems in the areas of soil physics, thermodynamics, heat and mass flow, and growth 
and decay processes that are associated with permafrost, subsea permafrost, seasonally frozen 
ground, and seasonal snow cover.

Dr. Ken i oshika a is a professor of water resources, at the ater and Environmental 
esearch Center, Institute of orthern Engineering in the University of laska airbanks. He is 

actively engaged in geophysical, geothermal, hydrologic and permafrost research throughout 
laska. He got the h  from raduate School of Environmental Science, Hokkaido University.

Sarah ed, vice president of e ternal affairs, is responsible for representing oyon imited 
on a wide range of matters before federal, state and local governments. She is also responsible for 
reviewing and analyzing legislative issues that may impact oyon s business.

Toru hino is resident of acific im Services. He is also an ambassador of Hokkaido 
University. He is living at rapper Creek, laska.

Allen Menaker is resident of orthland ood, which has been laska s local lumber industry 
for over  years. 

Dr. Ar  ash is an energy specialist and a professor of energy, University of laska airbanks. 

Dr. an Da e is an assistant research professor of the School of atural esources and 
E tension irectory. Her research interests are birch trees and birch sap.

Dr. Milan Shipka is ssociate irector of the gricultural and orestry E periment Station, 
and griculture and Horticulture epartment Chair. His research interests are reproductive 
physiology and behavior of traditional and alternative ruminant species in the laska livestock 
industry, such as reindeer, musko en, and cattle. His current research programs are reproductive 
biology of reindeer and musko  and management of reproduction in theses species in farmed 
settings.

Dr. Min hu han  is a professor of gronomy/Soil Sciences. His research interests are the 
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nutrient management, the soil organic matter, peony, forage and field crop production in subarctic 
area, waste management/composting and land reclamation.

Dr. Sean Asiqluq Topkok is an assistant professor in School of Education. His interest include 
multicultural and Indigenous education, decolonization and Indigenist methods anadn 
methodologies, working with communities to help them document their cultural heritages, and 
community well-being. 

Dr. Lan Xiao is an assistant professor at the Institute for International Collaboration, Hokkaido 
University. Her research interests are social education and community education for socially 
disadvantaged people, such as unemployed, immigrants and the challenged. 

Dr. Masahide Kaeriyama is a professor at the Institute for International Collaboration, 
Hokkaido University. He specializes in marine ecosystem ecology, salmon biology, and 
sustainability sciences.
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tudent e orts

tudent participants fro  okkaido niversity

o. a e aculty rade

hingo Takeuchi Agriculture no
akana ayashi Agriculture no
ana ataoka Agriculure yes
yunki aba Agriculture no
asato oya a Agriculture yes
ina uribara Agriculture yes
ei Isono ngineering yes
u iya iyano edicine no
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ecial ro ra  

University of laska Fair anks

laska atural esources ustaina ility

  

hin o akeuchi

e art ent of Forest cience  Faculty of riculture

Hokkaido University
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. Lecture
8/8
rientation and Introduction

In this lecture  I learned infor ation about Alaska  like vegetation  cli ate  forest fire  and per afrost. 
 I was surprised that only  tree species hite spruce  lack spruce  Aspen  Paper birch  Populus  and 
Ta arack  originally grow in Alaska. It is easy to e ori e Alaska s tree species. okkaido has uch ore 
tree species. 

oreal forest is largest bio e on the earth. This covers  of earth s land surface. It is i portant in ter s of 
carbon storage. oreal forest stores nearly half the carbon of all global forest ecosyste s. Therefore  
conserving boreal forests in necessary. 
 orest fire is unfa iliar to e  because forest fire isn t occurred so fre uently in apan. I was i pressive the 
sentence cosyste  starts fro  forest fire . I could learn the relationship between Alaska and forest fire. 

owever  the nu ber of forest fire has been increasing recently  and the da age of forest fire was worse than 
ever. 

8/9
ield lecture 1: orest regeneration ield sam ling
ield lecture 2: ield sam ling

r. lenn uday lectured to us the ethod to research on the forestry science such as how to easure height 
and dia eter of tree.

r. avid alentine lectured to us about the agrology of ountain in Alaska. The ountain is consisted of 
loess. The loess was originated fro  the Tanana iver  and for ed by wind over a long ti e. ro  the 

ountain  we could see lack spruce growing nearby the river  on the other hand  hite spruce grow apart 
fro  the river. Also  I could learn the ele ents of soil production based on cli ate change  organis  
topography and ti e. 

e saw a glass land which oose use for the bed. abitat of oose is related to wild fire. After wild fire  
there are s all trees. oose want to feed those trees. Therefore  oose tend to live places after wild fire.

8/10
Lecture 1: urora  sustaina ilit  o  glo al ecos stem

r. hunichi Akasofu lectured to us about the Aurora science and the global war ing. r. Akasofu is an 
authoritative scientist of the Aurora science. I was looking forward to learning about the aurora  because I have 
never seen the aurora  and also never been lectured about it. e learned how the aurora occurred  and the latest 
research about aurora.

hen the solar wind co es to the earth and the solar causes discharge pheno enon  we can see the aurora. 
The color of aurora is related to type of che ical ele ents in the sky. hen o ygen e ists  we can see green 
colored aurora. hen nitrogen e ists  we can see pink colored aurora  so on. sing this characteristic of color  
aurora scientists are researching planets. If we can see green colored aurora in another planet  we can say that 
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o ygen e ist in the planet and so e creatures ay live there.
Also  r. Akasofu is doubtful for the global war ing. e learned his thoughts of opposite opinions to global 

war ing. e said that this global war ing is a s all thing by considering long-ti e scale. Therefore  we 
should consider the ice age. After this lecture  I thought about the global war ing fro  different aspects.

ield Lecture : Pi eline
peaking personally  I felt that the pipeline was one 

of the ost interesting things in Alaska. onstruction of 
pipeline started in  and finished in . Pipeline is 
across Alaska  north to south. Its length is about  

iles. Pipeline has developed Alaskan oil industry. 
Alaskan econo y is supported by pipeline. 

owever  there are so e proble s by constructing 
pipeline. or e a ple  influence for per afrost and 

ove ents of ani als. To solve these proble s  there 
are characteristics. In so e areas  the height of pipeline is apart fro  the ground. Therefore  heat of pipeline 
cannot be conducted to per afrost  and also  ani als like caribou can go under pipeline.

ield Lecture : old mining
e saw the place where gold ining was conducted. In that place  there is a ship used for ining. The ship 

could do all the process to get gold. old was covered by silt. The ship can re ove silt by flowing the water. 
Also  I was surprised that the ship was burned by ca pfire. 

After that  we visited the onu ent of the first gold ining discoverer in airbanks. is na e is eli  
Pedro. e discovered gold on uly th  . e can say that the develop ent of gold ining in airbanks 
was attributed to his discovery

ield Lecture : urora science  ild ire
e visited Poker lat esearch ange P . The P  is part of the eophysical Institute at the 

niversity of Alaska airbanks. The P  is located at the highest latitude rocket range in the nited tates of 
A erica. They launch scientific sounding rockets and perfor  satellite tracking. ounding rockets are used to 
study the ionosphere  aurora  and the polar iddle-upper at osphere. Instru entation throughout Alaska 

onitors agnetic stor s  variations of ionosphere and other space disturbances in real ti e. 

8/11
Lecture 2: is er

Alaskan landings a ount accounts for  percent of total A landing a ount. oreover  Alaskan landings 
value accounts for  percent of  total A landing value. Therefore  Alaska has an i portant role in the 

A fishery.
In this lecture  we could learn species of Alaskan fishies  like al on  alleye Pollock  alibut  and able 
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fish. ach species have different volu e and value. Also we learned ways to catch fish.
There are so e proble s in the Alaskan fishery. It is a valance between fishery and oil industry. eveloping 

oil industry has so e negative influence to arine ecosyste s. e have to consider this proble  to aintain 
both industries.

Lecture : Perma rost
efinition of per afrost is the te perature of aterials is kept under   for over  years .

Per afrost is closely related to Alaskan nature and people lives. y thawing per afrost  a hole suddenly 
appear in the ground  houses ay tilt and collapse  there are any bu ps in roads. Therefore  we have to 
recogni e location of per afrost when we construct so ething.

Per afrost is also affected by global war ing. ecent data shows that te perature of under ground is 
increasing. This tendency ay cause uch ore thawing of per afrost than ever. oreover  holes of 
per afrost e it gas like ethane. ission of ethane pro otes global war ing.

ield Lecture : Perma rost unnel
I was interested in the history of per afrost tunnel construction. onstructing per afrost tunnel was related 

to the old ar between A and . A wanted to hide their weapons fro  the oviet nion s 
satellites. Therefore  A constructed per afrost tunnel for hiding place.

There are two types of ice in the per afrost. ne is Ice wedge  the other is Pond ice . The layer of ice 
wedge and the layer of pond ice are piled up in per afrost. r. en i osikwa lectured to us how to classify 
types of ice. o e scientists collect a part of ice  and research that detail. This research ay help the plan of 

igration to the ars .

Lecture : ati e regional cor oration
The oyon i ited is the native corporation constituted by Alaskan native people. They provide any 

services such as electric industries  oil industries  scholarship syste  touris  and so on  in Alaska.
Their history and syste s of shareholders are uni ue. The syste  is constructed for enhancing native 

people s financial and social conditions continually. Also  they help to aintain their native culture to protect 
their indigenous land. In this lecture  I felt that the relationship of each native people was very strong.

8/12
enali ational Par
I was looking forward to visiting the enali ational Park in this progra . ortunately  that day was sunny 

so we can see beautiful views  and any ani als  like gri ly bear  caribou  and grouse. All views and ani als 
are agnificent and i pressive. I want to visit there again in the future.

ne of y surprising things is that there are roads throughout in the park. efore visiting there  I i agined 
that the park ore natural. I wondered that these constructions have so e influence for ani als  lives. any 
people fro  the world co e to the park. It see s that this park contributes to develop ent of Alaskan touris  
industry. 
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8/1
enali C ino ature Center C C

r.  rs. hino  invited us. They have lived in Alaska for about ten years. They get ost electricity fro  
solar and wind powers. They get water fro  rain  ricer  and ountain. e  stayed their house for one night. 

e helped the  by chopping wood. I had an e perience chopping wood by the a  before. owever  this is the 
first ti e to chop wood by using the auto atical achine. taying their house was a good e perience. 
Thorough staying there and talking with the  I was i pressed that their otivation and power.

e is an a bassador of okkaido niversity in A

8/1
ield Lecture 7: im er use

e visited the orthland ood Products. In okkaido niversity  I learned the process of aking ti ber. 
o  this was a good ti e to understand what I learned. They al ost use white spruce. ro  woods  they 

produce ti ber  firewood  and wood chip. ood eals are used for horse barns. Al ost all of ti bers Alaskan 
people use are i ported fro  anada. ven there are any forest in Alaska  Alaskan woods are ore 
e pensive than anadian woods. I was surprised at this.

Lecture : iomass nerg
io ass energy is one of the eco-friendly ways to generate electricity energy. io ass energy can generate 

electricity by burning natural resources like  wood chip  firewood  food waste  and oil waste. In this field  the 
unit is T s . The high T s is efficient. oist woods  T s is lower than dry woods . Therefore  using 

oist woods needs ore costs.
oods  T s is lower than oil waste. And it see s that woods aren t efficient. owever  lu ber fro  

thinning isn t so e pensive. sing it ay be able to reduce any costs. o  these days  bio ass energy fro  
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woods is focused on.

8/1
Lecture : ustaina ilit

ustainability is  Persistence of desirable features   aintenance of social-ecological interactions   
uity across seg ents of society now and in the future. hen we think about sustainability  there are any 

difficult uestions. or e a ple  hat do you want to sustain  oes sustainability confer social ustice  
and ow do you deal with trade-offs . 
 ustainable develop ent is develop ent that eets the needs of the present without co pro ising the ability 
of future generations to eet their own needs. rundtland eport 

People obtain any benefits fro  ecosyste  services. These services can be divided to four services   
supporting services   provisioning services   regulating services  and  cultural services. These services 
are intertwined strongly. To think about natural resources sustainability  the ost i portant thing is we have 
to sustain ultiple services  not to focus on only one service.

The keys to sustainability are  To reduce vulnerability   To enhance adaptive capacity of the coupled 
syste   To foster resilience and transfor ability of the coupled syste . 
 ach person has different opinions for trade-off hich is ore i portant . Therefore  even if we consider 
trade-offs  it isn t easy to solve proble s.  

ield Lecture 8: Melting erma rost
This lecture was conducted at the forest in A . This forest has an interesting history. The ground was flat at 

first. There is per afrost under the ground. After thawing per afrost  the ground beca e rough. ince then  
trees have grown at rough ground. Therefore  we can see trees standing straight on the rough ground now.

ield Lecture 9: C anging oreal orest
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This lecture was conducted at the e peri ental forest in A . ot only Alaskan original tree species but 
also foreign tree species  any tree species are growing in the forest. 

y using e peri ental forest  scientists study what foreign species can grow in Alaska and what factors 
ake trees grow in Alaska. Those factors are te perature  oisture  soil  and so on. If trees can grow it eans 

those trees are suitable for Alaskan factors. 
Alaska is located ne t to anada. owever  so e anadian original species can grow in Alaska  on the 

other hand  others can t grow. This is related to those factors. oreover  topography is also one of the factors. 
There are any ountains and rivers between Alaska and anada. These are obstacles for trees to invade to 
Alaska fro  anada.

ield Lecture10: irc  lantation
Lecture 7: irc  s ru

e learned pro ects of ne Tree Alaska . ne Tree Alaska is an integrated research  education  and 
outreach progra  of A  chool of atural esources and tension. I think that this progra  is a good way 
for any people  including children  to learn and e perience activities in nature. The ne Tree Alaska 
distributes aple trees to each fa ily. These aple trees can produce aple syrup. This is one of regional 
contributions.

8/1
Lecture 8: ildli e management

Alaska s area is huge  and its shoreline is about k . Its area and shoreline occupy ost of A. 
oreover  national parks and wildlife refuges are  of the state. Therefore  wildlife anage ent is 

necessary and i portant for Alaska and A.
Alaska onstitution  Article  atural esources  indicates a i u  use  consistent with the public 

interest  a i u  benefit  co on use  sustained yield principle  sub ect to preferences a ong 
beneficial uses . 

In the  wild ani als are owned by the state in trust for the public. arvest ani als hunting  fishing  can 
occur only by licensed people. ildlife ecology scientists study ani al population dyna ics  birth rates  death 
rates and causes  habitat for nesting  and so on. ature and hu ans affect wildlife habitats  for e a ple  
te perature  oisture  fire  and logging. And  wildlife anage ents affect ecological and hu an factors to 
achieve desired ob ectives.

ildlife anage ent is co ple  in ter s of social and political challenges. or e a ple  ederal vs. states 
laws and regulations. unting and wildlife viewing is i portant in the econo ic of Alaska s wildlife. evenue 
of wildlife viewing is larger than hunting. And  ost revenue of wildlife viewing co es fro  non-residents. 
Therefore  our visiting enali ational Park also beca e revenue of wildlife viewing.

ield Lecture 11: las a li estoc
e visited the A  peri ental ar . In that place  there were any usko . This is the first ti e to see 

us-ko . They ake clothes of usk-o  wool. Those products are soft to touch  and very e pensive. o e 
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products are e ported to foreign countries  like . Alaskan original usk-o  already beca e an e tinct 
species. ow  in Alaska  they breed usk-o  having co e fro  reenland.

ield Lecture 12: griculture/Peon
The eorgeson otanical arden has any flower species  including Alaskan original flowers and foreign 

flower species. They research what flowers can grow in Alaska. ne of the differences fro  apanese 
botanical garden is they grow any vegetables and fruits. This is related to the history of this garden. The 
na e of this garden was na ed after harles hristian eorgeson. is ob was to deter ine if Alaska s 
e tre e environ ental conditions could be far ed and  thus  sustain a hu an population. o  there are any 
vegetables and fruits in this garden.

This garden also has barley. arley is original crop and used for beer. n the other hand  recently  this 
garden started to grow wheat  because  they ca e to be able to grow wheat by the influence of global 
war ing. rowth of plants is affected by disease  nutrients  weeds  cutting and  insects. In this garden  
researchers onitor these factors in the process of growing plants.

Lecture 9: Indigenous Culture
In each area of Alaska  there are any Alaskan native cultures  like  languages  songs  dances  and clothing. 

It is said that language groups are divided to  groups. I i pressed that these regional cultures are related to 
ani als. e can see any illustrations of ani als in their clothing. e can hear any ani als  roar in their 
songs. Alaska has any ani als  so the relationship between Alaskan native people and ani als is strong.
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8/17
Pre aration or resentation  Presentation

e gave a presentation about what we learned and were interested in in this progra . I was interested in 
trade-off of Pipeline  so I talked about influences caused by constructing pipeline. oreover  I wondered trade-
off in okkaido. Therefore  I co pared okkaido to Alaska  by focusing on the construction of okkaido 

hinkansen bullet train . hen I saw the plan of route of okkaido hinaknsen  I thought okkaido 
hinkansen would divide ecosyste  between east and west. In the environ ental assess ent  the constructing 

co pany said  there was little influence to ecosyste . I was doubtful about this assess ent. o  in y 
presentation  I supposed y opinion about the construction of okkaido hinkansen should consider nature 

ore carefully.

Museum o  t e ort  in 
e visited useu  of The orth. It has any ite s related to lives of Alaska. The e hibitions are of wide 

range  for e a ple  Alaskan native clothing  tools  and stuffing ani als. All e hibitions were e citing to e. I 
was surprised at any pictures taken by ichio oshino were displayed. I know r. oshino took pictures in 
Alaska  and I saw any photo albu s ade by r. oshino. y visiting this useu  I could learn how r. 

oshino had influence to Alaskan people.

2 Conclusion
I was interested in trade-off between nature and hu an activities  so I applied to this progra . I wanted to

know how Alaskan people tried to solve this difficult uestion. I could have a great e perience. Any lectures 
and field lectures were interesting. I could learn not only y specialty  but also non-specialty. I could get uch 
knowledge. Thorough this progra  I could lift up y otivation for learning y specialty and nglish.

ore than anything  I was satisfied with visiting Alaska. Alaska was one of countries I wanted to visit. I 
could see agnificent nature in the enali ational Park  and I also could see aurora. I was so i pressed with 
these.

I want to visit Alaska again in the future.
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. Introduction
 I participated in this progra  because I  origiranally interested in Alaska and the contents of the lectures 
was connected with y field. I wanted to know about Alaska and what happens in there.

e went to Alaska on th- th Aug and took lectures at niversity of Alaska airebanks. e learned about the 
nature  culture and issues. Today there are any environ ent proble  all over the world. Through the 
lectures  we thought over what is sustainability .

2 Lectures
th Aug
ield lecture 1: orest regeneration ield sam ling  rs  lenn uda   Mi o Morimoto

e went to the forest where the forest fire broke out in . The plots were located in the forest haven t 
touched after the fire. The white spruses have do inated in there before the fire. In the plot  there are any 
birch trees.

e easured the height  dia eter of root   this year s annual growth and condition of white spruce. 
The annual growth is the length for  whorls to ne t whorls. o e trees were da aged by a s uirrel or insects. 

udwor  in the previous year affect nu ber of ortality by fre uency of budwor  occurrence and 
proportion of ste s. onifers are often e a ined because they are useful for us e a ple building aterials . 
The forest fire beco e e tensive  so broadleaved trees are also da aged. In recent years  broadleaved trees are 
e a ined too. oose so eti es relate with forest regeneration after forest fire. eedlings can t grow bacause 

oose eat top of the .
It has been  years since this research has been started. The condition in the plot was better than where the 

logs carried out. I thought it connected with aterial cycle.

ield lecture 2: ield sam ling  r  a id alentine
Trees have a lot of infor ation. e e tracted core of annual rings. The every width of annual ring was 

different. hen the width of annual ring is wide  the tree grew well in that year. The sa ple would be uesd to 
guess what happened years ago e a ining the isotope or using a icroscope.

There are  factors that deter ine the property of soil. It is cli ate  organi ation  geology  ele ent and ti e. 
li ate contains factors such as water  sunlight te prature  and so on. The surface was litter layer  and under 

it was silt layer. hy was there silt on the hill  The silt have been blown fro  the river and piled up. The land 
below was wetland because there was per afrost under the ground.

th Aug
Lecture 1: urora sustaina ilit  o  gro al ecos stem  r  un Ic i aso u

k k
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.

ield lecture : Pi eline  rs  a id alentine  Mi o Morimoto
The pipeline is e tended fro  Prudhoe ay the northern 

shore  to alde  near Anchorage . The length is k . The 
southern part is under the ground  but northern part is over the 
ground. The reason is that in the northern area there is 
per afrost under the ground. The pipeline e pands in the 
su er and contracts in the winter with te prature  so it was 
constructed ig ag  and the part of rests is ovable. They 
work as a eath uake-resistant function. The rest is set few eters high fro  ground so that oose can cross 
under the pipe. There are cleaning function called pig  in the pipe. il at high te prature runs in it  so there 
are plates for heat radiation. any people visit there. Pipeline is i portant for Alaskan s econo y.

ild lecture : : old mining  rs  a id alentine  Mi o Morimoto
n uly  eli  Pedro discovered a large gold ine in Tanana area  airbanks. any people ined gold.

 e want the for er site of gold ining. n the hill  there was uch of bedrock. There was a big achine to 
ine. The achine could separate gold fro  bedrock. People did e ploratory drilling first  if there was gold  

they blew silt away and ined.

ield lecture : urora science  ildland ire  r  a id ill
e went to Poker lat. It is the largest land-based rocket research range in the world and the only high-

latitude rocket range in the nited tates. There were so e facilities to launch the rockets. e ade a tour of 
research range  and visited operations and office building such as a launch-control blockhouse co ple  a 
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payload asse bly building  and so on. They have five launch pads. I wanted to see the rockets launched.

th Aug
Lecture 2: is er   r  eit  Criddle

Alaska has any natural resources. arine resources are also. In Alaska  we can get cod  herring  sal on  
halibut  shri p  crab  sea cucu ber and so on. erring is i portant as bait. alleye pollack or sal on occupy 
the highest catch of fish. There are anny types of fishing boat to catch different fish and shellfish.

The environ ent is changing. ore carbon dio ide dissolves in the sea water. It causes change of p  in the 
sea  and the change gives da age to shellfish s for ing the shell.

e have to be carefull with overfishing. hose fish  It s depends on the stage of the production. 

Lecture : Perma rost  r  ladimir omano s
Per afrost is the soil which the te prature is  or less and it continue for  years or ore. Per afrost 

depends on the cli ate. There are two kinds of per afrost  continuous per afrost and discontinuous 
per afrost. In airbanks  the per afrost is discontinuous. The average of its depth is . iscontinuous 
per afrost also e ists on t. u i. 

ubsidence is caused by thaw of per afrost. It is per afrost that causes roughness of road. 

ield lecture : Perma rost unnel  r  en i os i a a

Ice edge
Ice edge
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Pond 
edge

Lecture : ati e regional cor orations  amie Molner  ara ed
e went to oyon i ited. Its ission is To continually enhance our position as a financially strong 

ative corporation in order to pro ote the econo ic and social well-being of our shareholders and future 
shareholders  to strengthen our ative way of life  and to protect and enhance our land and resources.  They 
set stocks to distribute the oney to the natives. oyon has .  illion acres of the Alaskan Interior.

n the first floor  they showed traditional tools of the natives. o e of the  were ede of born of oose  
others were ade of sal on skin. I thought it was si ilar to Ainu s tools.

th th Aug  enali ational Park and enali hino ature enter . isited place

th Aug
ield lecture 7: im er use  lan Mena er

orthland ood is a largest saw ill in Alaska. ut its si e wasn t enough to say big. In Alaska  trees logged 
are only  of forest. In addition  i ported woods fro  anada are cheaper. There was a heap of firewood  

ost of it was white spruce. u bering is done by easuring the si e and progra ing  and they use achines 
to cut logs. They are dried naturally. ubbish are to be at for do estic ani als. They fully use the log.

Lecture : iomass energ   r  rt as
T s is an unit of the calorific value  and ainly used in A. It is t accordance with the etric syste . 

T  e uals to the calorific value to rise the te prature of  pound of water fro  .  to .  under the 
standard at ospheric pressure.

e can get heat and electricity by burning woods. eacent year  people use not only spruce but also birch 
for fuel. As I wrote in ield lecture  broadleaved trees also burned in forest fire. They use the trees growing 
local area. hen we burn fossil fuels or trees  carbon dio ide is e itted. hile fossil fuels are only bured  trees 
grow again at the place. ut we need to consider the a ount of e ission of carbon dio ide fro  cars carrying 
logs out. It s a present task.

th Aug
Lecture : ustaina ilit   r  a id alentine
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This is the ain the e in this progra . hat is sustainability  hat we want to sustain  social ustice  
tradeoffs  ti e scale  there are so e other difficult uestions. e have the big issues  any poople have 
inade uate resources  declining capacity to provide resources  rising e pectations. e are in the iddle of the 
si th e tinction. e tend to have one-sided idea considering provisioning service. upporting service is ost 
i portant of ecosyste  servises. ustainability re uires sustaining ultiple services. 

To reduce vulnerability  we need to reduce ha ards and reduce sensitivity. It is i portant to redoec known 
ha ards and avoid new stress  ini i e i pact of outside stresses and anage for tra ectories of e pected 
change. To provide ultiple ecosyste  services  we sustain natural capital. e also need to foster social and 
environ ental ustice.

hat should we do for the future  e have to consider alternative futures. I thought this was very difficult 
issue.

ield lecture 8: Melting erma rost  r  a id alentine
 orest in the ca pus of A  the ground was 
roughness. Per afrost caused it. The loss of ice-
wedge polygons results in a network of ounds 
fro  the right photo . Trees which have grown 

after this stood straight  but trees which have 
grown before this leaned or bent.

ield Lecture 9: C anging oreal orest  r  
a id alentine
There were a site e otic trees were planted. They ca e fro  anada or other orth A erican area.

As we have different gene respectively  each tree also has their own characteristics in the sa e species. Trees 
have grown in northern area adapted to Alaska  but trees have grown in southern area didn t grow well.

ield lecture 10: irc  lantation  Lecture 7 : irc  s ru   r  an a e
ne Tree Alaska is a T A  T   Arts  progra  

sponsored by chool of atural esources and tension of 
A . They have so e pro ects  educator professional 

develop ent  educatoin research  birch tree tapping and syrup  
phenology and cli ate change  crafting fro  birch trees and so on. 
They arrange opportunity children or students know about 
nature around the .

e e perienced birch tree syrup . The sugar content of undiluted solution of birch syrup is . They 
enrich it  and the sugar content beco es thick. e tasted about    syrup I liked  and found 
the sugar content we liked the ost thining down the syrup. The sugar content was easured with easuring 
instru ent. ine was . . e en oyed to eat a cara el contained birch syrup and ice crea  topped it. They 
were tasty.
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th Aug
Lecture 8: ildli e Management  r  a id alentine

Aalaska was purchased fro  ussia in  and federal territory beca e . . state in . Alaska 
ational Interest ands onservation Act occurred in . Through that act   of state turned into atioal 

Parks and ational ildlife efuges.
In the . .  wild ani als are owned by the state in trust for the public. hile in Alaska  ederal agency has 

strong power. In the ivisions within Alaska epart ent of ish and a e A  ildlife onservation  
its ission is onserve and enhance Alaska s wildlife and habitats and provide for a wide range of public 
uses and benefits.  ut A  doesn t anage arine a als or igratory birds.

ildlife habitat is affected by nature and hu ans. y nature  is forest fire  te prature and oisture. y 
hu an  is fire and logging. ut there are positive effects by forest fire  e a ple  oose can eat new plants. 

ildlife anage ent affects ecological and hu an factors to achieve desired ob ectives. unting ust be 
sustainable and allow predation  habitat ust be protected in the sa e ti e. It is co ple . ocial  Alaska 

ative people  cli ate change  sense of value  we have to consider any factors. n ga e anage ent  there 
are uestion  scientific uestion an we  value udg ent hould we . oth of the  are different 
funda entaly  and both of the  are i portant.

ield Lecture 11: las a li estoc   r  Milan i a
A  has a fer . There were usk-o en  cattle  reindeer. usk-o en have beard hair and fur of the  is 

used for fleece or ackets. The fur grows every year. ash ere is e pensive about . It is good if you can 
get it  pound. ool is used for felt.

egeneration of cells on the back of usk-o en is e cellent. They are doing e peri ent to adapt the ste  
cell of back to wounded part. The surface of antlers on one of the reindeer ca e off. Testosterone a ale 
hor one  caused it.

veryone can have usk-o en in Alaska  but we can t have caribou reindeer fro  anada is okey . 

ield lecture 12: griculture/Peon   r  Mingc u an
e went to the eorgeson otanical garden. eorgeson ordered people to search plants which could adapt 

in Alaska. lowers bloo  in une or uly. uring busy season  they recruit seasonal e ployee or volunteers. 
They check the growth of plants once a week. This work is hard  but i for ation of plants is i portant. This 
garden has pertnership with rocal fer er. any events are done in this garden also our closing party . 

e walked around the garden. There were rarely plants native to Alaska. ost plants were e otic  so they 
need to trial. ild hubarb is native to Alaska. oose eat willows. The soil is cold in Alaska  so they do an 
e peri ent to war  the soil covering with plastic. There were so e na e plate of fa ily who have donated. 
In a corner  there were white covers over plants. It was to protect the  fro  insects and hu an. ecent years  
not only barley but also wheat can grow in Alaska because of the rise in the te prature.

There are  types of peony. Peony is edical plant. In flower industry  following five conditions are 
i portant  esease high te prature  high oisture  utrition  eed  utting ti e and Insect.

Lecture 9: Indigenous Culture  ean si tu  o o
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There are  Alaskan ative groups  and we can divide groups roughly. ow 
so e of Alaskan atives live in indigecous way.

They honor the nature. They hunt wild ani als or get fish  the tools are ade of 
their skin. They ake opti al use of natural resources. They have traditional festivals 
and cere onies. They dance  sing and play instu ents. The instru ents are ade of 
wood  plants or skin of reindeer. ur of beaver  caribou or seal is used on boots. It 
looked war .

17t  ug: Presentation  what I learned through this progra  y opinion

isited lace
enali ational Par

e went to enali ational Park on th Aug. enali ational 
Park was first dedicated in  to protect the wildness at first  the 
na e was ount ckinley ational Park . This year  the park 
celebrates  years. The visiters need to follow so e basic park 
rules. e traveled in the park by bus. I could see so e wild 
ani als  caribou  gri ly bears  dall sheep  ground s uirrel  a kind 
of ptar igan. The weather was fun  but t. enali co pletely hid 
behind clouds. 

enali C ino ature Center
After enali ational Park  we went to enali hino ature enter  and stayed  at the center for 

the night. r and rs. hino live in there. r. hino is an a bassador to okkaido niversity.  locates
in the enali tate Park. ro  the center  you can see the t. enali. Around the center  any wild ani als 
stride. e saw a fe ale oose fro  the window. There are no public electricity  waterworks  gas. They ai  to 
provide for the selves. lectricity is covered by solar energy or wind power. ater is pu ped up fro  a well. 
A bath is at the outdoors  it is heated by firewood. e helped with wood chopping in the orning.

M M o  t e 
e visited the  of the T  th Aug. It is a useu  of A . There were any stuffed 

speci ens  tools and clothes of ative Alaskan. I wanted ore ti e to see the .

Li e in 
e were divided into  groups  and often acted in that group. very night  the escorting teachers took one or 

two person fro  each group to a super arket. ach group prepared their own eals.
e rarely had chance to interact with the students at A . I went to a post office with the student who 

presented the life in A  to us. hile traveling  she talked about the plants  her ho etown and so on. It was 
fun.
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e stayed at tevens all  a dor itory. It was uiet  so I felt co fortable. 
The roo  was double  and it was enough to stay for short ter . I could see 
the Alaska ailroad fro  y roo . In the dor itory  there was a co unal 
kitchen. It was s all. There were also a table tennis table and billiards table. 

At the free ti e  we played the table tennis and billiards. e also went to 
the library in the ca pus. At other free ti e  I went for a walk and wrote 
about the events of the day. 

It was convenient to bring so e hanger  a rope and a pair of slippers. There were five hangers in the roo  
but it wasn t enough to dry the wash. I used the rope to hang the hangers. 

The i- i is connected at the dor itory and other buildings in the ca pus  so you can access the Internet.

eelings  d ice
I en oyed this progra . I think it was a good thing that I perticipated in it. I could learn uch about Alaska 

or global issues. I had any opportunity to listen nglish. I also interact with people who perticipated in this 
progra  so e a or in agriculture  the others a or in engineering or edicine  and local people. Through 
this progra  I considered y drea  and I could find so e ob ects. 

enali ational Park left a strong i pression on e. I like ani als  so I was happy to see any wild 
ani als don t live in apan. I oved to see the great nature. I also had a good ti e at . rs. hino 
prepared the healthy diets for us. It was dalicious. e talked a lot  ti e passed slowly there.

It was hard to listen to nglish. specially  I had difficulty listening to it when the native speaker spoke fast.
I have so e advice for people who will participate in this progra  ne t year. I reco end you to take 

apanese food. I brought instant iso soup and packs of green tea. It is chilly while the weather is bad  and 
night is slightly cold. ou need to take ackets or parkas. It s better to include a paire of slippers as your things 
to put on it in dor itory. The clothes for outdoors is essential for doing fieldwork.

Pictures

The us  
e traveled in the enali ational Park by this bus.
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elebrating a century  
It is a  years since A  has established. It is sa e as 

enali ational Park  e saw this   A   fro  the 
ca pus.

ire eed  
This flower is co on in Alaska. This grows at early stage of 
regeneration after forest fire.
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rientation  r  a id alentine
irst  I learned about the Alaska oreal forest  for e a ple  trees growing wildly in Alaska. Above all  it was 

interesting for e that only si  species of trees were native species in Alaska and boreal forests accounted for 
the highest percentage of forests all over the world. And  the function of boreal forests as sink and reservoir of 
carbon and dark and features of rough-te tured tree crown were i pressive. econd  I learned a rise in the 
te perature of Alaska connected with regi e shift of s and wild fire which was increasing in recent 
years. The sub ects about wild fire was unfa iliar to e because y ho etown and okkaido had relatively 
hu id cli ate  and so  wild fire didn t happen fre uently there. That is  I learned the features of boreal forests 
in Alaska  the recent cli ate change and the influence on boreal forests  for e a ple  the increase of wild fire 
while being conscious of differences between Alaska and apan. It was very good for e that I could take this 
lecture early because the contents of this lecture related to a lot of lectures after this lecture.

ield lecture 1: orest regeneration ield sam ling
I e perienced the easure ent about the degree of post-fire forest regeneration. n our way to the research 

site  I learned the disturbance to the forest ecosyste  by the wild fire which burned in  such as the 
succession of forests and the influence on the ecosyste . I was glad that I got actual e perience of fieldwork as 
soon as I felt the function of wild fire actually. This is because I belong to the se inar attaching i portance to 
fieldwork now and I want to understand factors influencing on ecosyste  deeply.

ield lecture 2: ield sam ling
At the latter of August  sub ects about soil of forests  tree rings and regeneration of forests were at the 

center of the lecture. At first  I learned about the accu ulation of silt by the function of rivers  five conditions 
of for ation of soil  cli ate  organis  topography para- aterial  age and the process of for ation of layer of 
soil. In addition  I actually picked the sa ple for the research of tree rings. specially  I felt the knowledge 
about soil i portant for e because I intend to work at a botanical garden in the future and soil is the basis of 
gardening. After  I called at the wetland which per afrost e isted in the base ent and reached forests which 
regenerated fro  wild fire. I deepened y understanding of regeneration of forests fro  wild fire. The content 
of the e peri ents of teachers was so interesting. This is because I want to research about conservation in 
ter s of ecology and had interest in field surveys.

Lecture1: urora  sustaina ilit  o  glo al ecos stem

IP
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ield lecture : Pi eline
Pipeline is connected with the energy industry  life and per afrost in Alaska  deeply. o  I ca e to reali e 

again differences between apan and Alaska through this lecture. The sub ect about the role of Pipeline  
lifeline  of Alaska and the anniversary related to Pipeline left a strong i pression on e. Also  I thought it 

uni ue to Alaskan cli ate that burying Pipeline was i possible owing to per afrost under the ground and 
aking use of the cooler which didn t use energy to keep the te perature of Pipeline  so these facts were 

interesting for e.

ield lecture : old mining
I was surprised that though vigor of the golden age was lost  the industry of gold ining continued because 

gold ining had declined in apan. I knew that per afrost was concerned with gold ining using heavy 
achinery in a river and felt that Alaska and per afrost went hand in hand. Also  the lecture about towns 

which had disappeared due to the decline of gold ining re inded e of towns which had disappeared due to 
the decline of coal ining.

ield lecture : urora science  ildland ire
I learned ainly un anned rockets used in Alaska and looked around the facility. I was surprised at aking 

use of un anned rockets and satellites to observe aurorae  wild fire  and so on. Through this lecture  I 
understood the i portance of the syste  about un anned rockets and satellites.

Lecture2: is er
I learned ainly that fishery of Alaska played an i portant role in the nited tates  fish species which 

Alaska had the high catch of  ways of fishery and the connection between the catch of fish of Alaska and the 
li itation of fishing. I was surprised at the difference of ain species of fish between y ho etown and 
Alaska because ost of popular kinds of fish in Alaska was a white- eat fish  for e a ple  walleye pollock  
sal on  halibut and pacific cod. Also  fishing which took a hard look at the future in Alaska was i pressive  
for e a ple  catching only ale crabs  self-restraint in overfishing to avoid the change of environ ent and 
ecosyste  in the sea and the negative chain reaction. I thought that we should keep the resources about arine 
products after their action.

Lecture : Perma rost
I was shocked when I knew the definition of per afrost  per afrost is the earth s aterial which keep under 

 for ore than two years. This is because I had the i age of ice  toward per afrost. Also  I learned about 
the factors which influenced on for ation of per afrost  the process of the for ation and the influence of 

elting per afrost. I knew that the proble s about the da age of elting per afrost due to the change of 
cli ate  for e a ple  land subsidence  was hard and needed fle ible easures.

ield lecture : Perma rost unnel
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Actually  I entered the per afrost tunnel. I learned ainly three types of per afrost and the features of 
per afrost. Above all  the erits  for e a ple  i per eable layer and the de erits  for e a ple  subli ation 
of per afrost in ter s of use for tunnels were very interesting and I beca e to want to research for the 
e a ples of the use of per afrost in apan. In addition  I learned historical background of the tunnel and the 
connection with gold ining. It was fruitful for e that I could enter the tunnel at first hand  touch per afrost 
and take the lecture in the tunnel. ut  it was free ing cold inside  so people who will take part in this progra  
should wear war  clothes. 

Lecture : ati e regional cor orations
I learned the business of oyon as native regional corporations. specially  it was i pressive for e that 
oyon had a wide range of businesses  for e a ple  water  heat  electricity and bio eta. And  I beca e to 

know the syste  of land and subsidies and scholarship. Through this lecture  I took an interest in the culture 
and circu stances of native people.

enali ational Par
I got various e periences in enali ational Park and hino s house. f course  being able to watch several 

wild ani als and en oy the agnificent view of this national park was a good e perience  but  it was ore 
fruitful for e to watch wild alpine flowers and know the activities for preservation of the natural environ ent 
in enali ational Park. I was glad that I got the opportunity to watch various flowers and the trigger to 
consider the difference of flora between apan and Alaska. In addition  I could satisfy y curiosity to deepen 

y understanding of conservation of nature. I want to visit there in une ne t ti e to watch the flower field. 
Also  in hino s house  talk about  and life in Alaska with r. and rs. hino was a sti ulus to e. 
This is because there were not people like the  surrounding e. In addition  wood chopping by the achine 
was e citing because I did wood chopping only by a ha er and an a .

igure . Alpine harebell

ield lecture7: im er use
I knew about the aterial of ti ber and learned ainly the process of aking ti ber. I ve never heard that 

al ost all of the aterial of the ti ber was fro  anada  the trees in Alaska were not e ported and ost of the 
aterial was white spruce. Through the process of aking ti ber  I liked that people working at the saw ill 

thought to fully lu ber. oncretely  the parts which didn t beco e ti ber were processed for firewood and 
shavings were processed for pet goods.
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Lecture : iomass
I learned the syste  of energy bio ass and the circu stances of the bio ass in Alaska. It was interesting 

that oil was better than bio ass ade fro  local wood in ter s of energy-efficiency  but  while the rise of the 
price of oil will be able to be e pected  local wood will be free forever. The sub ects about the syste  of energy 
bio ass was accessible to e because bio ass energy was ade use of in the livestock barn in okkaido 

niversity. owever  I tended to be skeptical about solar energy  bio ass energy  and so on  I could also accept 
the proble s about the prevailing of energy bio ass. or e a ple  It was i pressive that there were the areas 
which people could take advantage of fossil fuel ore efficiently than local wood.

Lecture : ustaina ilit
I put e phasis on this lecture because I had had a li ited knowledge of sustainability despite I wanted to 

research conservation of nature in the future. This lecture treated ainly the definition of sustainability  
sustaining ecosyste  services and keys to sustainability. Above all  I focused on the ecosyste  services and 
keys. The for er is connected with the balance between the ecosyste  and hu an well-being. I thought that I 
needed to search for ways of ake good use of the ecosyste  to avoid doing a selfish action. The latter is 
connected with the enhance of the ecosyste  itself. I should ai  to reduce vulnerability of the ecosyste  
enhance adaptive capacity and foster resilience and transfor ability to resist the change of environ ent. 
Through this lecture  I could strengthen the foundation of y idea about conservation of nature.

ield lecture8: Melting erma rost t ermo arst
I actually walked on the topography e plained in the previous lectures which had been created by elting 

per afrost and learned the topography. oncretely  trees which crept their root on the ground are younger than 
the ti e of elting per afrost. I felt the influence of natural pheno ena which so eti es caused da age to 
activities of Alaskan people and the adaptation of Alaskan people.

ield lecture9: C anging oreal orest
The introduction of e otic trees was the center of this lecture. I learned that trees at the e otic tree s area 

were the species which had resisted the difference between the places of origin and Alaska and the species 
which was native to anada went south because of the change of cli ate. In addition  I knew that oss 
covered with the ground at the area had a bad influence on plants surrounding the oss. I thought that the 
inflow of e otic species wouldn t usually happen in apan because apan was an island country. It was 
une pected to think the difference between apan and Alaska through this lecture.

Lecture7: irc  s ru
I deepened y understanding of non-ti ber forest products and tasted uni ue flavor of birch syrup. I got 

interest in the devices for visitors  especially  children. I thought that the reason ight be the cooperation with 
fa ilies in Alaska for gather birch sap and the education for students. I felt the link with educational activities 
of useu s and so  this lecture ade e want to ake the ost of the e perience through this lecture. 

Lecture8: ildli e
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irst  I learned about the idea of footprint and the characteristics of apan  the A  and weden. I found 
that the consu ption of apan was lower than that of the A  but the supply was also. o  in the A  the 
consu ption of apanese people could be covered. Also  now the consu ption of weden could be covered in 

weden  but the decrease of the supply was concerned. And  I also learned that there was a li it to life which 
was a burden on the earth.

After the topic about the footprint  I learned the syste  about preservation of wildlife in Alaska. oncretely  
I learned the law about li ited hunting. I thought that I needed to consider what I should do to conserve the 
species through this lecture.

ield lecture10: las a li estoc
I learned about usk-o  and reindeer and directly watched the . I felt that e periencing directly was 

i portant through touching the fur of usk-o  and looking usk-o  and reindeer close. I could gain the 
knowledge about the difference of the uality of fur fro  part to part  the research focused on the regeneration 
of the horn of reindeer  and so on.

ield lecture11: griculture/Peon
or e  this lecture was very fruitful. Through this lecture and uestions  I could know the features of 

eorgeson otanical arden. The botanical garden has function as a base of agriculture in Alaska and doesn t 
ai  at conservation of endanger species. This fact is evident because a lot of vegetables and berries are planted 
there. In addition  there are the devices for entertaining and educating visitors in various parts of the botanical 
garden  but the garden doesn t ai  to earn oney because the purpose of the garden is research. I was shocked 
at this fact because any botanical gardens in apan ai  at conservation of species and anage by trial and 
error because of the lack of oney. I  hoping various botanical gardens for the future  so  I was glad that I 
could visit the botanical garden.

At the latter of this lecture  I learned about peony and barley. oth topics was deeply connected with lectures 
about Agriculture  and so  it was not hard to understand the content.

igure . ield of berries in eorgeson otanical arden
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Lecture9: Indigenous Culture
riginally  I had interest in traditional culture. o  this lecture was e citing. specially  it was i pressive that 

aterials and design of clothes  usical instru ents  and so on reflected regional characteristics. In addition  it 
was interesting that their folk culture was co posed of various factors  for e a ple  dance  hunting and tattoo 
and both factors were closely connected.

Conclusion
y otivation to take part in this progra  was to deepen y understanding of conservation natural 

environ ent for y research in the future. Through various lectures in A  and field lectures  I could ostly 
achieve this purpose. In addition  I could get the opportunity to visit and know eorgeson otanical arden 
and co e into contact with unfa iliar culture. Therefore  I could get the knowledge about not only y future 
research  but also y drea  to work in a botanical garden and get the opportunity to understand difference 
culture.

I want to ake the ost of the knowledge and e perience getting through this progra . I hope that a lot of 
students will take part in this progra  ne t year.
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. Lectures  ield lectures in 

. Introduction
orest type in Alaska is oreal forest. oreal forest is largest forest bio e on earth   of earth s land

surface. oll of carbon stock occupation nearly half of all global forest ecosyste . o Its ecosyste  is very 
i portant. inter te perature is very low. It is difficult for trees to survive. o only  species can grow in 
Alaska. And per afrost spread out discontinuously underground. It is uni ue condition at northern area. ut in 
recent years  te perature is gradually rising. There per afrost ay elt in the future. It is one of the proble s 
in Alaska.
. ield lecture 1: orest regeneration ield sam ling

In Alaska  forest fire often occurs. After forest fire  any trees were burned te porarily. ut instead  any
new generations can be born. It is the succession syste  in boreal forest. a pling was done at e peri ental 
forest that A  possesses. ig forest fire occurred at the forest at . This ti e  we easured height   
this year s growth of branch  if eaten by ani als or insects  if broken by ani als  etc  
. ield lecture 2: ield sam ling and a out soil

oil production needs so e aterials. They are cli ate  organic atter  shape of ground and ti e. orest
soil of Alaska is al ost silt and loess. The a ount of precipitation in Alaska is little. o a part of soil condition 
is dry. n the other hand  as the ground is covered with uch a ount of water when the river flood  and as 
water doesn t penetrate per afrost  wetland spreads  especially near the river. About soil te perature  it is cool 
at su er and war  at winter. hy is the  ecause at su er  tree covering intercepts that sunlight 
reaches ground surface  and at winter  under snow coverage is war er than air te perature as snow coverage 
has ther al insulation effect. 
. Lecture 1: urora  sustaina ilit  o  glo al ecos stem

This lecture was told by hunichi Akasofu  who is the best researcher of aurora science. Aurora appears at
the height about  to  k . Aurora occurs when solar wind touches with agnetic field. And when 
plas a in solar wind reacts with ele ents in the air  color of aurora changes. or e a ple  if it reacts with 
o ygen  the color changes to green. 

r. Akasofu also told us about global war ing. ow global te perature is rising gradually. ut he said that 
it isn t global war ing. ertainly  it is rising at short span. owever  if you think at very long span  rising of 
te perature is a part of waves of changing te perature. And he said If you think about global war ing  you 
shouldn t see any environ ental factors like growth rate of  te perature and ani al e tinction. ou 

ust divide the factors.
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. ield lecture : Pi eline
Pipeline is the tube to carry oil around

Alaska. Therefore  pipeline is lives  
pipeline for Alaskan people. Pipeline 
goes under or above the ground. hy 
was pipeline designed like that  At first  
the reason why pipeline goes 
underground  it is because that life space 
for ani als ay be divided. If pipeline 
goes on the ground  ani als cannot 

ove through pipeline. econd  why 
don t all part of pipeline bury  ecause 
there is discontinuous per afrost in 
Alaska. Per afrost da ages pipeline by giving pressure. Therefore  only the part of per afrost  pipeline goes 
the height that ani als can go through between pipeline and ground surface. 
Pipeline can ove hori ontally slightly. The reason why is to protect fro  e pansion by changing 

te perature  ani als crash  and so on. It is ore effective than fi ing pipeline.
. ield lecture : old mining

eli  Pedro discovered the gold for the first ti e at airbanks. After that  gold ining started. old is
usually under silt layer. They use gold dredge  that is a ship  to re ove silt layer. old dredge grabs gravel in 
water and carry it to behind of the ship. inally  gravel is thrown away to the ountain of gravel  and gold is 

ined. n the other hand  if there is per afrost  they need three processes. irst  they sort if there is 
per afrost. econd  they wash dirt like silt on per afrost by scattering water. Third  they heat the ice.
. Lecture 2: is er

atch of fishery in Alaska account for about  in A erica  and it accounts for about  around the
world. In A erica  each state legislatures anage fishery. ecause if no one anage fishery  ecosyste  
receives so e da ages by fisher effect. In  environ ental ocean condition is worse rapidly  it is called 
regi e shift  and state has fishers stop fishery te porarily. 
. Lecture : Perma rost

efinition of per afrost is that so e soil aterials free e ore than  years. In recent years  it is a proble
that ground like in the forest  under the house and concrete subsides when per afrost  especially co posed of 
big ice  thaws. n the other hand  in case of i ing saline in water  the water can t free e. ree ing degree 
converged on about -  degrees at deep layer. ut a convergent point rises to about - .  degrees in recent years. 
It ay be the effect of global war ing. Thawing per afrost has a relation with snow. If rising te perature 
continue  it is possible that al ost per afrost will thaw in the future. o it needs so e easures to prevent 
per afrost thawing.
. ield lecture : Perma rost tunnel

A little past of cold war  artificial satellite was launched to onitor other countries. Therefore  per afrost
tunnel is built by the ar y of A erica to hide ar a ents fro  other country. Per afrost tunnel has so e 
advantages. irst  water can t go through the per afrost. econd  per afrost is as hard as concrete. owever  
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as the disadvantage  subli ation is severe and tunnel warps very slowly. There is so e structure in the 
per afrost. or e a ple  ice wedge is groove by loop of thawing ice and covering snow.
. ield lecture 7: im er use

Al ost ti ber is processed at one place. irst of all  forestry is not popular because i ported ti ber fro
anada is used ainly in Alaska. ain used tree species is white spruce. They use without wasting. 
echani ation is increasing so they can keep staff cost down and i prove works.

. Lecture : ustaina ilit
ustainability is aking and i ple enting decisions to develop  aintain or protect ecosyste s to eet

hu an needs and values.  It is thinking about natural resources anage ent. ut there are any uestion. or 
e a ple  what do you want to sustain  ow should you think of ti e scale  And so on. In addition  hu an 
needs are different fro  each other. 

cosyste  and social process have interaction. If hu an build city  or road  ake electricity  ecosyste  
probably receive the da age. n the other hand  good landscape have a cultural value for hu an. And as the 
factor fro  outrange  cli ate affects it. As a result of that  its interaction ay change own for . The 
interaction is very co ple . ut for our future availability  we should focus on sustainability.
. Lecture : irc  s ru

In this place  she picks syrup fro  paper
birch. he also hands out birch saplings and 
receive only syrup to enhance efficiency. It is 
possible to drink it. hen she changes syrup to 
products  she need to distill birch syrup and 
enrich it. he holds se inar for variety of 
people  its ain is child. 
. ield lecture 10: las a li estoc

e heard about livestock at the far . There are  usk-o  to use their wool. usk-o  is apanese akou-
ushi . Annual cost to have one usk-o  is about  . Their wool is sold e pensively. o total inco e is 
surplus. e t  as how to anage individual  an electro agnetic coil is put into their brain. And anager can 
divide individual by read electro agnetic waves fro  the coil. Therefore  anager can recogni e each usk-
o  in no ti e.

. enali ational Par
e went to enali ational Park on weekend. e can see white bears  caribous  s uirrels and ptar igans.

Park scale is very larger than that of apan. o scenes of ani al group living naturally are precious e periences 
for e. ut I had one surprise thing. It is that tourists walk freely to deviate fro  official course. Its action is 
prohibited strictly at apanese natural park. owever  I think A erican is ore natural than apanese. I didn t 
know why so when I think about natural park  I want to think and co pare difference between that of A erica 
and apan.

. C ino nature center
e stayed at r. hino s nature center after visiting enali natural park. They use self-sufficient energy to 
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live. or e a ple  they use wood for fuel and they ake electricity fro  wind power  solar and heat. At first 
night  we had a dinner ade by r. and s. hino. It s very delicious and all food were ade with thinking 
about environ ent. At second day orning  we helped for wood chopping. ain tree is paper birch and we cut 
with achine. This ti e  as it was very short ti e  what we can e perience was only one work. If I go to 
Alaska in the future  I want to stay longer ter .

. in ing t roug  t is rogram
This progra  is y first trip to foreign country. I was surprised that environ ent  co unication  lives and 

culture differed fro  those of apan at all. ut  at sa e ti e  I thought very interesting. specially  everyone 
asked any things for so eone s talk. ain talk ti e was rather short than uestion ti e. I thought I should 
ask uestions without reserve.

y ob ect is to learn difference between Alaskan boreal forest and apanese forest. oreal forest was 
co posed of very little nu ber of tree species as there were various strict factors. They are very cold but a 
little snow and rainfall  e istence of per afrost  forest fire and soil condition. In addition  environ ent like 
rivers and forests wasn t al ost touched. Trees could do succession without anaged by hu an. ertainly  
there ay be so e reasons like little nu ber of causal bacteria for growing saplings or without Sasa on ground 
surface. ut there also e ists si ilar point fro  the view of cli ate. I think apan should refer to how to 

anage forest in Alaska.

. Im ression
e took any field lecture and went to any places. It was lecture but at sa e ti e  like sightseeing for

e. All I saw was fresh. hat the ost interesting is aurora. It was one of y drea s fro  ele entary school 
to see aurora actually. o  it was very happy for e to be able to see aurora. It s very beautiful. If I can get a 
chance to go arctic countries  I want to see clear aurora.
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 at did I learn rom t is rogram

ield lecture -
1  orest regeneration ield sam ling 
I went to the e peri ental forest. In Alaska  every year there are any fire forest and boreal forest is 

influenced by it. This e peri ental forest which I went is people don t do anything after fire forest. In that day  
I observed the condition in this forest and easured the a ount of growth. I learned that oose population is 
increased by forest fire because so e new plants like black spruce grow up after fire forest. And I conserved 
so e ushroo s on the ground. o  I guessed that fire forest akes forest ore diverse in ter s of 
biodiversity. And in the final presentation  I talked about this topic with relating to iological egacy .  

2  ield sam ling
I easured an annual ring by using one tool called Incre ent orer. This tool is so e pensive so it was good 

opportunity for e to use it. I drilled a thin hole on the tree and got a sa ple for observing the annual ring. This 
tool is good because you can get sa ple without bad influence for tree whether you drill a hole on tree.  

 Pi eline 
I watched Pipeline and learned history or characteristic of it. Pipeline is so i portant for people in Alaska 

because oil is one of the big industry in Alaska. In the past  it was difficult to build it because of cold 
te perature  habitat of wildlife  and so on. or e a ple  if Pipeline would be under per afrost  per afrost 
would elt and cause subsistence. o  in so e region  Pipeline should be over the ground. And to prevent 
fro  disturbing habitat of wild ani als  people should care about where Pipeline should be. In short  people 
had to care about any factors to build Pipeline. 

 old mining 
I went to the place where gold ining was worked before. There was a big achine for gold ining in the 

pond surrounded by ountains. y teacher said there is the pond because people carried uch water fro  
outside. I felt it is not good for nature because this achine is not natural and iron of this achine is o idi ed.

 urora science and ild li e 
I went to Poker lat esearch ange which is part of the geophysical institute at the university of Alaska. 

This is the largest land-based rocket research range in the world and the only high-attitude rocket range in the 
nited tates. To study Aurora science  sounding rockets are lunched. ockets were lunched five ti es in the 

    the structure in 
Pipeline.

This structure is for oil leak.
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last year. hen rockets are not lunched  this institute prepares for ne t ti e. 

 Perma rost unnel 
y teacher said that this tunnel was ade to hide any weapons fro  an ene y in the oppositions between 

countries like uban issile risis. This tunnel is ade of per afrost because per afrost is so hard that water 
don t leak through soil. And I learned ice wedge ice and segregation ice. In ice wedge ice  I saw so e several 
bones of the long-horned steppe bison. egregation ice is brittle because only sand is left after subli ation. 

7  im er use
In Alaska  ost woods are i ported fro  anada but so e woods are provided by Alaska. In Alaska  

ti ber is i portant resource for people because any houses are ade fro  woods. oods house is co on 
in Alaska. I visited a factory which i port woods fro  anada and process it for variety use of woods. 

8  irc  lantation 
In this field lecture  I learned that aybe in future so e kinds of tree like black spruce which are now 

do inant species in boreal forest in Alaska will be replaced by so e kinds of conifer which are do inant 
species in anada because of global war ing. I thought so e ani al species like oose will be disappeared if 
they cannot eat their foods like black spruce. ut people need to think about new tree for global war ing. o  
I  interested in ani al life when new tree replaces the tree which are now do inant. 

9  las a li estoc
I sawed usko en wool and touched it. It was light  war  and soft but so e pensive. This wool can be 

used for acket. The interesting thing for e was usko en has different kinds of wool depends on parts. And 
I watched so e livestock like deer  caw and so on. o e deer has horns whose pelt is off. It is the sign that 
they secrete a ale hor one and they are ready to fight each other. 

10  ield lecture: griculture / Peon  
I visited eorgeson otanical garden on th August. This botanical garden is one of institutions of A  and 

I learned so e roles of this garden. o e researcher work to study about plants  vegetables  flowers  and so on 
and at the sa e ti e they teach to people who live in airbanks. And not only for studying but also for 
gathering people to cerebrate weddings or for en oying flowers  this garden plays any roles. ut this garden 
has financial proble  so it is necessary to save oney. efore I went to this garden  I knew that there are any 
gardens which have financial proble s in apan. o  I noticed that this proble  is not only in apan. 
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ecture -
L1  urora and sustaina ilit  o  glo al ecos stem

L2  is er  
ishery is one of the i portant industries in Alaska and fishery is so relevant to people s life in Alaska. I 

learned that there are any ways of fishery depends on kinds of fish. And the ost interesting topic for e was 
kinds of al on because Alaska is fa ous for it. In Alaska  people catch ellow ockfish  Pacific od  able 

ish  and alleye Pollock. These fishes are all al on and people fro  outside cannot eat the  after catching 
the . 

L  Perma rost 
I knew per afrost before I took this lecture but I isunderstood the definition of per afrost. o  I was lucky 

that I could take this lecture. The definition is ground that is below  for two or ore years. 
Per afrost can be with or without ice. Te perature is the only re uire ent for ground to be considered 
per afrost. Per afrost ranges fro  hard rock without ice to organic-rich soil with ore than half ice by 
volu e. 

L  ati e regional cor orations 

    in the botanical garden.
  This is the odel of hydroelectric power 
  and this is ade for children to understand 

it easier. This is one of the characteristics of 
this arden. 
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I know that even now native people are une ual to other people in Alaska in so e points like succession of 
property. ut in this lecture  I could learn not only negative points but also positive points of native regional 
corporations. ducation for people who work at the co pany have been developed.

L  ustaina ilit  
I took a lecture and learned sustainability. In the lecture  sustainability was defined as persistence of 

desirable features  aintenance of social-ecological interactions  and e uality across seg ent of society now 
and in the future. ustainability is big issue for hu an and its relevant to a lot kinds of services. or e a ple  if 
hu an want to conserve glacier in an arctic area  then it is difficult to decide the original cause or reduce 
ha ard of elting glacier because there are any factors and they interact each other so eti e it is like 
feedbacks cycle . 

L  irc  s ru  
I tasted so e kinds of birch syrup and the taste was so-so. ut I think ne Tree Alaska is so good progra  

because people ranged fro  young child to adult can learn local resources and can co unicate with other 
students and teacher. hildren can e plore their local environ ent and feel connected to the ecology of the 
land. I think apan should introduce such a progra  because less people have interests in forest or forest 
products in apan than before. And this progra  includes not only education but also research too. o  teacher 
can research and teach. 

L7  ildli e management
I learned wildlife anage ent in the . . and how it is difficult to anage wildlife. In the . . wild ani als 

are owned by the states in trust for the public and harvest of ani als hunting  fishing  can occur only by 
licensed people. And wildlife anage ent affects ecological and hu an factors to achieve desired ob ectives 
so it is co ple . or e a ple  Alaska native people seek self-governance of natural resource anage ents on 
their land but it is opposite to the tates. 

L8  Indigenous culture
In this lecture  I was surprised because the teacher showed e a lot kinds of culture such as songs  dances  

traditional products  and so on. And I felt this culture is so related to people s living. or e a ple  the teacher 
showed e one dance and it was related to the way of rowing a boat on the sea to catch a fish. ven if 
languages are different  I think people can understand the way of living by watching other culture or doing it.

 cursion in t is rogram 
I went to enali ational Park and oined the bus tour. In this park  there are any wild ani als such as 

caribou  oose  wolves  gri ly bears  all sheep  red fo  and so on. uring bus trip I could watch so e wile 
ani als and huge landscape like c inley that is the highest ountain in the orth A erica. enali ational 
Park is conserved by the nation but in apan ational park in not necessary conserved by nation. o eti e 
so e organi ations conserve one park and it is proble  in so e points because they conserve in different 
ways. o  I thought apan should reconsider the way of preserving national park. 
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 o  as m  li e in las a
In Alaska  fro  orning to evening I took field lecture outside or lecture in the class roo . In the lecture  I 

asked what I was not sure to y teacher any ti es and took notes. After the lecture  I went to shopping to 
buy foods for orning  lunch  and dinner by car. y group ade dinner or bought retort-packed food. And 
one day we went to the Thai restaurant near the university. In the night  I reviewed what I learned in that day 
and after that I slept. It was not clod when I was in Alaska so it was easy to live. 

 at do I ant to do in m  uture
I want to be a researcher and I want to research iological egacy . In Alaska  I went to the e peri ental 

forest and I observed the forest after fire forest. I leaned that fire forest is i portant factor for biodiversity. In 
apan  there are a lot kinds of disturbances like fire forest  typhoon  tsuna i  or earth uake. After disturbances  

it is difficult issue how people deal with it. To leave fallen trees after disturbances is aybe good for 
biodiversity but aybe not good for hu an life. hich biological legacy should be conserved or how 
biological legacy should be conserved is i portant issue. o  I want to research it in y future and I want to 
learn it fro  other countries like Alaska.

 M  est memor  in las a
y best e ory in Alaska is that I could see Aurora in the night with y e bers. efore I went to 

Alaska  I heard that it is difficult to see Aurora in su er. ut I could watch it so I was so happy. In the nature  
there are any beautiful pheno ena like Aurora but in general it is difficult to observe it. o  it was good 
opportunity for e to e perience seeing real Aurora. 

 n ad ice or ne t artici ant in t is rogram
I reco end you to study about Alaska before you go to Alaska. In this progra  basically your teachers 

speak nglish and you understand any things in nglish. If you know about so ething in apanese  you can 
understand what teacher say in nglish. I proving your nglish skill is i portant but reading a book about 
Alaska in apanese before studying abroad is ore i portant to ake this progra  ore valuable for you.   
I think you should bring so e apanese convenience foods because you ust prepare foods every day. If you 
want to have ore free ti e  you should bring so e foods fro  apan.
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1 Introduction
This progra  focuses on natural resources and ecology in Alaska. Through this progra  I could e perience
any kinds of lectures and fieldworks about Alaska in nglish.

y ain purposes of this progra  are to learn about uni ue ecology in Alaska because I know rich nature is 
there. In addition  there are also several native peoples in Alaska. o  I d like to co pare with Ainu because I 
think they have so e co on points in their culture.

2 Lectures
2 1  orest regeneration ield sam ling  r  lenn uda  and r Mi o Morimoto

e went to a boreal forest where happened wildfire before  and did sa pling. e easured trees  and 
gathered data. e can get so e infor ation through this activity  for e a ple  easure ents of a tree height  
dia eter  etc.  effects of the war ing on per afrost soil and so on.

2 2  urora  sustaina ilit  o  glo al ecos stem  r  aso u
Aurora is the pheno enon that we can see only in polar regions. It is happened by solar wind  and don t 

related to weather pheno ena. oreover  it has electrical properties  and affects infrastructures like pipelines.
e also talked about global war ing. o e researchers said that the a ount of  e ission relates to global 

war ing  and we have to decrease it for nature. owever he said  the increase of  e ission didn t link to 
that of te perature on the earth. oreover  other evidences showed global war ing was the part of wave of 
change in te perature  he said.

2  Pi eline  r  a id  alentine
Pipeline was ade in order to transport oil that is the ain natural resource in Alaska. It is usually in 

underground  but in per afrost area  it appears on the ground not to elt per afrost. ut there are so e cold 
stresses on the ground  so it is tried to withstand stress.

2  old mining  r  a id  alentine
old ining is one of the ost i portant industries in airbanks  Alaska. e watched an old gold dredge  

and learned how to ine. old is in the gravel layer under per afrost. o  they re ove per afrost to get gold.

2  urora science  ildland ire  r  a id ill
e went to the research center about aurora science. They research about rockets  satellites  space  and so on. 

Through their so e tools  like satellites  they can get data for their research in real ti e. e could see several 
research tools there.

2  is er  ciences  r  eit  Criddle
ishery is also one of the ost i portant industries in Alaska. About  of  landing is gotten in Alaska. 

People can catch any kinds of fishies like sal on. oreover  there are several fishing gears and ethods to 
catch fish. People can choose the  according to the type of fish.
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2 7  Perma rost  erma rost tunnel  r  ladimir omano s  r  en i os i a a
The per afrost is defined as the aterial less than  during  years. In Alaska  there are discontinuous 

per afrost. It influences our live in so e situations  for e a ple  when people build their houses.
e can see per afrost fro  inside of the . There are any layers  and so e kinds of ice  like pond ice  ice 

wedge  and so on. o e kinds of ice have different background. or e a ple  ice wedge was ade in crack of 
ground for a long ti e. e can distinguish it fro  other types of ice  and it tells us the condition of there.

2 8  ati e regional cor orations  amie Molner ara ed
e visited the oyon o. In Alaska  there are several native groups  and native regional corporations. They 

are doing various business like of natural resources. They act in order to protect their land and resources  and 
enhance their position  and so on.

2 9  enali ational Par   enali C ino ature Center C C
e could see so e kinds of ani als and plants such as brown bear  caribou  and so on in the park. oreover  

we stayed in . e could feel nature directly  and think how to live with nature.

2 10  im er use  lan Mena er
e visited orthland ood where prepare and sell wood products. There are a little wood products plants in 

Alaska because forests scales of Alaska are s aller than other places. oreover  that ade in anada is cheaper 
than that ade in Alaska.

2 11  iomass energ   r rt as
io ass energy has great potential as the ain energy in local area. It is because bio ass energy need ust 

trees that people can get freely. il prices will increase  so people can save oney and environ ent if they use 
bio ass.

2 12  ustaina ilit  cience  r  a id  alentine
ustainability is i portant  but also difficult issue. It is the idea that we should use resources sustainably. 

owever there are so e difficulties of it  for e a ple  what we sustain  social ustice  ti escale o it  and so on. 
o e people think we need sustainability  but so e people don t. e have to find the way to consent to the 

results.

2 1  C anging oreal orest  r  a id  alentine  r  Mi o Morimoto
In A  there is the forest planted foreign trees to check the adaptability of the . owadays  so e new kind 

of trees ay co e to Alaska  so through this research  people want to get infor ation about how they spread in 
Alaska.

2 1  irc  s ru   r  an a e
e can get syrup fro  birch trees  and people are using the . They usually are used as syrup or cara el  but 

it takes long ti e to ake it. oreover  A  has birch pro ects center  and children can be educated about birch.
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2 1  las a li estoc   r  Milan i a
There are several livestock in Alaska  for e a ple  reindeers  usk-o  and so on. e can get great fur fro  
usk-o  every year  and they produce it for a long ti e. n the other hands  they need to be taken care of to 

produce high uality products.

2 1  griculture  oreal garden  Peon   r  Mingc u an
A  has the botanical garden  and people can en oy it. Their ission is to find the species that can grow up 

in Alaska  and how to grow up the . In this garden  there are any flowers  vegetables  fruits  and so on. ne 
of the  is peony.

2 17  Indigenous culture  r  ean si tu  o o
There are any native groups in Alaska  and each of the  have their cultures. o eti es they are si ilar  

so eti es they are not. e learned about it fro  pictures and de onstrations of dance.

2 18  Presentation or s
e had a chance presenting what we learned in this progra . ach student has uni ue points of view and we 

listened to others. I ade a presentation about how to think about sustainability. In order to solve this  I think we 
have to notice it. o  I suggested we needed science co unicator  who connects between scientists and people 
or society in y presentation.

r. avid said so e people didn t believe what scientists said co pletely in . I think that is the co on 
proble  in apan and  and science co unicator  can solve it.

2 19  Museum
e visited the useu  of A  and watched the e hibitions about Alaskan history  culture  ani als at first 

floor  and the art works at second floor. It is not so large  but I could en oy especially how to show the .

Conclusion and Im ression
Im ression

Through this progra  I can learn about Alaska  and get knowledge in any fields. In addition  I also got new 
perspectives to think. y the way  I have e perienced the lectures by nglish  and I found y week points in y 

nglish skill. I a  thinking about how to i prove it based on y week points.
Li e in t e 

e stayed in a dor  of the A  and so eti es we et other people in it. In our free ti e  we cooked dinners 
together  or held the eeting of lectures. e could use the i- i in the dor  and the ca pus  we co unicated 
with others easily. o eti es I walked around the ca pus.
Comments or our unior

In the progra  we had any field works  and walked for a long ti e. o  I reco end you have suitable 
shoes for the . If possible  a cli bing shoe is better. oreover  you should brush up your nglish skill 
before you visit Alaska. If you do so  you can understand the lectures easily  and ask teachers what you are 
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interested in.

In the Per afrost Tunnel. ere is too cold to stay a long ti e.

At the enali ational Park. e could see any ountains  but not see t. c inley because of clouds. 
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2017/08/09

ield Lecture 1: orest egeneration
ield Lecture 2: ield am ling

irst  we went to the boundary of  forest  burned and not burned in forest fire. e investigated one-year 
growth of white spruce. row ste  length  oot-high dia eter  chest-height dia eter  tree inclination  and its 
reason. They were often nipped by s uirrel. e had lunch on the hill with scenery. 

After lunch  e tract wood stick fro  tree trunk. If the stick goes through the center  it s very useful. ith 
icroscopes  it is used to investigate tree s old situation  health  environ ent. e studied soil science. oil 

for ation relies on  factors  cli ate  aterial  organis  age  and topography. Top layer of soil has positive 
icroorganis s  activity and different colors with other layers. 
After that  we did per afrost e peri ent. Piercing the ground with etal stick  and its edge is cold. e 

could feel the e istence of per afrost. e went to a grass area in forest. In grass area  trees don t grow because 
oose eat young trees. e also saw forest area is affected by air conta ination by the road and car. There was 

originally grass area. 

hite pruce

2017/08/10

Lecture 1: urora cience  ustaina ilit  o  lo al cos stem

Aurora ansen
k

k

ield Lecture : Pi eline
Trans Alaska pipeline was constructed to transport oil fro  north oil field to south port. aterial of pipeline 
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is so strong that you cannot break it with a gun.
ength of pipe is not constant because of te perature  and it stretches with te perature. o  it is not fi ed and 
oves on the guideline. o e pipes are underground  and other pipes are elevated to avoid per afrost thawing 

with its heat. eat-pipe technology is also used to control its heat. ld residents in pipeline construction area 
and govern ent had conflict. 

ield Lecture : old Mining
eason why airbanks e ist in gold. airbanks is a gold town. old ining is steps. To re ove bedrock 

gold is in gravels. stea  pipe sprays and wash gravels. nergy is supplied by wood. Aspen is burn fire pipe 
river water achine chain of bucket scoop re ove and keep oving through valley e ect th   as far 
as you can see ear the pipeline seeing spot  we saw statue of eli  Pedro who first found gold in airbanks.

ield Lecture : urora cience  iled land ire
e went to rocket asse ble and launch field. ockets are suborbital  un anned  used with solid fuel and 

launched to the north. It launches rockets ti esa year. In winter  rocket is surrounded by bo  around the 
whole rocket to keep the otor war  to work. I was wrongly hearing payload pillow. e saw asse ble roo  
launch field  and controlling roo . ockets are used for surveys of vegetation  fish  wildlife  and police.

2017/08/11

Lecture 2: is er
ishery is i portant industry for Alaska  and Alaska yields  weight of A erican fishery. ishery 

resources anage ent is divided to state govern ent and federal govern ent. tate s area is li ited to coastal 
area. Alaska fishery is fa ous for crab  sal on  halibut  herring  sable fish  and so on. There are any kinds pf 
ships to  gillnet  seiner  trawler  tenders  long liner botto  trawler.

Alaska natural fishery resources are declining. verfishing  conta ination  ocean environ ental change  
increased predator  are possible reasons.

There are so e restrictions to prevent over fishing. A in  is fisheries conservation and 
anage ent act. A section  also prevent overfishing. Acceptable level is set under overfishing level  

and annual level is set under acceptable level.

Lecture : Perma rost
e saw so e pictures of collapses caused by Per afrost s thaw  inclining house  - eter dia eter and 

- eter depth crater in ussia  and bu ping ground. Per afrost definition is to be under ore than 
years.In apan. e can find per afrost in a few ountains. or e a ple  t. u i. hen we investigate 

te perature  take botto  side te perature to know long-ter  cli ate changed and avoid upper side affected 
by seasonal reasons. The esults indicates rising trends. If ne t  years have changes like previous  years  
in  per afrost will elt.
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ield Lecture : Perma rost unnel

-
aterial

Per afrost Tunnel

Lecture : ati e egional Cor orations
e visited oyon i ited  one of the Alaska native co pany. Its purpose is contribution to shareholders. 

he is also a shareholder  and gets about   fro  oyon. hareholder is ainly Alaska native people. Its 
distribution is a little co ple .  Its na e oyon ca e fro  interior Alaska religion na e. Though so e 

ative corporations were established  ost of others didn t well or erged each other. 
oyon i ited has any works. or e a ple  natural resources oil gas  construction  IT and so on. They 

have lots of land  and search for resources  so eti es aintain the pipeline.

2017/08/12  2017/08/1

cursion: enali ational Par
cursion: enali C ino ature Center
As an e cursion  we went to enali  and stayed in . enali In enali national park  we en oyed  

hours bus ourney with wonderful view  and short ti e walking. ro  the window I saw gri lies  sheep  and 
caribous directly with y eyes. I also en oyed seeing landscape of enali. I could find so e characteristic 
topography features probably affected by glacier  or river. I couldn t see top of the enali. I heard it s difficult 
to see it. us route is al ost - eter altitude. o  there is grass land  not forest. I thought it s ust 
wilderness. I cannot e press y i pressions in words well  but enali was y beat e ory in Alaska.
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 is enali hino ature enter. r. and s. hino s house and ai ing to achieve energy self-
support  and any pro ects. e had nice dinner  took bath with seeing oose  and slept in a log house. e also 
tried wood chopping. tay in  was suggestive and beca e good e perience for e. I talked this in last 
day presentation.

2017/08/1

ield Lecture 7: im er se
e went to orthland ood Products  the biggest wood co pany in Alaska. 

Alaska ti bers are e pensive because it s not large scale. ost ti bers are i ported fro  anada. Ti ber 
products in Alaska don t e ported to lower  other parts of A erica  e saw so e process of ti ber 
production. or e a ple  auto atic cutting  sta ping  and drying. ood chips are ade fro  edge and used 
for ani al s bed.

Lecture : iomass nerg
io ass is biological aterials  especially biological resources for energy. ne feature is that they are 

locally available resources. ne keyword in this lecture was T . T  is ther al unit and in proportion to 
al  but I couldn t understand reason and purpose to use T . In Alaska  aspen  birch  and barley are easy to 

get. uel cost is increasing  and there is a plan to use local woods isted of e pensive oil. ne idea is to cut 
trees surrounding forest fire area. e oving oisture fro  wood is i portant to raise efficiency. ne bio ass 
generator can output kw electricity  appro i ately for  ho es. utput doesn t depend on weather. 

owever  there re also so e proble s. irst  weight energy density. t wood chips is e ual to gal 
diesel fuel. enerator s bucket will be e pty in  hours. io ass is not new technology it was invented in 

er any  to breakthrough  but it has argins to advance. io ass energy generation is ero-
ission  rowing process of fuel consu es carbon dio ide. io ass technology should be i proved ore  

and it will be utili ed ore in the future.

2017/08/1

Lecture : ustaina ilit
This is the ost i portant lecture in this progra . r. avid defined natural resources anage ent is 
aking and i ple enting decisions to develop  aintain or protect ecosyste  to eet hu an needs and 

value.   keys are to reduce vulnerability  enhance adaptive capacity  foster resilience. ne good way is not 
focus on one species but focus on diversity.

cological foot print eans how large land do one person need to live. It contains food supply and social 
consu ption  and energy supply. apanese ecological footprint is less than A erican one.

cosyste  and ocial syste  have strong relationship. ternal drivers such as disaster  driven such 
syste s and they react with vulnerability  adaptability  resilience or transfor ability.  It s difficult to 
distinguish the . They output so e outco es and outco es affect ne t condition. 
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ield Lecture 8: Melting Perma rost
ield Lecture 9: C anging oreal orest

e saw e peri ental e otic forest. o e trees are co ing to Alaska because of cli ate change. nce 
ountains disturbed it  but now doesn t. If tree species change  there environ ent also changes. e also see 

big hole caused by per afrost thawing.

ield Lecture 10: irc  Plantation
Lecture 7: irc  ru

atural birch syrup is not concentrated  it is  concentration. o  about  ti es concentration is need. 
They taste very sweet  but very e pensive. e ate it and easured sugar content. 

2017/08/1

Lecture 8: ild Li e Management
Alaska was purchased in .  of land is national park or wildlife refuges. And  of Alaska is 

federal   is state land. There re so e conflicts  federal vs state  native vs nonnative  eat oose vs see 
oose. hose oose  is difficult uestion.

In Alaska  hunting needs license. Its fee is ine pensive for residence  but not for nonresidents. though hunter is 
few.

A far  neighbor of the university is designed to be ore attractive place for igrant birds than airport to 
keep safety.

ield Lecture 11: las a Li estoc
I touched fur of usko en  and felt of sheep. usko en hairs have features with its location. or e a ple  

side hair is short  iddle hair is white and thick  back hair is cheap. he taught us with iniature usko en 
odel. usko en are pensive riends . e annually costs  for licks   for grain   for hay  and 

 for veterinary. o  their fur and products are also incredible e pensive.

ield Lecture 12: griculture/Peon
e went to the botanical garden. They search suitable species for Alaska  investigate its anage ent  and 

grow so e with regional volunteers because they were established as e peri ental garden. e saw any 
vegetables  and berries. 

Peony needs so e good condition for e a ple less weed  no-disease  and so on. It takes -  years to grow. 
Peony has big root syste . 

In so e fields  wheat growing e peri ent is in progress. riginally wheat doesn t grow in Alaska  but if it 
beco es possible to grow wheat in Alaska  it s Alaska s own benefit because Alaska depends its food on 
i port. ne idea to e pect possibility is to calculate  growing degree days.
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Lecture 9: Indigenous Culture
Alaska has any indigenous cultures. outh east religion is hu id  and has a culture of oiety. usband 

and wife ust co e fro  different co unity. outh west religion is windy and uses kayak. est religion 
people has two pierces on one s face. aven often had a role in indigenous yth. ur teacher brought so e 
dru s and boots. e could touch it. oots are ade fro  ariboo. ow so e indigenous people uses iPhone.

2017/08/17

Presentation
In the last class  we did presentation individually. y presentation the e was nergy syste  of  and 

ustainability . irst  I e plained  energy syste  battery so e generators  devices and their 
relationships. econd  I talked about its sustainability and its contributions to nviron ent. astly  I talked 
what I learned through this progra . Though I  not a oring agriculture and environ ent  I could learn a lot. 
I thought ustainability is philosophical or political proble  rather than environ ental or engineering one  and 
felt i portance of studying various things with diverse interests through the progra .

Museum
After presentation  we went to university useu . e can learn Traditional cultures there. In its shop  I 

bought so e souvenirs.

ood ad Points
ood was e pensive and not various. e ate bagel and sandwich incredible ti es.

e didn t have uch da age fro  os uito. In enali bus tour  it was sunny. I think it s iracle.

Advise
eading previous reports  and grasp lecture s the e roughly is good way to prepare.

ou should bring apanese food enough. e careful to prepare for over weighting. iew fro  Alaska s sky is 
wonderful. I want you to en oy. I was not agricultural student  but I didn t have any proble . ustainability and 

nviron ent are i portant issue for all students. If you like it  you don t need to be hesitated with your a or.

onclusion
To say the true  I hesitated to apply to this progra . I couldn t decide  and final application day s orning 

A  I started to ake application for . After that I sub itted. further ore  I had ter  end e a  after that.  
owever  I  not regretting it and I could en oy a lot. enali is good place. tay in Alaska had any effects on 
e  for e a ple  nglish  studying  and any aspect of life style. I a  not planning to study abroad in long 

ter  but it indicates e direction of study. tay in far wilderness with interesting friends ust be good 
e ory and e perience for you. 
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The ost i portant thing I learned is sustainability . Through this progra  I have various lectures such as 
fishery  forest  per afrost and so on. I got various views for environ ent. or sustainability  we have to think 
about Tradeoff . In other words  we have to consider both factors  for environ ent and for hu an 
develop ent. That always acco pany difficulty that s because there are any conflicts between environ ent 
and hu an. o we have to discuss about sustainability  and then issue a warning to the society and take unified 

easures for sustainability.  
y a or is edicine which has not so far closed connection with environ ent. I have not so uch 

considered about sustainability before this progra . ut through this progra . I have learned any things and 
ca e to ask yself about what can I do and how can I do for sustainability. ro  now on  I ll keep studying 
about sustainability.

e stayed in the dor itory of A . e could use roo  for twin  so I felt co fortable and not dirty. If I 
point out bad place  cooking in the kitchen was difficult because there were little cookware and seasoning. 
After a few days past  r. avid and iho-san gave us several cookware. It was so helpful.

The ost en oyable thing was enali ational Park. I could co e across caribou  dallsheep and gri ly. 
specially I could get closed to a caribou and very e cited. enali is also fa ous for it s beautiful views. I was 
oved with those sole nly views which were beyond co parison with apan.
This progra  was aweso e ore than e pected. I ll reco end this progra  heartily. If I give one advise 

to participants  they have better to study about sustainability in advance. All lectures was in nglish  I felt 
difficulty to catch the whole contents because of y poor knowledge about sustainability. I hope ne t 
participants will have a great ti e.

This picture was taken in enali ational Park. The captured ani al is a   caribou. I could get closed to 
hi  and I was e cited.

ortunately  I could see aurora. At that ti e  the outside te perature was under  but I forgot about that 
cold because I was attracted to it s beauty. 
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This is Trans-Alaska Pipeline. The pipeline runs longitudinally between the north and south of Alaska. It 
conveys a plenty of oil.  
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The oceans cover about  percent of the earth’s surface and play a central role 
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iomechanics’, brought comparative biomechanics to a wider audience.  
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organisms we caught in att’s laboratory. 
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an economic point of view. lthough I mostly haven’t had 

opportunities to learn economics ever, his lecture wasn’t 

         

         

          

         

       

                

                

                

                

in an intricate interplay of ecology, economics, politics and taste. Here’s an example about most 
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leading to the coast in H ’s forest. alking along there refreshed myself. Then we rowed H ’s 

                  

it was so fun. I was glad to able to experience local people’s transportation system. In the night 

                   

 

   

                

through this program was facilities of U . hat I saw in U  was that I couldn’t imagine from 

            

separated for undergraduate and graduate. The buildings were so beautiful and I’ve never seen 

               

                 

              

program, I didn’t have any idea for my future.         
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Introduction
I participated in special summer program at University of ashington for days, .

I decided to attend this program because I was interested in foreign university and class in

nglish. In this program, I learned many knowledge and had many experience, so I introduce

below.

content of program
H  riday Harbor laboratory

This laboratory is located in riday Harbor, which is in a San uan island near Seattle and is

used for research of ocean. e mainly stayed here and studied about diversity of fish and

fishery economics. In classes of diversity, we went to the intertidal zone to catch fish and

crab and feature of local fish. In economics classes we learned cause of indiscriminate

hunting and conservation of local fish industry with psychology and panel discussion. lso

this laboratory owns a testing ship and we boarded on this ship to use instruments and catch

fish.

hale museum 
This facility is located in downtown of riday Harbor and exhibit panels and skeleton of whale. 

e learn behavior and species of whale here. 

The building is small, but much display is stuffed. 
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hale watching
This whale watching was conducted at coastal water of San uan island for three hours. e 

boarded on a small ship and watched sea lions, killer whales and eagles. If I had been luck, 

I was able to watch whales. ut I was not able to watch them so I regretted.

Seattle
In Seattle, we mainly went to university of ashington, Seattle aquarium and ike lace 

arket. irst, we visited the university.

The campus is very big and I was surprised. Seattle aquarium was a normal aquarium, but 

located in excellent location in Seattle. ike lace arket was a squalid market, but there 

were two good point. ne is that we can watch salespersons at fish shop throwing fish. This 

show is a big attraction, so many people crowded around there. The other is there is the first 

store of Starbucks offee.
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Impression
y deepest impression through this program is that shortage of ability about my speaking

and listening skill. I had thought that I was good at reading and writing nglish skill, but at

the same time I had felt my listening and speaking skill were immature through this

experience.  I realized the fact again. I had difficulty to understand what the teachers said

and speak what I wanted to say truly. s a result, I was irritated with conversation and my

aggressiveness to oining in conversation was weaker than usual. Therefore, I need to

reinforce nglish skill, specially listening and speaking. lso, I feel the attitude hesitating to

ask question was wrong behavior. In apan, If I have unclear things, it’s easy to look up by

myself. ut in foreign countries it’s difficult to look up them by only myself. So asking question

to other people actively is essential. In many case, many people may tell me more clearly

and kindly than books and internet about difficult things. I lost the chances myself. I had many

points that I needed to regret, but I had good point. I experienced the class at foreign

university. I had little interest in studying abroad. ut I felt worry about difference of style of

classes between apan and foreign country, so I hesitated to go to study abroad. This time I

experienced actually and my anxious were eased.

onclusion
I was very tired but, I had precious experiences. I can recommend this program with

confidence. or this program, many people gave me help in many situation. I want to express

my gratitude on this paper.
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 ctures were mainly about economics and fishery management. He told us how Tragedy 

of commons  occurs by playing a game. The concept of Tragedy of commons  can be applied 
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gathering mud from bottom of the sea by using a tool called an een.  fter gathering mud, 

                   

           

                 

                  

was very few, we could observe some fish which we can’t see in the intertidal zone.

                 

              

                

                

               

                  

              

predators don’t try to come into the zone. So, we can see many kinds of organisms hiding 

            

       

 

               

               

rca, inke hale, Harbor orpoise, ray hale, and so on. lthough I didn’     
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I had never seen them living in the wild habitat. Though we couldn’t approach them enough to 

     e surprised by their size. In addition, we could observe Steller’s Sea 

                 

                 

 

There were many attractive exhibition in Seattle aquarium. So I’m going to explain some of them. 

                 

                  

                  

                

                 

                  

                

               

restaurants and souvenir shops are around there, so I think it’s worth visiting.

It’s a pity that I can’t write everything that I experienced in the program.      

                

and do my own research. I’m very thankful to Hokkaido University for giving me a good 
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Reports of the students who participated in the program (Hokkaido University Short-term 

Overseas Special Program at the University of Geneva, 10th -25th September 2017) 

 

Fourteen students from the various schools of Hokkaido University submitted their reports in 

English together with their short Japanese summaries (Chapter 3) to the Institute for International 

Collaboration (IIC) which is responsible for the overall conduct of this program. In addition, the 

students also handed in their feature-length reports in Japanese in which they had described more 

useful and constructive comments and suggestions for the improvement of planning and conducts of 

future programs. 

I do understand that many home-works were assigned to the students before, during and after the 

program, but it ended up my pointless concern and fear. All students had worked hard and, almost on 

time, handed in their excellent reports and comments, to which I am very grateful. These comments 

and suggestions will be taken into account the improvement of the programs to be carried out 

elsewhere in the future. 

Needless to say, this program was impossible to plan and implement without the excellent 

collaboration and continued support of many friends, colleagues and institutions in Geneva, which are 

too many to list here. However, special thanks go to Sandrine, André, Antoine, and Olivier at the 

University of Geneva, Dorine, Marc, and Yumi at the WHO as well as Yoshie at the ILO for their 

continued support and stoic hospitality. 

At last not least, I would like to acknowledge the support and contribution of staff members of 

the Nitobe College Office and the IIC to the planning, conduct and follow-up of this program. 

With renewed thanks to all for their kind assistance in the successful implementation of this 

program! 

 

Hiko Tamashiro 

2017.12.1 
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Kaori KAWASAKI (Ms), Faculty of Letters, 2nd year 
 

Introduction 

I participated in this program to think about my career. I learned and thought a lot about our world, 

my career, and others on throughout the program. 

 

Lectures 

In the first field lecture, Sandrine explained us about history of Switzerland. There is the 

Reformation wall in Geneva. The phrase “POST TENEBRAS LUX ” on the 

Reformation wall was very impressive to me. 

When we attended the lecture another day, we walked around the city with a wheeled chair. I 

learned the handicapped people who are confined to a wheeled chair. They have hard time living a 

daily life. 

In the classroom, we learned about public space, the components of health and others. The field 

exercise on the public space and health has inspired me a lot about local autonomy. 

We also worked on the group project. We went to the town named Ferney-Voltaire, France and 

the old part of Geneva. 

 

Institutions we visited 

We visited the United Nations organizations such as 

WHO, ILO, and many others. Mainly, the Japanese staff 

members of these organizations spoke us about their life and 

work of their organizations. I learned that these organizations 

are accessible to me, not beyond my reach! 

When we visited the UNHCR, we learned their work, 

the problems of refugee and what we should do. The visit was 

very worthwhile to me. 

We had many other experiences observing the process 

of making watch in the factory of Franck Muller and visiting 

many other institutions in Geneva. 

 

Excursions 

Chamonix 

We went up the mountain at Chamonix in France. It was 3,842 meters above the sea level. The 

scene was not good because we had a lot of snow. However, because this is the first time to go up such 

a high place, I enjoyed the snowy mountain. 

Picture 1. "POST 
TENEBRAS LUX" means 
"Upcoming light after the 

darkness"
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Zermatt Glacier Paradise  

We went up the mountain at Glacier Paradise in Zermatt. It 

was sunny and we could see the Matterhorn. The beauty of the 

scene took my breath away. In order not to get altitude sickness, 

you should clear your ears and breathe deeply when you climb 

mountain. 

 

Stay in Geneva 

Trouble 

I had a problem when we arrived at Geneva. My baggage didn’t come out at the Geneva airport. 

It arrived at our dormitory on the next day. However, it was broken and my belt of suitcase was missing. 

I thought like this, “When I have a problem, it’s important for me to form a clear view of the situation 

and what to do.” 

Clothing 

Because weather changes frequently in Switzerland, your clothing should be easy to put on and 

take off. In addition, you must bring with you a muffler. It’s colder in Switzerland than in Sapporo.  

Communication with the students in Geneva

I couldn’t talk with the students of the University of Geneva in English at the party in Sandrine’s 

house (I hesitated to speak English then). However, when two men spoke to us in our dormitory, I tried 

to talk with them in English. I thought I had to continue to practice speaking English. 

Foods 

Sometimes we bought breakfast, lunch and dinner. However, 

prices are very high in Switzerland. Therefore, I tend to eat retort 

food in the dormitory. 

Cheese fondue, white wine and chocolate were particularly 

delicious in Switzerland. I bought them as souvenirs from 

Switzerland. 

 

Conclusion 

In short, all experiences in Switzerland (France and Italy) 

impressed me deeply. I met a lot of warmhearted people there. In addition, I found there were many 

choices of career in my life. Though I haven’t yet decided what I’m doing after I will leave university, 

I’ll think about working abroad and study hard. 

I would like to thank Dr. Sandrine, Dr. Tamashiro, Ms. Ueda, the members of this program, people 

in Switzerland, staffs at Hokkaido University, and my family for their generous support. 

Thank you very much. 

 

Picture 2. It was sunny in 
Glacier Paradise 

Picture 3. Cheese fondue 
and white wine (best 

combination) 
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Yua YAMADA (Ms), School of Letters, 2nd year 
 

Introduction 

I participated in this program because I had a curiosity about working in the world and I wanted 

to improve my English ability. In this report, I describe life the very significant everyday life of 2 

weeks mainly on what I understood by having actually visited the United Nations and other 

international organizations. 

 

Visit to the United Nations and other international organizations 

We visited the various organizations such as ICRC, WHO, ILO, WTO, UNHCR and WMO. We 

borrowed a Japanese sound commentary in ICRC. In addition, in other organizations, we learned the 

activity contents and problems from the members of the organizations but did not visit their 

offices/facilities. The most impressive thing is the behavior of Japanese staff members that seem to 

be very Japanese even while working in the global community. They are actively involved in their 

works with the typical Japanese sprits as Dr. Tamashiro describes in his book. I re-learned the 

importance of establishing clear self-identity and could clearly imagine the way of working abroad.

 

Lectures 

We took the lectures in the various fields across the frame 

of from Global Health to European history at the University of 

Geneva. All these lectures were conducted in English. It was 

not easy for me to fully understand them because of my 

insufficient English skill. However, I was able to understand 

them to some extent through the comments made by Dr. 

Tamashiro. Some lectures were also conducted outdoor. We 

learned about Jean Calvin and the Reformation in front of the 

Reformation monument. Furthermore, we observed the public 

transportation problems of the town called Anieres (a small 

municipality of the Canton of Geneva) through a wheeled chair 

experience. This field experience reminded me of an old saying 

“Seeing is Believing” and I learned many significant lessons 

from this field exercise. 

 

Research topic of our group 

Our group studied on historic giants related to Geneva. As a part of this exercise, we visited the 

houses and the graves of Voltaire and Jean Calvin. It was incredible for me that I stood on the same 

In front of the monument 
of Mr. Voltaire (François-
Marie Arouet) in Ferney-
Voltaire, France 
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place as them and I will remember it forever! 

 

Everyday Life in Geneva  

Firstly, food in Geneva is delicious. Not only pizza with thick cheese but also bread available at 

the supermarket were very tasty. Certainly, they were expensive but worthwhile. 

In daily life, people speak French. I was a little confused because I had not studied it. However, 

I could communicate with people by using my poor English. Therefore, I learned the importance of a 

positive attitude in addition to English skills. 

 

At last 

This program was very precious for me in terms of not only the knowledge on various fields 

which I experienced but also the opportunities for reflecting on myself. Last but not least, I would 

like to heartily thank Dr Sandrine, Dr.Tamashiro, Ms.Ueda and all those engaged in the conduct of 

this program for their kind guidance. 
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Mai FUKUI (Ms), School of Law, 2nd year 

 

Introduction 

From September 10th to 25th, 2017, I visited Geneva with Professor Tamashiro and other 13 

students of Hokkaido University. We studied “Global Health” in general at the University of Geneva, 

got a lot of information about the work of the United Nations (UN) and international organizations 

and learned the history about the great men like Voltaire and Rousseau.  

 

Lectures 

Lectures 1 and 2: Swiss and Geneva history 

We visited the places associated with the history of 

Geneva and Dr. Sandrine who kindly supported us in 

Geneva taught us the story. She explained the flag of 

Geneva, and we could see it around the city. The flag 

shows the eagle and the key. According to her 

explanation, the eagle means the emperor and the key is 

involved in the system of Geneva in those days.

 

Lecture 3: Why people are sick? An introduction to 

the social determinants of health 

Before I visit Geneva, I had never learned “Global 

Health”, so I was not able to imagine what teachers would tell us. In the first lecture, I knew the 

definition of “Health”: Health is a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being and not 

merely the absence of disease or infirmity. I had thought “Health” had been just the physical and 

mental problem before the lecture, so it was a new discovery to be also a “social” problem. Also, I 

learned what compose “Health”. The components are; 1. environment, 2. lifestyle and condition, 3. 

biology, 4. health care system organization.  

 

Lecture 4: Public space – public life studies: theory and instructions for a real field research 

project 

We could know about the change of public space such as street around the world. Dr. Sandrine 

concluded that urbanist or town planner ought to build the cities or towns which there are more people 

than buildings or cars, also we need the living in the environment suited for our individual needs. 

 

Lecture 5: ICRC - function and intervention on malnutrition in the field 

This lecture was so meaningful for me because we visited the museum of the ICRC after this 

The campus of biotech of the 
University of Geneva where we had 

lectures 
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lecture. We could learn the history of the ICRC, humanitarian assistance and starvation. Dr. Tamashiro 

taught us why there are the red cross and the red crescent. It is because of the religion, he explained. 

The original symbol was the cross, but it can mean Christianity. For that reason, Muslim were reluctant 

to use this flag, and then the symbol of crescent was made. 

 

Lecture 6: Tropical diseases and vector control: a historical perspective 

I am not familiar with medicine, but this lecture was very interesting. Dr Karam told us infections 

and diseases which Japanese scientists like Hideyo Noguchi and Kitasaburo Shibasato were involved. 

Especially, I was interested in zoonosis. Zoonosis means the animal diseases that can be transmitted 

to humans. According to this lecture, almost new infections today are zoonosis. The most horrible and 

dangerous situation he said was the lack of the information about new infection. 

 

Lecture 7: “Jean Henri Dunant”, the founder of the ICRC 

Dr. Tamashiro told us the history of “Jean Henri Dunant”. Henri Dunant was Swiss, built the Red 

Cross and won the Nobel Peace Prize for the first time. There are so many organizations which work 

for international cooperation activities today, but he started such action over 150 years ago. His 

achievement extremely affected the history of human health and humanitarian aids, I think. 

 

Lecture 8: History of Europe 

We learned the modern history of Europe from conflicting societies towards the Union. Asia and 

Europe have so difference structures. Firstly, Asia contains different types of countries. For example, 

the countries in East Asia like Japan or China are quite developed. On the other hand, the countries in 

South-East Asia like Cambodia or Myanmar have still fallen into poverty. In contrast, Europe area is 

composed by the developed countries comparatively. Therefore, I could not imagine how cooperate 

with surrounding countries, but through this lecture, I understood some merits and aims of the Europe 

Union.  

 

Lecture 9: The challenge of the natural helpers in Switzerland and Japan. 

In Japan, There are serious problems with care and helper. This lecture mainly referred to natural 

and professional helper. For example, after operations, the people who are nice to their wives or 

husbands can be good condition, but the people who are bad terms with their wives or husbands have 

more stress than the people who are single. This research was pretty interesting to me. 

 

Lecture 10: Available for students’ project in Geneva or its vicinage 

Our group visited the house of Voltaire. It is in the town of France, so we moved to there by bus. 

However, the house was closed due to the construction. Only by its appearance, it was so gorgeous 

and classical.  
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Lectures 11 and 12: Field study (supervision): mobility issues (wheelchair, elderly) in Geneva 

We moved around In the small and old town (Anieres), maneuvering the wheeled chair one by 

one, experiencing riding and pushing. It was interesting but so scaring for me. I could move around 

well in the flat road, but I could not handle the wheelchair in the rough or leaned road.  

 

Lecture 13: Evaluation closing ceremony at the Cite Bleue 

Dr. Sandrine and Dr. Tamashiro presented the certificate of completion of the course (program) 

to each of the participants in the University of Geneva’s dormitory loan. Dr. Sandrine helped us a lot 

and let us know the various things about Geneva. In the return, the students gave our teachers the 

greeting cards and several gifts.  

 

Visited places 

Chamonix 

Chamonix is famous as “the Mont Blanc” in 

Japan. The Mont Blanc means “White Mountain” in 

French. Exactly, we could only saw white scene from 

Chamonix because it snowed the whole time when we 

stayed there. However, it was so an exciting memory. I 

had never climbed the high mountain before, so it was 

the first experience not to breathe successfully.  

 

Life in Geneva 

In this program, we stayed at University of 

Geneva’s dormitory for 2 weeks. Thanks to that, we 

experienced the lives of a little like native Swiss. 

We often went shopping to supermarket around the 

Geneva train station (Cornavin), ate the various 

foods which are familiar by local people and always 

used public buses and trains even as well as water 

taxi in Geneva for our transportation. I greatly 

enjoyed daily life in Geneva and a lot of things I 

saw and did were new to me because I have never lived in a foreign country. For example, in the 

supermarket, there are a lot of cheese, wine and chocolate. I was so surprised because this shop was 

not only for visitors but also for local citizens. I could understand how the citizens in this country love 

those foods. I was also surprised at shopping. For sometimes, some clerks at supermarkets did not give 

me any shopping bags or seals which show this person paid at cash register. I was wondering that 

Chamonix

A scenery of Geneva 
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someone can take away secretly merchandise without paying. However, it was not a big problem 

because almost supermarkets have some gates which the people only who paid money can pass 

through after payment. I learned there are big differences just between two countries in many things, 

even if the difference was a trivial thing.  

 

Reflections and Advice 

One of the main purposes I thought was visiting the UN and international organizations because 

I am interested in working for the UN. Therefore, I really appreciate these experiences like asking 

Japanese staff in the UN or international organizations about what they did to get their jobs or what 

we should do now to work abroad in the future. Especially, I was wondering about getting a master’s 

degree. I am majoring in law at Hokkaido University now, but I do not know which major field I 

should choose in master program. Actually, I am more interested in the field of international relations 

than law. However, the UN and international organizations need specialists who have technical 

knowledge and experience, so I thought I must study just one field and should improve my expertise 

in the undergraduate and graduate schools. Then, I met 5 Japanese staff members at ILO and 3 of them 

have bachelor’s degree of law. I heard that one of them has a master’s degree of development 

economics and another has that of development studies. Furthermore, they said that we should choose 

the most interesting subject in graduate school and it is not important to study the same field in the 

undergraduate and graduate schools. This answer changed my mind, and now, I plan to get a master’s 

degree of international relations or political science at a graduate school in foreign country. 

The best experience for me was talking with Japanese staff members at the UN and international 

organizations. Through the conversation with them, I was encouraged to study English even harder 

after return to Japan and improve my English skill. Almost of them said that it is very important for 

us to study English hard now and get high score in English tests like TOEFL or IELTS. In fact, the 

levels of English skill demanded by the UN and international organizations are so high, they said. Also, 

the person who would like to work for such organizations need to have knowledge about the second 

language from official languages of the UN. We have the longest free time when we are the students 

in university and it is hard to start studying when we get our jobs, so we should use enough time for 

studying English now, they added. In the same time, they recommended reading books as many as 

possible while we are in university. According to their experiences, there is a clear difference between 

the vocabulary of the person who often read books and that of the person who seldom read books. This 

difference is not our decisive advantage or fatal weakness, but make a great influence for our 

impression. In order not to regret in the future, I will read a lot of books while I have much free time. 

In this time, the baggage of 3 students was lost in Geneva Airport. It was still in Frankfurt Airport 

though we already arrived at Geneva. This accident occurred for the first time in this program, so you 

should prepare for emergency even if such a thing has never occurred before. 
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Koki OGASAHARA (Mr), School of Law, 2nd year 
 

The aims of this program 

In this short-term study in Geneva, I set my objective of learning the atmosphere of Geneva, a 

great international city, and of knowing people who live there. I wanted to know whether it would be 

an option for me to study or work abroad. 

 

Lectures 

The lectures were mainly about history and public health. First, we learned about the history of 

Swiss and Geneva. I was very interested in that history because the origin of Swiss was very unique. 

Swiss consists of four parts and each of them has different language and different culture. It was very 

strange that they were united. However, this may be a clue to cooperate with each country or people 

today. I’ll try to search for how Swiss has reached many agreements. 

Second, we learned about the social determinants of health and the public space design. These 

were not my field but directly connected with our life, so I could study it as my own problem. In 

addition, I learned tropical diseases as well as informal support network which belong to the area of 

public health. Through these lectures, I could understand how important our health is. Health is a 

foundation of our life and happiness so that we have to well maintain it. 

 Third, we took the lectures about the ICRC (the International Committee of the Red Cross) and 

Henri Dunant. The ICRC’s work was very impressive and I thought that more people should deepen 

their understanding of its activities. Also, Dunant’s life is dramatic. I want to read his book, “A 

Memory of Solferino”. Dr. Tamashiro said there were many descriptions of injured or killed soldiers, 

so I’ll try to imagine how tragic the war was. 

 

International Organizations 

This time, we visited WHO, WTO, ILO, Palais des 

Nations, UNHCR, and WMO. We went to CERN, JETRO, 

and Franck Muller as well. In each organization, Japanese 

staff members told us a lot about their work, career and life. 

These information is very beneficial for me and helpful for 

my future. Every staff member told us not only a good side 

of, but also a difficult side of each organization, so I 

understood its realities. This experience would be useful 

for my decision making on what to do after graduation of 

the university.  

 

Excursion 

Palais des Nations 
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On Saturday, we took a trip to Nyon, Lavaux, the 

Chillon Castle, and the Olympic museum. Nyon is an old 

town and Lavaux, the vineyard, is the UNESCO world 

heritage. The scenery of them were amazing. I’d never 

seen such a beautiful view! However, the most 

impressive site is the Chillon Castle. I like the world 

history, especially medieval Europe so that I am 

interested in the building of medieval Europe. The 

atmosphere of the Chillon Castle was very nice! I was 

happy to visit it. 

On Sunday, we went to Chamonix, but the weather was not good. All of us tried to go up a 

mountain by cable car. However, it snowed a lot and we could not see anything. I want to try it again 

someday! 

 

Life  

Every morning, I run around our dormitory. Then, I had a croissant for breakfast and went to the 

University of Geneva Biotech Campus and some international organizations. I often ate lunch at the 

University cafeteria and dined out or made something for dinner at the dormitory. Every meal was 

expensive, but delicious! 

Also, we had some opportunities to interact with the students of the University of Geneva. They 

took us to eat cheese fondue. It was very delicious and we had a good time together. 

 

After the program 

Through this program, I started thinking about my future seriously. The life is only once and 

finally, we will all die. In this limited life, what should I do? This question is too difficult. Should I 

study abroad? Should I work abroad? I do not know what is correct. However, this short-term study 

in Geneva gave me precious experiences. Now, I can imagine the life in Geneva clearly and think 

about my future realistically. This is a remarkable progress for me because I can envision now new 

options of my future. 

 

Advice 

Geneva is a very beautiful city and there are many places to see. I would recommend you to study 

Geneva in advance. Also, in advance, you should prepare yourself for the group project to carry it out 

smoothly. 

In the program, you should ask actively. This is a great opportunity for you to ask questions to 

the UN staff members or professors in the University of Geneva, so please use this opportunities to 

your best advantage. I wish you success. Good luck! 

The Chillon Castle 
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Motoki SATO (Mr), Faculty of Engineering, 2nd year 
 

 

I joined this program at the University of Geneva in Switzerland. I was glad to go there because 

I studied about Switzerland’s economy in the class when I was freshman. Switzerland has 4 official 

languages so I wanted to know about the multicultural country’s atmosphere. The classes about Global 

Health in the University and the visits to the international and United Nations organizations inspired 

me to want to do well in the world. 

 

Lectures 

I attended many classes including health, zoonosis, water resources, care worker, Europe history, 

and biography of great persons. Especially, visiting the Museum of the International Committee of the 

Red Cross and Red Crescent after learning about that organization’s history was so impressive for me 

because I could review lessons and read rich documents and videos more. 

 

Visiting the international and United Nations’ organizations 

We went to WHO, WTO, ILO, WMO, UNHCR and CERN for the studies on their functions, 

roles and activities as well as for the interview with their Japanese staff members. All visits inspired 

me a lot, thanks to Professor Tamashiro and their staff member for giving us such valuable experiences. 

They told us about their own careers and had a useful time for questions and answers after the sessions. 

These sessions and Q&A were so memorable events for me that gave me clear vision of success in the 

world. Many of them had master degrees or above from the graduate schools in foreign countries, 

working experiences as JPO and in JICA. Every talking was so interesting for me. And Mr. Tsuruga 

in ILO was the graduate of the same high school as I graduated from. Anyhow, my future will depend 

on my hard work. In addition to the visits to these organizations, we also paid a courtesy call on JETRO 

which is a government-related organization to promote mutual trade and investment between Japan 

and the rest of the world. I learned Japanese companies’ affairs to trade their products overseas and in 

return JETRO’s efforts to introduce and invite more foreign companies to Japan. 

 

Field works 

We went to the Library of the United Nations Office at Geneva (UNOG), the Frank Muller, the 

Olympic Museum, the Chillon Castle, Chamonix, and Zermatt. We also had good experiences on 

public space and health through the use of a wheeled chair in a small village called Anieres in the 

Canton of Geneva and reported our findings to the mayor of the village. This exchange with the mayor 

was very interesting and informative in terms of learning how to make decision on the potential local 

political issues such as public place and health.  
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In the UNOG library, we observed the Nitobe’s 

actual works at the League of Nations where he 

stationed for 7 years from 1920 to 1926. Furthermore, 

the historically valuable documents could be directly 

browsed such as the Lytton Commission’s report and, 

legal and rapporteur commissions reports on the 

Aaland dispute between Finland and Sweden. And we 

directly examined the related pictures and original 

materials including Nitobe and his staff members and 

others. We could read and even directly touch and 

hold these historical materials and documents there. 

It is difficult to explain the feeling of directly getting 

your own hands on these important historical 

documents, materials and photos. 

In the wheeled chair experience, we found that 

even the roads for ordinally people are very 

dangerous for those with wheeled chair. This unique 

experience made me image and think that it is 

necessary to have a broad view for road structure 

taking into account the various stakeholders of the 

community, the same as working in the world 

organization. 

I was particularly glad to go to the CERN because I am majoring in engineering. I could learn 

quantum mechanics more deeply, and the seeing the international workplace of engineering was so 

precious experiences which was a great booster for my future endeavors. 

 

Lifestyle 

Switzerland life is different from Japanese one in many aspects. Geneva is probably one of the 

most expensive cities in the world and prices were much higher in Geneva than Sapporo. I was 

prepared for this! However, I was not good at the money management, having spent as much as 

about 100 thousand yen for 13 days. 

Another point is the transport system in Geneva which is based on the belief in the innate 

goodness of man. For example, we don’t need to show the tickets when I get on the bus and tram. 

There were ticket counters but no one checked the tickets on the bus or getting off a bus. I felt that this 

is the neutral country, Switzerland! 

 

Social interaction with the students of the University of Geneva 

↑A meeting in the UNOG 

↑Mt. Matterhorn in the background 
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The interaction with the local students was great. Through the dinning such as cheese fondue and 

shopping together, we enjoyed the interactions and eventually became good friends. I brought with me 

umai-bos as a Japanese souvenir. I gave them the local students who were glad to receive. I also 

became a good friend with a local student who lived next to my room in the dormitory. It started off 

with a greeting on the corridor. I think that it is important to do active greetings for having friends.  

 

Advice for future students 

I am not good at speaking, listening, nor writing English but I made good friends with the local 

students. You should actively approach and speak to them with a big smile, without hesitation. I am 

sure that you can speak English better than I. Facebook is a good tool for the future contact with them. 

So you should start it, now. 

 

At the end 

Last but certainly not least, I would like to 

thank Dr. Sandrine Motamed, Dr. Tamashiro, Ms. 

Ueda and many other people for their kind 

assistance and valuable advice before, during and 

after the study tour. I had so wonderful and great 

time in Switzerland. Once again, I would like to 

express my sincere gratitude to all. Thank you.

 

 

 

  

↑At the closing ceremony with 
Dr. Sandrine Motamed 
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Yutaka IIZUKA (Mr), Faculty of Engineering, 2nd year 
 

 

 

Goal of study abroad 

Improve English skills (speaking, listening) and foster globalism/internationalism. 

 

Lectures 

Lecture 1: Swiss and Geneva history (part1) 

We went to the University of Geneva. Then we learned Swiss and Geneva history. 

Lecture 2: Swiss and Geneva history (part2) 

After lecture 1, we went to the Monument Reformation Wall and learned history of the 

reformation. 

Lecture 3: Why people are sick?  

We learned what health is at the University of Geneva. We learned that “health is a state of 

complete physical, mental, and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity”. 

It is the WHO’s definition of health.  

Lecture 4: Public space 

We must make public space and public life considering the diverse abilities of the various 
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compositions of community. 

 

Lecture 5: ICRC (the International Committee of the Red Cross) 

We learned the functions and interventions mainly on malnutrition in the ICRC. And then, we 

went to the ICRC museum. We listened to the voice of people suffering from conflicts.  

Lecture 6: Tropical diseases and vector 

We learned Japanese scientists’ contribution to medical science. For example, Shibasaburo 

Kitazato, Hideyo Noguchi and Ryokichi Inada.  

Lecture 7: Dr. Tamshiro’s lecture 

The lecture is about Jean Henri Dunant. He is the founder of the ICRC. We learned his life and 

his way of thought. 

Lecture 8: History of Europe 

The lecture is about history of Europe, especially history of EU. EU now has a lot of problems 

such as finance and immigration, and must resolve these problems. 

Lecture 9: The challenge of the natural helpers in Switzerland and Japan 

 Natural helper provides emotional support and assists the patience in the daily management of 

the disease. We need to further study on the pros and cons of both professional and natural care givers 

in due course.  

Field Work 

Our group researched the public transportation in Switzerland. We took train and bus. Then, we 

studied the difference between Japan and Switzerland in the public transportation system and 

environment. 

 

Life in Geneva 

Weekday in Geneva  

 On weekday, we had mainly classes and visits to the United Nations agencies such as WHO, 

WTO, ILO, UNGO Library Paris des Nations, and WMO. We visited these agencies and attended 

special lectures tailored only for us which were delivered mainly by the Japanese staff members of the 

organization. Then we had the valuable Q&A sessions with these staffs after the lectures.  

Weekend in Geneva 

 On weekend, mainly we did some sightseeing. On the first Sunday, we went to Chamonix-Mont-

Blanc. The weather was bad, but it was a precious experience for me. 

Meal in Geneva  

 I often went out for eating dinner and sometimes ate lunch in the school cafeteria. The restaurant 

where I went for dinner is what Dr. Tamashiro recommended.  

 

What I think after studying abroad 
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 The many Japanese staff members who work at the United Nations are JPOs (Junior 

Professional Officers) or government officers. The JPOs are young Japanese persons who have passed 

the exam and wish to work in the international organizations. They are dispatched to the relevant UN 

agencies for 2 years in principle by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Their salaries and other expenses 

are ensured during this period by the Ministry. They are expected to get permanent jobs after the 

completion of this term which is very competitive. 

According to the person we spoke, it is also hard to get a JPO post because of the very competitive 

examination in Japan. However, the JPO seems to be one of the best ways to pursue in the future when 

considering an opportunity of working at the UN organizations. Unfortunately, I did not know this 

JPO system before. Through the visit to many UN agencies, I came to realize that working at the UN 

agency could be one of my career options in the future.  

 By the way, the place where I wanted to visit most was the CERN because of my engineering 

major. It was more exciting and fun, beyond description, for me to see a lot of things than I had 

imagined. The subject was a bit difficult for me to understand due to my insufficient knowledge but I 

definitely want to come back to visit here again after I would have studied quantum mechanics in 

details.  

 I fully noticed that my English skill is overwhelmingly short and poor. I had known it before 

participating in the program, but it made me truly realize its insufficiency. It was illustrated in the 

professional terms in lectures and casual conversation. Especially, my weakest point is the ability of 

speaking. When I tried to explain something, I rather used expressive expressions and body language. 

However, I think my English ability especially listening skill has improved a little bit. Gradually, I 

was able to communicate with those in the supermarket, for example. I want to make an opportunity 

to touch English everyday so as not to drop the English proficiency as I had during my study abroad. 

I want to work harder to improve my English ability.  

 

Advice 

 Geneva was colder in September than I expected. So, I think you need to have long-sleeves 

clothes. Also, you should bring with you food from Japan because Geneva is an expensive city.     

 

At last  

 The experience I had in Geneva is very precious for me. The members of this program were 

very enjoyable and Dr. Tamashiro taught us many things, for example, the United Nations and lessons 

in life and others. I am grateful to him. Also my sincerely gratitude goes to Dr. Sandrine and her 

colleagues who took care of us so well during our stay at Geneva. Last not certainly least, I would like 

to thank Ms. Ueda and the OII officers at Hokudai for their guidance as well as my fellow students for 

having together such a wonderful and unforgettable time. Thank you for reading.   
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Rei KAMIKAWA (Mr), School of Science, 2nd year 
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Introduction 

In this report, I made a description of lectures, places I visited, daily life, short trips and what I learned through 

the program. This is a well-organized program and I have spent fully satisfied days in Geneva, Switzerland. 

One of the main interesting points of the program was to communicate with Dr. Tamashiro and other student 

members who major in the various fields. In the program, some professors from many fields had lectures based on 

their studies. We visited some international organizations and followed not only the footstep of Dr. Inazo Nitobe but 

also that of great people deeply related to Geneva such as Jean-Jacques Rousseau and Henri Dunant.  

 

Lectures 

We had lectures about the history of Switzerland and Europe, Global health, Tropical diseases, ICRC, etc. In 

addition to these lectures, we also experienced the use of a wheeled chair as a field study in Anières, one of the small 

municipality in the canton of Geneva, Switzerland. 

Apart from the lectures and a field study, we were divided into 3 groups and worked on group work. Each group got 

information and learned what they cannot see or hear in Japan. 

Visit to the International Organizations 

 One of the most attractive point of this program is to visit many international organizations in Geneva. We had 

the opportunity to interview Japanese people working at the various institutions. 

The followings are organizations we visited. 

• UN Organizations 

• WHO: World Health Organization 

• ILO: International Labour Organization 

• UNHCR: United Nations High Commissioner for 

Refugees 

• WMO: World Meteorological Organization 

• UNOG: the United Nations Office at Geneva 

 (Palais des Nations (the old League of Nations) 

• Other Organizations 

• WTO: the World Trade Organization 

• CERN: the European Organization for Nuclear Research 

• JETRO: the Japan External Trade Organization 

 

Sightseeing 

  We enjoyed sightseeing on a weekend. On September 16th (Sat), we went to several places around the Lake Leman 

(Lac Léman) and visited the Chillon Castle (Château de Chillon) in Veytaux and the Olympic Museum (Le Musée 

Broken Chair 
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Olympique) in Lausanne. We had a short trip to Chamonix Mont-Blanc on September 17th (Sun). In spite of the bad 

and cold weather, every member went up to “L’ Aiguille du Midi” (3,842m) by ropeway. 

We also had an opportunity to visit some touristic places in Geneva such Cathédrale Saint-Pierre, Jet d'Eau, Palais 

des Nations. 

 

Daily life in Geneva 

We stayed in a dormitory of the University of Geneva. We were able to use public transportation (bus and tram) for 

free of charge during our entire stay.  

I usually had cereal for breakfast and used cafeteria in the university for lunch when we had lectures. We went out 

for dinner almost everyday. I would like to introduce to you some Swiss meals. 

• Fondue au fromage: cheese fondue 

• Filet de perche: fried fillets of perch 

• Bratwurst: a kind of German sausage 

• Raclette: baked cheese on a potato or bread 

• Rösti: hashed browns with fried egg and ham  

 

Conclusion

Although it was a study tour for only two weeks, I 

learned a lot of things: specific knowledge, work life 

balance, how to live in the future, etc. Finally, I would 

like to thank Dr. Sandrine Motamed, Dr. Tamashiro 

and Ms. Ueda who led us during the program, and 

my fellow 13 student members who took care of 

each other in Geneva, and the officers of the IIC, Ms. 

Matsumoto and Ms. Kadoya for their kind 

assistance. I sincerely hope this program would keep 

continuing. 

With renewed thanks. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Meals at Dr. Sandrine’s house 
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Katsunari TAKANO (Mr), Faculty of Engineering, 2nd year 
 

Introduction  

Since I’m studying architecture, this report focuses on buildings, field studies, and student’s project 

more than the lectures at the University of Geneva. 

 

Lectures  

The lectures at the University of Geneva are mostly related to global health and history of Geneva, 

Switzerland, and Europe. 

Lectures 1-2: Swiss and Geneva history 

We visited the Reformation Wall and 

learned about the Reformation by John Calvin. 

Learning world history and religion is important 

to me because ancient architectural movement is 

influenced by the Christianity. Then, we moved 

to the Cathédrale Saint-Pierre. I found features 

of the Gothic architecture, for example, high 

pointed arches.  

On the way to the University dormitory we 

stayed, I saw the Basilique Notre-Dame de 

Genève. It has flying buttresses, one of the 

features of the Gothic architecture. 

Lecture 4: Public space strategies for a healthy public life 

We saw some examples which impose traffic restrictions without considering its accessibility for 

everyone. Town planning is very important but difficult, so I thought that we owe to walk around the 

city with a sense of commitment. 

 

Field study 

Each of us went around the city in a wheeled chair, and assessed the problems of the potential 

barriers for its users. These problems were evaluated in terms of making a barrier-free city. After the 

field exercise, we met the mayor of Anières along the Lake of Leman, a small municipality of the Canton 

of Geneva and expressed our opinion about the problems to the mayor who carefully listened to us. His 

sincere attitude to the problems that we, the strangers, highlighted was worthy of noting. In this field 

study, I came to realize that the various views of many people in the community should be taken into 

account the development of public transportation even in relation to health. When I actually used a 

wheelchair, I clearly noticed that even small slopes and steps are not only difficult to manage but also 

dangerous to its users. Even the step is a few inches, a person on a wheeled chair can’t go up onto a 

sidewalk. When the construction of the barrier-free city is planned, it is very important to consider the 

The interior of the Saint Pierre Cathedral 
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views of the wheeled chair users. 

 

Student’s project 

This was a new trial and was introduced to the program for the first time. The students were divided 

into 3 groups, each having its own research theme. Our group studied about public transportation in 

Geneva from a point of view of barrier-free and environment in comparison with that in Sapporo. 

Firstly, we used tpg (in English, Geneva Public Transport) and found some barriers. For example, 

all directories were written in French. Even English wasn’t there. Most of the residents in Geneva speak 

French, but visitors cannot speak French. In Sapporo, we can see the directories written in both Japanese 

and English at least. We thought that Geneva as an international city needs to further improve such 

language barriers. 

Secondly, we visited Zermatt where the use of gasoline-based cars is prohibited. Only electric cars 

and horse-drawn carriages can be used in the city, so it was very clean and quiet. There was no barrier 

between people and nature. 

Weekends and Sightseeing 

We visited the Chillon Castle on Saturday. It 

is one of the most famous buildings in 

Switzerland. It was interesting to see the ceiling of 

each room. I’m currently taking a class of 

architectural history at the university, so it was a 

great experience 

We also visited Montreux, and watched the 

statue of Freddie Mercury who died of AIDS. 

During his lifetime, he devoted himself to AIDS 

patients by a charity concert. Its statue reminded 

me of the exhibition about AIDS at the ICRC Museum (the International Committee of the Red Cross). 

After the survey of our project at Zermatt, we went seeing the Matterhorn by a cable car. The view 

from the summit of Glacier Paradise was indescribably beautiful. 

 

Communication between Hokudai and Geneva students 

We had a great opportunity to make friends with the Geneva students at the Bains des Pâquis where 

we ate cheese fondue and talked a lot. I spoke to Brian who is studying architecture in Lausanne and 

enjoyed talking about skiing with some other students. They know well restaurants, sightseeing spots, 

and other interesting places. We enjoyed dinner at the restaurant they told us.  

 

Thanks 

To tell the truth, this program was my first trip to a foreign country, so I was anxious about the life 

The Matterhorn
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there, but thanks to many friends, professors, people in Geneva, and many staffs, I had a wonderful 

experience. I recommend all students who are interested in health, old buildings, nature, and making 

friends to foreign students to participate in this program next year. Thank you so much. 
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Tatsuki OTSUKA (MR), Faculty of Engineering, 2nd year 
 

Outline 

This program includes several classes and a field study about mobility in the University of Geneva, 

taught by Dr. Sandrine MOTAMED and visits to the international organizations whose headquarters are 

located in Geneva, such as UN agencies and ICRC (the International Committee of the Red Cross). In 

addition, this report includes the memoir on the life in Geneva, and the weekend excursions to the 

Chillon Castle, Chamonix and Zermatt. 

 

Classes at the University of Geneva and Visits to International Organizations 

I took many lectures from the various professors including Dr. Sandrine in the University of 

Geneva Biotech Campus, some of which I found very interesting. The following is the list of classes 

that I was very interested in (See the program agenda for the full class list). 

Lecture 4 Public space - public life studies: theory and instructions for a real field research 

project by Dr. Sandrine MOTAMED –In this class we, the participants, tried to understand 

whether a city is built for people or built for cars through a case study. This class was very 

interesting to me in that when developing a city what aspects or factors we should carefully 

consider. 

Lecture 5 ICRC: function and intervention on malnutrition in the field by Dr. Alain 

MOUREY –This class was taught by Dr. Alain (together with Dr. Tamashiro) who made great 

contributions to the work of the ICRC especially in the field of nutrition. We learned about its 

origin, basic functions, the story of its flags, the difference between the ICRC and the IFRC (the 

International Federation of the Red Cross). I was interested in how the ICRC does operate the 

humanitarian support activities in collaboration with the governments and other relevant bodies 

in the forefronts of the conflicts. 

Lecture 7 Life of Henry Dunant by Dr. Hiko TAMASHIRO –The origin of the ICRC, and the 

extraordinary life of Henry Dunant who founded the ICRC. I found it very interesting that Henry 

had a different opinion from Nightingale, that he wanted to help all people regardless of their 

nationalities, while she only gave supports basically to domestic soldiers. 

Lecture 9 The challenges of the natural helpers in Switzerland and Japan by Prof. Nicolas 

FAVEZ –This class was about the professional and informal caregivers, who support those 

fighting illnesses. Dr. Tamashiro told us about his theories on caregiving and death. “Rights to be 

cared,” “PPK (Pin Pin Korori)” and “PNK (Pin Nen Korori)” 

A Field Study on mobility using a wheeled chair in Anieres, Geneva coordinated by Dr. 

Sandrine MOTAMED, Mr. F. FLEURY and Dr. Hiko TAMASHIRO –A field study was 

carried out on the mobility issues using a wheeled chair in Anieres (a small municipality of the 

Canton of Geneva). We ourselves assessed the environmental conditions such as side and 

pedestrian roads in the municipality using a wheeled chair. Then, we made active and interactive 
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discussion on the potential problems and future improvement with the Mayor Mr Bard. I came to 

recognize how difficult the handicapped people have to go through even in the small slopes or 

differences in the level between pedestrian roads and streets, which are quite easy for the ordinary 

non-handicapped people to cross. This experience gave me a new insight into town development 

where I now live and will do in the future. 

 

As for the visits to the international organizations, we were very lucky to have time to hear from 

the Japanese staff members working there, about their backgrounds and carrier paths. As a computer 

science major student, I was initially worried about whether there would be any field in the UN agencies 

which I can work for. However, I was very surprised to know that there are many positions for engineer 

people in the UN agencies, according to a Japanese engineer staff  working at the ILO (the 

International Labor Organization). Truth is that very few Japanese people seem to actually apply for 

them. 

In addition, what I found very struggling was the fact that they all talked about how difficult it was 

to plan their lives, because they have to worry about their contract renewal once every few years. Since 

they go back and forth between Japan and the other countries very often, their private lives such as 

marriage and child-raising are very difficult to manage. As for myself, of course I want to go overseas 

and work internationally, but at the same time I want to have a good marriage and children. It was left 

to me to think about how I should pursue my professional career while well balancing a private life. 

The biggest lesson from this program is that I have started thinking about that it’s somehow not 

too bad to make a detour to my life. In Japan, it’s usually regarded as good to graduate from college in 

4 years and go straight to a major company until retirement, and I myself always had thought that way. 

However, I found that these Japanese UN staff members were through the varieties of careers which 

some people might think are strange. However, those paths seemed to be very usual or typical for these 

people. Before this program, I hesitated to go and study abroad because I might stay back a year. After 

consulting with those people, I thought it might be advantageous for my future career in many ways to 

spend one or two years in a foreign country. 

 

Life in Geneva 

First of all, things from groceries to souvenirs are very 

expensive in Switzerland. Cost is easily twice to three times 

more expensive than that in Japan. The first step to solve 

this problem is to avoid buying bottles of juice or soda, and 

instead, fill a bottle up with tap water in the morning and 

carry it around. We can drink tap water in Geneva. It’s also 

good to avoid using Kiosk or convenience store next to the 

dormitory and to use supermarkets (MIGROS) and the 

department store (MANOR) near the Geneva station. 
A street with smokers in Geneva 
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Things are less expensive there but it is still more demanding than in Japan.  

People in Geneva are very warm and kind, and most Geneva people can speak English to some 

extent, so you can feel free to ask them in English if you get lost. Furthermore, Geneva is a very safe 

place during daytime, so you don't have to too much worry about pickpockets or street robberies. Be 

that as it may, it's also good to keep your passport and some money in your backpack, not in your wallet, 

and carry a copy of your passport. 

What I didn't like about Geneva was the very bad manners of smokers who mindlessly throw 

cigarette butts down on the street. We could easily find a plenty of the cigarette butts on the streets of 

Geneva. Maybe you should remember this if you're intolerant with the cigarette smoke.  

 

Weekend Excursions 

We visited the places such as the Castle Chillon, 

Chamonix, Zermatt (located at the foot of Matterhorn), and 

Courmayeur in Italy. It was pity we couldn’t see anything 

from the top of the mountain due to the very snowy weather 

on the day of the visit to Chamonix, but the coffee at the 

Courmayeur, where we stopped by on the way to there, was 

very unforgettable and special to me. As for Zermatt, 

which we visited on the 23rd September, it was very hard 

for me to wake up at four in the morning to arrive there as 

early as possible (it took 4 hours for one way), but the 

sceneries left me speechless and I couldn’t even believe 

that such views ever exist on the earth. I’m allowed for 

two more photos for this report, so maybe they would say 

it all.  
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Firstly, I’d like to thank Tamashiro-sensei for 

everything he did for us in the program. I learned so many things from his experiences abroad, warm-

hearted words, lectures, and sometimes his jokes. They meant a lot to me. Needless to say, special thanks 

go to Dr. Sandrine and her colleagues at the University of Geneva. I’d also like to thank Ueda-san for 

her efforts to make the program work smoothly (and I wish her a belated happy birthday). Lastly, I’d 

like to thank all of the participants from the different grades, the various faculty members for making 

this program fun and unforgettable. 

  

Lavaux, on the way to the Chillon 
Castle 

Matterhorn reflecting on the lake 
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Minori MACHIDA (Ms), School of Economics and Business, 2nd year 
 

 

Daily life at Geneva 

When we had lectures in the morning, we went to the University earlier and had breakfast there. 

We usually had lunch at the cafeteria in the University or in the international agencies we visited. We 

were very busy all day, so we did not have time to cook at the dormitory. We often bought some food at 

the supermarket or went to restaurant together with the members of this program. 

 

Excursions 

We visited the UNESCO world heritage, Chillon castle (Le château de Chillon) in Veytaux near 

Montreux and the Olympic museum in Lausanne Switzerland. The castle was so big and impressive. Its 

structure was so complex that made me feel like exploring further. The Olympic museum`s display was 

amazing. The displayed manakins looked like real ones with natural locomotive movement, so it was 

fun to watch them. There were also some games we could all play with.

I also visited an animal museum in Geneva during one 

of these free days. The admission fee was free of charge. One 

of the biggest surprises was the form of stuffed animals. The 

form was not only standing but also flying, sleeping or 

eating. It looked like real ones. I felt as if I was in zoo. In 

museums in Japan, the admission fee won`t be free of charge 

and the form of animals will be only standing. That was the 

difference between Japan and Switzerland. 

In Geneva, tax is high but people’s life seems to be more pleasant and better.  

 

Studies and field visit 

We went to many international agencies where we participated in some lectures mainly delivered 

by their Japanese staff members. I was surprised that there were many women staffs because I thought 

that it is difficult for women to work abroad. I asked them how they balance their work and private life 

in such an environment. Many of them replied that they follow what they want to do now. And some 

said that we should choose the most important thing in our life and pursue it with passion. This was so 

interesting for me and I thought I have to think about my own life plan.

We had a field work on health and public space. In the field work in the small town called Anieres 

in the canton of Geneva, we went around the town with a wheeled chair to assess the road conditions 

for its use. We found out that a lot of points were not fit for the wheeled chair. I never thought that even 

small steps and slopes were so difficult to walk through with the wheeled chair. We learned how difficult 

handicapped people on the wheeled chair move around the town. It is important to realize that there are 

many kinds of situations to which specific approaches might be required. 

At the museum of animal history 
in Geneva 
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Advices for students who will join this program 

I would advise that students should study potential lectures before you will visit there if possible. 

If you had some knowledge of the lectures, your level of understanding will be higher. 

Weather conditions in Geneva are also very changeable and unpredictable, so you should bring 

with you many kinds of clothes. 
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Kinuka TANIYAMA (Ms), Faculty of Letters, 3rd year 
 

Introduction 

In this program, there were 3 main objectives. The first was to learn global health at the University 

of Geneva, the second was to visit the various international organizations, and the third was to visit 

the footprints of Inazo Nitobe. In this report, I have described these 3 points. In addition, I have 

reported the group project which was introduced for the first time in this program and how to spend 

holidays. 

 

Lectures 

At the University of Geneva, I took the various lectures from global health to European history. 

There are 2 lectures that I remember in particular. One is the lecture on health and medicine, the other 

is the field lecture on wheeled chair experiences.  

In the lecture of health and medicine entitled 

“What is health?”, I learned a lot. I have not 

thought about “health” so deeply until now. Am I 

healthy, physically and mentally? However, in 

this lecture, I thought about the 4 things 

surrounding health such as the environment, 

biological genes, behavior and lifestyle, and care 

system with medicine. Although we say simply 

“health”, it cannot be expressed in a single word. 

To be “healthy”, the various factors mediate, and 

we come to realize again that we live surrounded by such the various mediating factors. 

On the other hand, in the wheeled chair lecture, we went to a city outside of Geneva, where we 

had an experience on the use of a wheeled chair in the public space. We experienced both the ride and 

push of a wheelchair, and realized how difficult the operation of a wheelchair is. After the experience, 

we discussed among ourselves and the city mayor about how the town be developed so that wheelchair 

people can stay comfortably and healthy. When I got on a wheelchair, I realized that it was not possible 

to live by myself. That is because I could not raise a small step, and left fear on the descending slope. 

Moreover, many cars are running on the street, and it was more difficult to operate a wheelchair when 

it rains. Based on these circumstances, I thought that support of the town is indispensable in making 

the wheelchair people live comfortably. 

 

Visit of international organizations 

The international organizations we visited this time are six in total; WHO, WTO, ILO, UNHCR, 

WMO, UN Library. In each organization, I was able to talk to the Japanese staffs who are active in the 

 campus biotech 
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front lines. I heard stories about the various aspects such as "what is working in an international 

society" and "challenging and hardship working in international organizations". The impression on 

what was said in each institution is that Japanese staff members are very few, although Japan provides 

money to the international organizations. There is also a system called JPO in Japan, but it seems that 

the language is the biggest problem. Also, the background of each staff was very different. Instead of 

going out of the graduate school and getting a job at an international institution directly, many staffs 

have a process of going out of overseas graduate school. Some of them entered international 

organizations after experiencing at a company. Such international organizations demand their new 

employees who can immediately start working on the urgent global issue upon the entrance. In order 

to enter international organizations, it is important to acquire expertise and enthusiasm to accomplish 

something. 

Each organization is composed of 2 types of professions: professional and administrative ones. 

These two need to coordinate well in order the organization to function effectively. 

 In addition to these UN organizations, we visited CERN and JETRO. We were able to see the 

most advanced research being conducted by researchers from around the world in CERN and 

understand the mechanisms that help Japanese companies to expand overseas at JETRO. 

Footprints of Inazo Nitobe 

One major theme of this program was to trace 

the footprints of Inazo Nitobe. Specifically, I 

browsed the materials in the UN Library at the time 

when Inazo Nitobe were active in the League of 

Nations. What is particularly remembered is the 

report of the Lytton Commission team. This is 

because the Lytton report was triggered Japan to 

withdraw from the League of Nations and to move 

forward to the way to war. In fact, the report of the 

Lytton was thicker than I imagined, and it includes 

maps. The maps became a clue to know the 

situation and the border at the time. I felt it very 

interesting. In addition to the Lytton report, I was 

able to see the documents that Inazo Nitobe actually signed and it was also very interesting. 

We also visited the production site of Frank Muller, Switzerland's leading luxury watchmaker. 

This is the house where Inazo Nitobe was living when working in the League of Nations. The house 

is on the side of a hill with a nice view of the Mont Blanc and the Lake Leman. The house is quietly 

standing, and I felt like Nitobe’s atmosphere such as being dignified but enthusiastic. 

From such materials and visit to his house at the time, we can imagine his personalities. It seems 
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that there is still a remnant of Inazo Nitobe in Geneva, which made me very interested. 

 

Group project 

In this group learning, we picked up before our 

departure what we wanted to study in Geneva, planned 

themselves and carried it out. In our group, we studied 

about the great men in Geneva. We followed the 

footsteps of Voltaire, a French philosopher, and Calvin, 

one of the leaders of religious reform. Historically, along 

with John Rock, a British philosopher, he is considered 

to be a person representing the Enlightenment. We 

visited Ferney Voltaire in France near Geneva and visited 

the chateau where Voltaire lived until just before his 

death. The chateau was closed due to the restoration 

work, but there was a memorial monument of Voltaire in 

the city center, which shows that he had influenced the 

people of the city.

Next on Calvin, we visited St. Pierre Cathedral. It is known as the church on which Calvin was 

based. The church has a mix of different architectural styles and, inside the cathedral, there is a wooden 

chair used by Calvin. The tower of the cathedral was able to climb, and from the top of the tower, we 

were able to overlook the city of Geneva. Near the cathedral, there is also a birthplace of Rousseau, a 

philosopher born in Geneva, and it is said to have discussed with Voltaire, who mentioned earlier. 

Thus, it seems that Geneva has become an international city where  

today's international organizations gather as various great people lived in the past. 

 

How to spend the holidays 
) Saturday  

We went to le Château de Chillon and the Olympic Museum. Le Château de Chillon is a castle 

on the shore of Lake Leman, situated opposite the Geneva, across the lake. In the 12th century, the 

earl Savoie owned it, and it was expanded and became the present form. It is known as the stage of 

1816 British poet Byron's poet "Prisoner of Chillon” " Château de Chillon Poetry". Inside the castle, 

there were various towers and rooms. Looking out from the window, the Lake Leman was just 

underneath it, and I feel that the castle itself was floating on the Lake Leman. From the highest tower 

of the castle you can overlook the Lake Leman, the view was truly impressive. We then moved from 

there to the Olympic Museum by a limousine bus.  
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 At the Olympic Museum, we can see the history of the Olympic Games, and the costumes used 

in the opening and closing ceremonies, and all the medals in 

each Olympic were exhibited. These were very interesting for 

me. Also, there were booths to move the body and experience 

virtual sports, and actual tracks were set outside, so it was 

really fun to run there. In addition, in the stairway, the name of 

the Olympic Games and the name of the flame-bearer are 

engraved and at the entrance we go through the world record 

of running high jump, it is devised in various parts. Like the 

real Olympic Games, it was a place that everyone could enjoy, 

both adults and children. 

 

) Sunday 

We visited Chamonix at the foot of the Mont 

Blanc. The day we visited was just bad weather, the 

summit of the Mont Blanc was almost misty and 

cloudy, and nothing could be seen. However, as a 

memory, everyone climbed up to the Aiguille de 

Midi with a rope-way. When climbing up, the top 

was really pure white and I could see only 

somewhat, but the Mont Blanc was truly 

magnificent, I felt that human beings were really 

small presence. The summit was snow storming and it was very cold. When I looked down on the 

bottom, I could see a huge glacier running through the mountain surface, so I enjoyed it very much. 

Unfortunately the weather was not fine during the weekend, but from the way I went, I fully enjoyed 

the holidays with a plenty beautiful sceneries, such as a vineyard spreading on one side of the Lake 

Geneva (Leman) and walk in a tasty city. 

 

Conclusions 

The most important thing I learned through this program is about my own career design. I have 

a dream of working abroad as a reporter and wanting to be able to quickly inform Japan about the 

situation of overseas and the events that would have occurred. In an interview with the people working 

at the international organizations, I can learn the importance of studying languages in student days and 

the importance of doing something so hard, and also I was motivated to work on something in the 

remaining university life. In addition, even though I could not do what I wanted to do immediately 

about future dreams, I learned that chances will definitely come if we strive without giving up. I 

absolutely want to make use of this lesson to the next.  

@ Chamonix Mont-Blanc 

@ Le Château de Chillon 
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Geneva is a place where old townscapes remain, such as St. Pierre Cathedral and Rousseau's 

birthplace, as well as a new international city where the various international organizations exist. In 

other words, Geneva is a city that is trying to incorporate something innovatively, leaving good old 

things. I also cherish the attitude to positively introduce new things, while leaving good old things, 

and someday I would like to become a bridge of the world like Inazo Nitobe. 
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Keisuke YADA (Mr), Faculty of Engineering, 3rd year 
 

 

In this program, we had 3 main activities. The first one is ‘a series of lectures about Global 

Health and related topics’, the second one is ‘Visiting International Organizations’ and the third one 

is the ‘Student Projects’. In the first half of this program, we mainly had lectures and visited to many 

international organizations. In the lectures we learned about “Health and Medicine”, ”Introduction of 

field research”, ”ICRC”, ”Japanese scientists’ contribution to medical sciences”, ”Henri 

Dunant”, ”History of Europa” and ”The challenges of the collaboration between natural and 

professional helpers”. All teachers were taught in English, but some of them had French accent. So it 

was hard for me to understand all of what they said. 

We visited many international organizations, for example WHO and WTO. In each organization 

we had a chance to talk with Japanese staff members. After the consultation with the Japanese staffs 

in Geneva, I started thinking about working at these organizations. In Geneva, they start their work 

at 8:30 and finish at 17:30. This is not only for international organizations but also for private 

enterprises. I thought that their working and life styles are very good and it’s good for health. This 

style is really different from Japanese one. So I started thinking that working abroad is good for me. 

This change of thinking is probably important to my 

life. And now, I am considering to study abroad in 

graduate school. 

In the weekend, we went to Nyon, the Chillon 

Castle, the Olympic Museum and Chamonix. Photo1 

is a picture of the Chillon Castle. The weather was 

very good and inside of this castle is so complex. So 

I didn’t have enough time to see it all. Then in the 

afternoon, we went to the Olympic museum.  

On Sunday, we went to Chamonix. And we 

climbed the Mont Blanc by aerial tram. The top of 

the mountain was so cold about -10 degrees Celsius. 

And the weather was so bad, it was nearly white-out. 

The oxygen concentration was much lower than that 

on the ground. So you have to be careful when you 

climb the Mont Blanc. 

In later half of this program, we had some 

researches about our group project. Our group’s 

theme was “Public transportation”. We researched it 

by riding bus, train and tram, and we tried to find the differences as many as possible in the system 

Photo 1. The Chillon Castle 

Photo 2. Electric car in Zermatt 
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and the environment between Switzerland and Japan. In Geneva, cars stop first before we start 

walking across driveway which is the biggest difference between 2 countries, I think. And the buses 

in Geneva are getting energy from electric cables. They do not use gasoline. Maybe they try to 

protect their natural environment. And even in Zermatt there were no gasoline engine only electric 

cars. This is an electric car so the shape of this is unique. Some European countries have decided to 

stop using gasoline cars by 2040. Now the world becomes to do something to save our planet. I think 

Japan should join the world’s trend. In addition to this point, through our research, we found many 

differences in the transportation between Switzerland and Japan. 

 The “students’ project” is the first attempt to be carried out in this program. I think this is a 

very good idea because the students can join a team and exert their own initiative with the high 

motivation and team work. 

   At the end, I want to say thank you to Dr. 

Sandrine, Dr. Tamashiro, my parents and all of people 

who gave me such a great experience and a good 

memory.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Photo 3. After the closing ceremony in 
the garden of our dormitory 
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Kotaro ADACHI (Mr), School of Law, 4th year 
 

 

Introduction 

This program was held for 15 days trip from 10 to 25 September 2017. We had special and various 

experiences, for instance, taking some classes at the University of Geneva, enjoying European food 

and climbing big mountains (European Alps). We consisted of 14 students of the various grades and 

faculties; 2nd grade 10 students, 3rd grade 2, and 4th grade 2, and Engineer 6, Literature 3, Law 3, 

Economics 1, and Science 1. 

 

Someday Schedule  

Early morning (07:00~09:00) 

I was jogging with my roommate and professor Tamashiro. Climate in Geneva is like one in 

Sapporo. Humidity is very law. There are many public wide parks with high trees where some animals 

like squirrel are running around. I have also observed that there are some exercise machines at the side 

of the parks. After running I took a shower and eat breakfast; some croissant with orange juice. 

Morning to afternoon (09:00~15:00) 

Three lectures & lunch 

We went to the Biotech campus of the University 

of Geneva by bus. We had 3 special lectures: 

1. “Why people get sick? - An introduction to 

the social determinants of health” 

2. “Public space-public life studies: theory 

and instructions for a real field research project” 

3. “ICRC: function and intervention on 

malnutrition in the field”. 

1st lecture  

Health’s definition (1): “Health is a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being and not 

merely the absence of disease or infirmity” 

Health’s definition (2): “Basic needs of the human being” 

I have never thought what is health. I thought that I am healthy if I am not sick. Through this 

lecture, I found out that quality of life, mental health and well-being is important for our health. 

2nd lecture 

How can we influence mobility and social interactions through public space design? In this 

lecture, I learned how we ignore handicapped people and public space is for everyone including the 

handicapped people. Thus, I came to understand how important the barrier free public space could be. 

3rd lecture 
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ICRC’s roles only during war or in the middle of natural disaster 

There are a lot of needs for caring before, at the time and after war and natural disaster. Here, ICRC 

stands for the International Committee of the Red Cross. 

Lunch at the University canteen after the lectures 

There were the various meals on the menu. I had chicken, potatoes and salad. It was very delicious 

and costed 15 CHF equivalent to approx. 2,000. Its volume was just fine! 

ICRC museum (15:30~17:30) 

We went to the ICRC museum. The museum 

exhibits many photos and videos representing the respect 

for human rights. This photon is one of them. He is a 

victim of the Tohoku earthquake. I was convinced that 

we should know many victims in history and live for a 

better world as a person in the world, not country. 

 

Conclusions 

In this program, I heard many voices of the international organizations’ Japanese staff members 

which changed my vague imagination of the United Nations organizations. It seems that they are 

within my reach. I know it is not so easy to work there but not impossible to do so in the future. This 

has brought me to think that even the United Nations could be one of my future career passes. What 

is important is to keep my dream alive toward the future and not easily to give up! 

The mountains in Switzerland and France were very beautiful. We went to Chamonix and took 

a cable car up to 3,800m high. Some of us felt dizzy, short-breasted, and headache. 

Unfortunately, it was cloudy and very cold. Even though we could not see anything but only 

white frost, I felt this is the true Alps. Despite these weather conditions, there were many 

climbers to try to attach the highest peak of the mountain. It was very interesting! 
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Shimpei HAMAGUCHI (Mr), Faculty of Engineering, 4th year 
 

 

 

 

Lectures 

Lecture 1.2 Swiss and Geneva history 

We learnt about Swiss and Geneva history in the University of Geneva. Then we met Dr. 

Sandrine who was our counterpart in Geneva. She was very friendly and kind. We could speak to her 

frankly. We moved to the wall which painted Calvin. Then we were taught the reformation by Dr. 

Sandrine in front of that wall. 

Lecture 3: Why people are sick 

We visited the University of Geneva Biotech Campus in the next morning. We studied why 

people get sick. I learned 3 elements which define health. Although there were no one among our 

group from the Faculty of Medicine, we understood the importance of the definition of health in the 

class. 

Lecture 4: Public space 

We studied the relation between health and public space. This class was held by Dr. Sandrine. 

We understood how public space effects health. I came to realize that people responsible for the 

development of public transportation need to consider their health to start with. 

Lecture 5: ICRC 

We studied the ICRC function and intervention on malnutrition. I surprised to know that there 

are different names and logos of the ICRC due to religion. After the class, we visited the ICRC 

museum. The video in which the people who were caught in a prison were displayed and talked 

about their experiences was so shocking to me. I fully understood the misery of wars through the 

video. 

Lecture 6: Tropical diseases and vector control 
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I did not expect that we study Hideyo Noguchi in Swiss! He is very famous in the field of 

medicine even now in the world.  

Lecture 7: Henri Dunant 

This class was delivered by Dr. Tamashiro who presented Henri Dunant’s work including his 

early activity which led to the establishment of the ICRC in 1864. Henri Dunant wanted to help 

soldiers wounded during wars through international volunteer networks and the adaptation of 

international agreement which allows their works around the world. During the war in Solferino in 

the north Italy in 1859, he convinced the local people especially women to serve the wounded 

without regard to their side in the conflict as per the slogan "Tutti fratelli" (All are brothers

).  

Lecture 8: History of Europe 

Mr. Paulos Asfaha taught history of Europe. But his lecture was so difficult and fast. He usually 

teaches that class through 1 semester but we were taught it in only 90 min. However, its contents 

were so good and informative, I want to attend his whole class throughout the semester. 

 

The United Nations Organizations 

We visited WHO, WTO, ILO, UN, UNHCR, WMO, and CERN. What I was surprised most was 

that there were many people who knew Dr. Tamashiro. He was widely well known by the staff 

members of the United Nations Organizations.  

We interviewed many Japanese staff members who are working in these organizations, and some 

of them delivered the special lectures only for us. We learned how they got their job. Firstly, almost 

all of them came to Swiss as JPOs. After working as JPOs, they started working as full-fledged 

employees. However, they need to get another position every 3~5 year. This is a very serious situation 

for Japanese because we would like to be employed for life. They said that it’s rather usual in the 

contemporary world. If we want to work at the UN, we have to well understand these situations.  

 

Excursions 

We went to Chamonix, France as an excursion by bus on 17th September. I surprised that the bus 

was Benz! We all had a good time at Chamonix even though the weather was so bad on the top of 

Chamonix.  

We also went to Zermatt on 22th September for the group work. Our transportation group 

experienced Swiss national railway and mountain railway. And the weather and the scenery of Zermatt 

were so excellent.  

Advice 

I regret that I didn’t bring with me much Japanese food. You can buy noodles at grocery store but 

cannot buy rice. So I would advise that you should bring with you rice and other Japanese food you 

like. And there aren’t any bending machines in the dorm and the convenience store next to the dorm 
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is closed at night so you need to buy something to drink outside shops before coming to the dorm. The 

grocery stores (Manor, Migros) near the Geneva station are much cheaper than convenience stores, so 

you should use the former.  

 

Conclusions and acknowledgement 

Actually, It took me some time to decide whether or not I should participate in this program 

because of its proposed cost around 0.4 million JPY. I am not a Nitobe College student who has a 

better scholarship than I, an ordinary senior student. But I am not regretting participating in this 

program. If you hesitate to go to Geneva, please trust me: it is very worth visiting Swiss and many 

international organizations. You will surely have valuable experiences. Its memory will stay with you 

forever! 

I want to express my sincere gratitude to Dr. Tamashiro and Ueda-san who made our program 

worthy and comfortable! Dr. Tamashiro is so unique. I am sure that you would have good time with 

him as I did. Ueda-san who is working for the Nitobe College office also came to Swiss with us. She 

took care of us very nicely. At last not certainly least, I would like to express my sincere thanks to Dr. 

Sandrine and her colleagues who provided us with such a wonderful and heart-felt hospitality and 

supports during our stay at Geneva. With their kind assistance and excellent guidance, we all had 

wonderful experiences in Switzerland. Thank you very much again. 

You should not miss this opportunity! 
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Scandinavian Studies Summer Programme 2017

University of Oulu, Faculty of Humanities

August 2   September 

2
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Participants

Eriko Ezawa School of Agriculture 4U NC
Asuka Namiki School of Science 2U NC
Toi Yamanaka School of Agriculture 3U NC
Megumi Endo Graduate School of Science 2M -
Ren Nishikata School of Engineering 3U NC
Moe Ota School of Agriculture 3U NC

*NC: Student of Nitobe College
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SCANDINAVIAN STUDIES SUMMER PROGRAMME 

(28.8.-15.9.2017) 

Week-by-week schedule 

WEEK 1 MONDAY 
28.8. 

TUESDAY 
29.8. 

WEDNESDAY 
30.8. 

THURSDAY 
31.8. 

FRIDAY 
1.9. 

WEEKEND 
2.-3.9. 

9.00–10.00 

Check-in  
to the  

FORENOM 
Aparthotel starts 

at 14.00! 

Workshop, Liv-
ing in Japan & 

Finland  

History of Fin-
land and Scan-

dinavia  

Finnish  
Language and 

Culture  

No scheduled  
activities 

10.00-11.00  WELCOME 
PARTY 

11.00–12.00 CAMPUS 
TOUR 

Study Trip Info  

12.00–13.00 LUNCH BREAK 

13.00–14.00 
Summer Pro-
gramme Info 

Oulu City Tour 
by bus  

Workshop, Liv-
ing in Japan & 
Finland – Inde-

pendent 
Group work 

History of  
Finland and 
Scandinavia: 
museum visit 

14.00–15.00 

15.00–16.00 
Finnish  

Language and 
Culture  

16.00- 
Finnish  

Traditions:  
SAUNAILTA! 

WEEK 2  MONDAY 
4.9. 

TUESDAY 
5.9. 

WEDNESDAY 
6.9. 

THURSDAY 
7.9. 

FRIDAY 
8.9. 

WEEKEND 
9.-10.9. 

9.00–10.00 

STUDY TRIP TO OULANKA NATIONAL 
PARK 

 (please see the detailed schedule underneath 
this table) 

Workshop, Liv-
ing in Japan & 

Finland 

Workshop,  
Living in Japan & 

Finland –inde-
pendent group 

work 

No scheduled  
activities 

10.00–11.00 

11.00–12.00 

12.00–13.00 LUNCH BREAK 

13.00–14.00 
Finnish  

Language and 
Culture 

Finnish  
Language and 

Culture 14.00–15.00 

15.00– 
Finnish Tradi-

tions: PLAYING 
MÖLKKY 
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WEEK 3  MONDAY 
11.9. 

TUESDAY 
12.9. 

WEDNESDAY 
13.9. 

THURSDAY 
14.9. 

FRIDAY 
15.9. 

WEEKEND 
16.–17.9. 

9.00–10.00 

Scandinavian So-
cieties  

Scandinavian 
Societies  

Workshop, 
Living in Japan 
& Finland – Fi-
nal Presenta-

tions 

Check-out from 
the FORENOM 

Aparthotel  
at 11.00!

10.00–11.00 
Finnish  

Literature,  
Moomins  

11.00–12.00 

12.00–13.00 LUNCH BREAK 

13.00–14.00 
Finnish  

Literature, Kale-
vala 

Visit to the 
Oulu  

University 
Teacher Train-

ing School 

Workshop, Liv-
ing in Japan & 
Finland – Inde-

pendent 
Group work 

Summer 
School  

Wrap-up 

14.00–15.00 
FAREWELL 

PARTY 

15.00–16.00 Finnish  
Traditions; 

BAKING  
”PULLA” 16.30- 
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WEEK 2: STUDY TRIP (September 4th – 6th) 

The schedule provided here is directional, the exact schedule will be ready in August. All rights for 
the changes are reserved. 

MONDAY, September 4th: 

10.00  Bus leaves from the Forenom Aparthotel 

12.30–15.00  Lunch and possibly guided tours at the local attractions in Taivalkoski and Kuusamo 

17.00  Arrival to Oulanka Research Station at the Oulanka National Park 

17.00  Dinner and free time 

TUESDAY, September 5th: 

8.00  Breakfast at the Oulanka Research Station 

9.00  ENVIRONMENT AND LIVELIHOODS IN NORTHERN FINLAND 

12.00  Lunch at the Oulanka Research Station 

13.00 PROGRAMME THEME: ENVIRONMENT AND LIVELIHOODS IN NORTHERN FINLAND 

17.00 Dinner and free time 

WEDNESDAY, September 6th: 

8.00  Breakfast at the Oulanka Research Station 

9.00  ENVIRONMENT AND LIVELIHOODS IN NORTHERN FINLAND 

12.00 Lunch at the Oulanka Research Station 

13.00 Bus leaves to Oulu, visit to the Predator Center on the way back 

20.00 Approximate arrival time in Oulu 
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n o uc ion

 candinavia countries consist of weden, orway, and enmark. ordic countries include Finland 

and Iceland. Finland is the nearest uropean country from Japan located in the innermost part of the 

altic ea, inside the candinavian eninsula. Finland has celebrated its centennial anniversary this 

year.

This candinavian tudies ummer rogram was held at the niversity of ulu, with students 

applying from Hokkaido niversity, Tohoku niversity and okohama ational niversity etc. We 

learned Finnish culture, language, history and nature. 

In this program, it is my purpose of understanding candinavian history and economy. I m 

interested in how to grow historically while engaging with neighboring countries, and now how it 

relates economically to neighboring countries because Japan is an island country and has the 

different history from continent countries.

c u

. Workshop on iving in Japan  Finland

 We were divided to some groups, which consist of  finish tutor and some Japanese students, and 

did presentation about each theme. The purpose of the workshop is to think how foreign students can 

spend comfortably in Japan or Finland. ur theme was F . We introduced each food culture in 

our group, and made our presentation by power point. We decided  contents, how to eat cheaply, 

souvenir, party food, traditional food, and compared Japan and Finland. Through this presentation I 

was able to know various Finnish foods, for example, r ssypottu, which is a stew, and pannarin, 

which is finish pancake. It was impressive that the tutor pointed out that vegetables are high in 

Japan. Finland has a high tax, but in fact vegetables were cheaply sold at the market and were big so 

I felt cheaper than in Japan. I thought that the distribution network of  greatly contributed to the 

cheap price of fresh food. In the last lesson, we heard the presentations of other groups, they were 

useful information for foreign students, such as information on money and way of traveling in 

Finland.

. History of Finland and candinavia

In this lecture, we learned birth of candinavia and candinavian history and societies. The land of 

Finland is about the same si e as Japan. Finland has three main geographical ones and has many 

geographical characteristic  eventy percent of the national land is forest. Finland has  thousand 

lakes. Mountains are low and the land is flat.

 The lecture covered the candinavian history from prehistory to th century. In prehistoric time 

agriculture was introduced and chieftain society emerged in candinavia. After in the middle ages 

candinavian countries have similar social structure, Finland suffered from wars between weden 
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and ussia. uring the ussian evolution, in  Finland declared independence. Although the 

fight with the oviet nion continued thereafter, it continues to maintain independence and this year 

it is the th anniversary of the foundation.

 In the last class, we divided to some groups and studied about each governments of the ordic 

countries. ur group studied about orway. I knew for the first time that orway doesn t oin  

because it has a lot of oil and limination of tariffs will bring disadvantages in exports. These 

presentation about other nordic countries had much information I didn t know. ecause I was 

concerned about the relative difference in price between Japan and Finland, I was interested in the 

relationship between price of things and economic partnership such as . 

. Finnish anguage and ulture

 In Finnish language class, we learned 

basic greeting and simple grammar. We 

Japanese student often speak Finnish 

language we ust memori ed in our free 

time. Finnish language has many features  

no articles, no gender, no future tense, a lot 

of loan words. In addition, because it is 

complicated in inflection, it is said to be 

the hardest language in the world.  

However I think that it is not because it has 

same word order “sub ect verb ob ect” as 

nglish and it is almost oman alphabet. 

In this program, we had many 

opportunities experiencing Finnish culture. We Japanese students and Finnish tutor went to sauna. 

ome people went to the other sauna and after staying sauna they umped into the cold lake. n 

another day, we baked A, which is Finnish cinnamon roll in the school. n the weekend, we 

went to the science center and played air guitar. In the university Finnish tutor explained local 

student life for us. tudents have overalls with different colors for each undergraduate and they 

usually attach many patchs on them. We thought these overalls are very cool. I felt Finnish 

university students are privileged existence in a different form from Japan. The reason why I thought 

so is that there is the education system and scholarship exemption system in Finland not in Japan. 

They wear them at the new student welcome party in the ulu university and seemed to be proud of 

them.

In the second lesson, we read The alevala and comics of Moomin in nglish. The alevala is the 

most popular national epic in Finland. The story is very long. ecause we divided to some groups 

and read a part of story, it was difficult to understanding the story.
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. tudy Trip to ulanka ational ark

We had gone to the tudy Trip for three days. n 

the first day, we visited alosaari eindeer and 

fishing farm. There are some reindeers and one 

reindeer is albino. They preferably ate moss. We 

listened how to raise reindeers. uring the 

summer, they are set free for the forest and coming 

the winter they come back to the farm.

 n the second day, we took a walk in the ulanka 

national park. In the morning, we took a class 

about northern Finnish nature and learned various 

features to see in the park. We observed various 

plants and many ant mounds and I was interested in geomorphological features, for example, 

moraine and kettle lakes. It was fine on that day and we could see very beautiful view. At night, we 

watched northern lights outsides our cottages. There were  several northern lights and their green 

color was very beautiful. amp fire in the tent was also very memorable. We heard the story from 

Mrs. Heidi, who was our teacher in the university of ulu, and I thought her way of living and way 

of thinking was very good and I was nice to meet her. 

 n the last day, after we left from ulanka, 

we visited the redator enter in uusamo. 

There were bear, lynx and wolverine. 

ecouse I had never seen them and I have 

learned different ecosystems depending on 

climatic ones, I was interested in a different 

ecosystem from Japan.

in ulu

 We prepared breakfast and dinner myself, 

and had lunch together at the university. I had bread and cheese and yoghurt for breakfast and dinner. 

airy products are cheap in Finland and have many varieties. I sometimes went to the restaurant 

with my tutor or friends to eat local specialties. I had eaten “poro ma oneesi pi a”, salmon soup 

and Fa er chocolate or some berry ice cream. afeteria in the university is at an all you can eat 

buffet. There are salad, bread, pasta, mushed potato, meat and fish etc. I thought it was a healthy, 

cheap and very wonderful lunch that I could take as much as you want. They listened to what we 

want to do and accompanied us if necessary.

n the weekend, we visited ovaniemi and anta laus village. I like the church in ovaniemi. It 
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was not gorgeous but calm and beautiful. The woman of information clerk gave us Japanese 

pamphlet. The mural painting of frescoes was drawn in the church. I felt it was a church rooted in 

the town. Finish tutors were very kind and they f

 I often took a second hand shops after school. In ordic countries, people often sell what they no 

longer need in free markets or second hand shops. It seems that they think that something used by 

someone is not good but warm and nice. I thought the way of thinking in ordic countries was 

different from the concept of “mottainai” in Japan but I thought both ways of thinking were 

wonderful and necessary. There were many shops and markets in ulu. loths, toys, books and 

dishes were sold and these shops were crowded with customers.

Conclusion

I know it s typical, but what I felt after I finished this program is the necessity of language skills.

We can communicate with facial expressions and short sentences, but we can t express our 

personality such as humor, knowledge, and way of thinking without language skills. I thought that 

the various elements that I have cultivated so far in Japan are as well as nothing without language 

skills abroad. I felt regret that language skills became a bottleneck. I appreciate this program that I 

felt this feeling before graduation. specially I was not good at speaking, I could not speak well 

because of its embarrassment, but I was able to try to talk. Then I learned ordic history and 

economy and I come to like ordic countries and people through this program. The history of the 

continent which is different from Japan is very interesting and I felt that there are many points to 

learn about economic partnership such as  and AT . o I will continue to study linguistics and I 

would like to get an overseas posting in ordic countries for my ob.

 Finally, I would like to thank Mrs. Heidi and Finish tutors, who supported me during the program, 

and r. aeriyama and staffs in the university of Hokkaido, who supported me before leaving.
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n o uc ion

This program is about candinavian history, societies, and Finnish language, culture, literature 

and tradition. And also we learn about environment  livelihoods in northern Finland.

I wanted to expand my mindset by touching cultures, languages, nature that isn t Japan. And 

also I wanted to meet people who could not meet without studying abroad. I thought that I 

could obtain ideas and knowledge that could not be gained by keeping in Japan. In living in the 

future, I strongly felt that nglish, which can communicate with many people, was important 

and wanted to improve my language skill. All of these reasons, I oin this program.

c u s i l c u s

1.1 Workshop, iving in Japan  Finland
This is most big class in this program. 

In this class, we were divided into  groups which has Japanese  Finnish. All group were 

given different theme about iving in Finland  Japan. 

ur group theme is “ e careful with  and in case of emergency”. In our group work, at first 

we made  subtheme “Alcohol use, Getting sick, Getting lost, General living and mergency”, 

and then we talked about them while making ower oint. nd of making ower oint, we had 

some practice. At last we had a presentation to all classmate. Thorough this class, I found some 

difference and common thing between Japan  Finland. 

And also our theme is difficult  important for exchange students to live in, other group 

theme is food or hobby and so on, so we decide to write concisely for everyone to understand 

important thing. ike this, this class is very good experience to learn difference  how to 

convey what I want to say. 

1.2 Finnish anguage
efore decision to oin this program, I didn t know anything about the Finnish language. At 

first I surprised at Finnish is very different from other uropean language. I know nglish, 

ussian and a little German, but Finnish is different from all of them.

ronounce of Finnish is simple compared with nglish and ussian, but there is some sound 

which is not in Japanese. It is difficult for me.

 We learned only greeting, thanking, apologi ing, self introduction, some foods, and number, 

so I want to learn more about Finnish. I got a manga “ I ” in Finnish, so I decide to 

learn Finnish with it.

At last class of language, we went supermarket. In supermarket I can recogni e some Finnish, 

so I m very glad. And also when I went ice hockey with my tutor, I can catch some word I m 

very happy too.
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1.3 Finnish ulture
This theme was talked in same class to Finnish language, but this is different theme, so I write 

this chapter. We were introduced Finnish culture, it is divided into experience, food, and spot. I 

experienced all culture which is introduced in this class, except for en oying the sunset at 

allikari beach. In this program, experiences to go sauna, play M llky “Finnish traditional 

game” and bake pulla is scheduled, so we can do them. 

auna is little bit different from Japanese, we think Finnish one is hotter, but Finnish said 

Japanese one is hotter. ecause of these differences are humidity in sauna. Though there are 

difference, I thought both of them is very good. And also I en oyed M llky very much and pulla 

which is made by us was so delicious.

1.4 History of Finland and candinavia
In this lesson we studied the history of Finland and candinavia.

I felt there was a part common to Japan and Ainu history until about  . However, since 

the country began to develop, it became a different from Japan. The reason is that Japan is an 

island country, Finland is a continental country, so it is considered that it was invaded by 

neighboring countries and invaded neighboring countries. 

1.5 nvironment and ivelihoods in orthern Finland 

At ulanka national park we heard about environment and livelihoods in orthern Finland. 

efore going Finland we heard this theme is only excursion, so I m glad to have a lecture. In 

this lecture we learned about components of northern Finnish environment  livelihood. 

At first about their environment, we learn especially their forest, geographical features, and 

climates. I got to know there are many berries in Finland, and because of white nights they have 

long sunshine, so their berries are very sweet. In this program I ate many berries, they are very 

delicious. In addition, I was surprised at we can walk on only cm thick ice on lake.

econdly about their livelihood, their livelihood is consist of  components, ami people, 

herding, mining, tourism, and forestry  agriculture. I became to be interested in how to raise 

reindeers. I got to know climate change affect reindeer herding. I was surprised at the delicacy 

of reindeers to climate changes.

1.6 candinavian ocieties
This lecture was about the candinavian societies. In this class we had a workshop about 

image of candinavian countries. Thorough this workshop I learned their population, system of 

government, G   currency and so on. And also I got to know where  what brand  culture 

come from. uch as I A, Marimekko, G , and so on.

I thought I hadn t known about candinavian countries.

1.7 Finnish iterature, alevala  Moomins

In this class we were divide into groups, each group got a different story were provide by 
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teacher. We read one chapter of alevala and one story of Moomin. 

ur chapter is chapter  “Aino s fate” in alevala. In this chapter Joukahainen s sister, Aino, 

is forced to marry in m inen, but Aino don t want to marry in m inen. And then she ran 

away from there and drowned. Finally she became a strange salmon. 

We read “Moomin builds a house”. In this story Moomin cannot live his house, because little 

My came and started to live his room. When he became he doesn t have any room to live, he 

decided to build his own house at the instigation of little My. Finally Moomin completed his 

house, but he gave his house to Mymble family. There are little difference between Japanese 

one, but it is interesting  funny for me.

1.8 isit to ulu niversity Teacher Training chool
At first we listened about ulu niversity Teacher Training chool by a vice principal. He 

talked us what they do in this facility. They have two function as a school for students and a 

school for teachers. They try many program to improve their education and find best ways. I 

was surprised these thing, because before I went teacher training school I thought there are only 

teachers, but there are also students.

And also I was surprised at students  and teachers  motivation to studying is very higher than 

Japanese one.

I found these two things make level of Finnish education high level.

We should learn from Finland and improve Japanese education level.

cu sion c i i i s

In this program, I am satisfied with not only studying but also other activities. 

We went and get tutors and teachers to take us to many place. uch as tutor s friend s summer 

house, forest, seashore, tutor s house, ice hockey, botanical garden national park, predator 

center, reindeer farm, and so on. In addition, we did badminton, cooking, mah ong, sauna, 

, and so on. 

At tutor s friend s summer house, I en oyed to talk with Finnish people, go sauna, watch 

fireworks, dive to lake, and so on. 

Ice hockey game is very speedy and exciting.

At national park, their magnificent and spacious scenery ama ed me, and I ate many berries. 

We were lucky to have good weather because last year  two years ago they had rain.

laying mah ong with foreign people is new for me.

I saw some things that only I had heard but never see.
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ic s o n ici n s

I was surprised at a toilet. Their toilet is higher than Japanese and how to flash is difficult and 

have many pattern.

I think prices is not so expensive, but some grocery is cheaper than Japanese.

on t forget restaurant and some luxury goods are so expensive.  

If you use same hotel, Forenom Aparthotel, their washing machine is not good and only three 

machine. White clothes become darker because of using them. And their machine is only three, 

so you should take care.

In Finland, they have a cheaper pocket Wi Fi, so you want to get one, you should ask your 

Finnish tutor. I got to know that last week, so I regretted it.

ou should get offline map before you come to Finland.

With an excellent police force and stable political environment Finland is safe and secure 

environment for business tourism and living. rime statistics remain low compared to nited 

tates and other developed countries. However, it is always advisable to keep an eye on your 

belongings. lease don t leave your bags unattended.

mergency number is , you should tell them your name, place and the kind of accident in 

nglish.

n lu nc on li n u u s u i s

I felt that my thinking way has expanded by touching cultures, languages and nature other 

than Japan.First of all, I met various people that I could not meet without studying abroad and I 

started to find the future direction.

I gained ideas and knowledge that I could not get by keeping it in Japan.

When living in the future, I felt strongly that nglish that can communicate with many people 

is important, therefore, motivation for improving language ability has grown.

In this study I felt that students  motivation to study was higher than that of Japanese students. 

As students  motivation for learning about speciali ed, nglish, other cultures and other 
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languages were increased through this study abroad due to the influence, so I decided to settle 

their foundations during the latter  years and think that I would like to study abroad for a long 

time after going to graduate school became.

From now on, I will review the special sub ects I have learned so far and strengthen the 

listening skills I felt weakness in nglish. Also, since I got a book written in Finnish, I will 

learn about Finland and Finnish language using it.

5 ssion n s

This short term program is very good, very oyful and much moved. 

And I get two thought from this program. 

At first I have to study nglish because I want to be able to listen more. I need more 

vocabulary and more listening. 

econd, I want to study abroad again and I want to stay more long time. I want to go another 

place and also want to go Finland again.

In addition I communicated with local people through nglish at this study abroad, absorbed 

local culture and talked about Japanese things tradition, manga, etc. . Thanks to that, I do not 

think that the knowledge of nglish has increased, but the ability to communicate in nglish 

seems to have improved.

I felt that I can think widely and gain a lot of knowledge than learning in Japan.

In next study abroad and my life from now on, I can make use of this experience.

I appreciate all people such as teacher and tutor involved this program. Thank you r.Heidi, 

Mr. etteri, Mr. Juha, r. aeriyama, all person who gave a lecture to us and all members of 

this program.
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nin ni si o ulu

   I went to ulu niversity, Finland, and took several lectures and did some workshops there. I 

learned about Finnish language, history and society, reindeer, environment and livelihoods, Finnish 

literature, and Finnish education system.

innis n u u s n

In Finland, Finnish uomi  and wedish uotsi  are spoken as national languages. There are 

some similarity points and differences between nglish and Finnish. Finnish has similar words such 

as “tomaatti” tomato , “hotelli” hotel , however, Finnish words are pronounced in a different way. 

They are pronounced like oman characters. I think that s why it is said that Finnish is somewhat 

similar to Japanese. ut there are also uite different words like “sanakir a” dictionary ! .

   At first, I could hardly understand Finnish words which are so long and complicated. ut learning 

structure of the words, the Finnish alphabet, pronunciation , 

I got better at them. sanakir a dictionary ”sana”

word ”kir a” book

   Also, I became able to greet, say “thank you,” and 

introduce myself in Finnish!! I was inspired by this lecture so 

I decided to keep studying Finnish. Moimoi!

o s o on i in in n inl n u n

   This was a workshop in order to share the information for foreign students who come to 

Japan Finland for the first time. We separated in  groups consisted of both Japanese and Finnish 

students. ach group had their own theme which should be necessary for exchange students.

   My group s theme was “Moving around.” I made a presentation which contains ways of 

transportation, costs, comparisons of comfortability, time and so on. I shared my knowledge with other 

members or did some research, then put them into our presentation.

   Although it was hard to think from the viewpoint of foreigner, it was a good chance to review my 

country or city. I was surprised that you can bring your bicycle or pets into the local bus in ulu!

is o soci i s o inl n n c n in i u s n

Finland is included in “Fennoscandia,” T included in “ candinavia.” I was a little surprised at 

that. “ candinavia” includes orway, weden, and enmark, and “Fennoscandia” includes 

candinavia, Finland, and Iceland.

   The history of Fennoscandia is difficult for me because I have little background of studying world 

history. The dominant country of each region is often replaced. For instance, some or all of Finland 
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was once con uered by weden and ussia.

   I learned about Finnish native people “Finns” and “ mi people.” They hunted beaver, moose, and 

bear for fur. They worshiped bear as a sacred animal. I found Finns and mi people have a similar 

culture to Ainu ,native people in Hokkaido .

in

I visited alosaari eindeer and fishing farm, 

watched and heard farmer s stories about reindeer 

feeding. ince I went to Alaska and saw many 

reindeers last year, it was not the first time I see 

reindeers. However, I was impressed by the reunion to 

them for the first time in a year.

   nlike last year, I could even touch and feed them 

because they were right in front of us. I felt a hard horn 

and a soft fur. They were so accustomed to humans 

that they ate lichen moss  and walked around being 

stroked by us. It was fun to hear farmer s stories while 

a few reindeers were walking around me.

There was one reindeer that all covered with white 

hair. sually their hair is brown.  He was an albino. 

He was the most beautiful reindeer I have ever seen.

The farmers said they were feeding about  reindeers in their mountain. ut I thought they did not 

recogni e how many reindeers they actually feed because they were gra ing reindeers in nature, in 

other words, there were no fences around the mountain.

The feeding style is remarkable. Farmers do not do anything in summer season, except for making 

pasture roll at the farm. eindeers find and eat some mushrooms, berries, lichen, and other plants all 

by themselves. Then, when winter comes, they come back to the farm because there are little foods in 

the forests. o farmers have to feed and take care of them only in winter. 

I was so ama ed at the interesting system.

n i on n n i li oo s in o n inl n
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This lecture was held at ulanka esearch tation 

at ulanka ational ark. In this lecture, I learned 

about environment and livelihoods in northern 

Finland such as reindeer hunting, tourism, forestry, 

mining, etc. 

   Finland was all covered with glacier in old days. 

o you can see many landforms influenced by glaciers. 

For example, you can see drumlin fields, kettle lakes, 

eskers, and ground moraines. I saw them during the 

excursion in the ark. 

ince I am interested in geography and studied it in 

high school, I was so excited to know how the terrains 

were formed and see them in practice! I also learned 

how to analy e enormous data and make a conclusion. 

That experience is helpful for future studies.

ul n s c ion

   Mets hallitusen is a Finnish private company taking care of Finnish nature. I listened to one 

worker s story at ulanka esearch tation. he talked that Mets hallitusen s task is to treat and 

protect nature and its species. ulanka ational ark is also maintained by that company. There are 

 ational arks ran by it in Finland.  people work as permanent workers and additionally 

 people help them during the busy season.

   I was moved that such a lot of people were working for Finnish nature. 

o C n

eindeer has  predators  bear, wolverine, eagle, 

wolf, and lynx. I visited the redator enter. I saw such 

predators except for wolverine which has gone 

already . I was a little disappointment because I was 

looking forward to watching it. 

   At the redator enter, I also saw fox and “Juuso,” 

the painting brown bear ,unfortunately, he was ust 

sleeping that day . All the animals there are raised on the 

purpose for tourism.

innis i u l l n oo ins n
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   The first day of this lesson, I learned about “ alevala.” 

   alevala is an uropean national epic which symboli e independence from dominators. It had a 

role of firelighters for Finnish nationalism.

It was written by lias nnrot. He was a writer, a doctor, a botanist, a literary, a Finnish linguist, a 

collector of Finnish private tales. He traveled eastern Finland and collected folklore tales. Then put 

them together into alevala.

   The story of alevala is fantastic and mysterious like science fiction. Although the words were 

often too old to understand, I was attracted to the dramatic story.

ext, Moomins!! efore this program, I did not 

know that Moomins came from Finland, even it 

is so famous all over the world. I had rarely 

watched it in my childhood, so I imagined that it 

is a fancy, childish story. ut I have changed my 

mind now.

I read Moomins cartoons and found that it is 

much more serious story than I expected and 

appeals strong massage to us.

Tove Jansson, the writer of Moomins, was a 

caricaturist. uring World War II, she created the 

Moomin world whose stories have to be happy ending, where no one was not allowed to die.

c inin c ool ni si o ulu

   I went to ulu niversity Teacher Training chool and learned Finnish education system. There 

are primary school and secondary school,  students are studying in total, and  student teacher 

are training to become a good teacher. 

   In Finland, there are no compulsory tests to students. o how will the grades be determined? It is 

according to national criteria. If you could not meet the criteria, you will not be allowed to graduate. 

ut don t worry, there is an additional school year for studying more carefully. I think it is very kind 

system. Moreover, tuition is free of charge until university graduation! 

   anguage education in Finland is admirable! Finnish pupils start there compulsory education when 

they are  years old. Finnish and wedish are spoken as national languages. o they can already speak 

both of them. Then, they start to learn nglish when they are  or . Furthermore, when they become 

 years old, they choose their second foreign language and start learning it. ur teacher said, “It s 

too late to start learning nglish in Japan!” I cannot agree anymore.

   I was so ama ed when I was watching one French lecture. year old students were studying in 

the classroom, but most students did not sit on their own seat in front of the blackboard. They were 
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doing something with a computer. It was an independent workshop time, so students were doing their 

tasks vocabulary building, grammar,  at their own paces. They seemed to en oy their obs as if 

playing games. I believe it is effective to study with fun.

isi s

   uring my stay, I did many excursions. ulu bus tour, museum, sauna, ulanka ational ark, 

etc . I mentioned about only sauna and ulanka ational ark here.

un

   I went to a floating sauna with some of 

my friends. urprisingly, this sauna was 

floating on the river! eople entering the 

sauna wore swimsuits and en oyed it. When 

I felt hot, I could get out of it, umped into 

the river, and swim! ince it is common that 

men and women take the same sauna room 

in Finland, I en oyed hot sauna and cold 

swimming with friends and other Finnish 

customers regardless of gender. It was an 

unforgettable experience in my life!

ul n ion l

   uring the study trip , , . ep. , I trekked a part 

of the arhunkierros Trail in ulanka ational ark. 

I hiked a few kilometers trails taking around  hours. 

I ate some kinds of autogenous berries, some tasted 

sour, and others were bitter. My teacher told the 

average Finnish eats about  kg of wild berries per 

year. As she said, wild berries were growing naturally 

everywhere in the forests and Finnish teachers or 

tutors tended to taste them. 

   I was also overwhelmed by spectacular landscape 

such as lake, waterfall, and cliff that red iron oxide 

appeared. It was an awesome excursion!

i in in ulu

   I stayed at Forenom Aparthotel. Two people shared one room. I had a kitchen and a bathroom in 

my room, and there was a shared kitchen and a shared laundry on my living floor. ince there were 
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some grocery stores or fast food restaurants like Mc onalds or ubway near the aparthotel, so I did 

not have worry about meals. I live with my family in my hometown. Therefore, cooking every meal 

was fun for me because it was something like a living alone. 

   The environment of living in ulu 

suited me. The climate was comfortable. 

The average temperature during daytime 

was  to . ong daytime due to 

sunshine hours made me cheerful. iving 

was not busy. Most people finish their work 

at  pm and go home or go to play. I played 

Finnish traditional playing “M lkky” after 

school till  pm! . I wished if I could live 

in ulu forever!

o u u

   This summer program inspired me to study foreign language more deeply, especially nglish and 

Finnish. At the French class in the teacher training school, I was so shocked  when I saw year old 

girls mastered more than three languages. I would like to keep studying and someday make everyone 

I met at this program surprised!

   Moreover, lectures at ulu niversity gave me an opportunity to think about my home country in 

terms of society, welfare, and education. I gained a perspective that in living in Japan, Japanese society 

has both pros and cons. o from now on I would like to live on with such a wide perspective.

ic s

   Here are some advices I think is important for exchange students.

in oo n s

uitable cloths, ackets, hat, gloves, scarf, in order not to feel cold. Without warm clothes, it is such 

a hardship trying to watch aurora in midnight

In my case, it was about  in daytime,  maybe  at night. It was rainy and windy some 

days.

n i oo s

   I had my own kitchen in my room, but some people did not have it. If you don t, ask to your 

neighbors who have one. I cooperated with my friends who didn t have their own kitchen  we paid 

money each other for materials, and cooked for everyone in turn.

   ut don t worry. ou will have shared kitchen on your living floor.

i i
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   Free Wi Fi was available in the aparthotel, in the campus, also around ulu. However, it was 

sometimes disconnected in the aparthotel, even there were days it was disconnected all day long!

   o if you want to stay connected to the Internet stably, I recommend bring a pocket Wi Fi.

ic coo in li

   If you want to cook everyday, first of all, bring from Japan or buy seasonings. They are necessary 

for satisfied cooking.

   I used sugar, salt, pepper, soy sauce, salad oil, ketchup, sweet sake Mirin .

ou can buy all of them at a supermarket in ulu. “ alkea” shopping mall including supermarket  

and “ risma” hypermarket  are very useful.

   on t forget to check how to say these seasonings in Finnish! The names are written in Finnish.

o o s
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I went to Finland and participated the candinavian tudies ummer rogramme . 

ssons

. Finnish language

I was looking forward to learning Finnish language because I have never been to Finland 

and I am interested in foreign country s language.

Finnish language is one of the official language in Finland the other is wedish . And it is ralic 

languages. Therefore, its structure of sentence and words, and vocabulary are different from other 

uropean languages. o, I felt learning Finnish language was difficult.

Ms. Heidi taught us Finnish language. At the beginning of the lecture, we learned how to 

write Finnish alphabet and pronounce. Then we learned the number, short words, and greetings 

that we can use in daily life. At the end of the lecture, we went to supermarket around ulu 

niversity. And Ms. Heidi gave us a task that finding some products and prices written in Finnish 

language.

Totally, we en oyed learning Finnish language because we always practiced pronunciation.  I 

want to continue to learn Finnish language because I ust learned the very basic Finnish language.

. Finnish ulture

ach lesson, we listened to popular Finnish music. I thought the music was a little closed to 

ritish music because I felt sorrow from it. 

Also, we en oyed Finnish tradition. It was “ A AI TA”. Finland is famous for sauna so 

we visited sauna. Finnish sauna is different from Japanese one. eople pour water onto heated 

rocks and then steam is generated from them. That makes sauna room very hot so our body is 

also warmed. Generally, people talk with friends or family, or look back on themselves silently. 

I felt it is like Japanese bath culture. 

Finally, we had a class to make traditional bread called “ ulla”. It is like cinnamon roll but 

the shape is uni ue I think. Finnish people always eat ulla with coffee. 

. Finnish iterature

l l

alevala was created by lias nnrot and it is uropean national epic. It was published in 

. This epic made Finnish language s status more powerful like wedish or ussian.

“ alevala” was based on folklore. ut lias chose the songs and folk poetry and changed 

the order to make “ alevala” coherent story. To be consistent, he edited the story. I think that 

makes complex and difficult to understand.

In my opinion, “ alevala” is fantastic as an art work because it is easy to understand the depiction 

of the scene and the emotions of the characters. 
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oo in

Moomin was created by Tove Marika Jansson. The first moomin story was made in  

during econd World War and published in  in weden. he made it to get rid of strict and 

hard condition because of Winter War and ontinuation War. Therefore, the stories have to be 

happy ending and no one wasn t allowed to die.

In our lesson, we were divided into some groups, and we read the cartoons and explain the 

characters and story.

After this lesson, my idea of moomin was changed very much. At first, the contents of 

cartoon were satirical and humorous. And I was surprised that characters  personality was nasty. 

ut I have never taken such a literary lesson, so I was excited.

. iving in Japan  Finland

We made a group with ulu niversity students and gave a presentation. 

ach group was given theme about the difference between Japan and Finland. ur group s 

theme was food. o, we researched about the kind and price of things sold at the supermarket, 

restaurants and school cafeterias. I was interested in the products sold at the supermarket because 

the price depends on made in  countries or not . And Finnish agriculture also affects the 

price.

Also, we researched about traditional dishes. Japanese food is related to events like ew 

ear s celebration and Girl s day, but Finnish food is related to historical person such as Michael 

Agricola. That interested me.

. History of Finland and candinavia

Through this lecture, I wanted to understand the history of Finland and differences between 

Finland and Japan.

ne of my impressive things during this lesson is that Finnish people have overcome 

hardships. Finland is located between ussia and candinavian countries so Finland was involved 

in a war many times. I think that condition made Finnish people uncomfortable.

And Japan is surrounded by the sea so foreign countries couldn t attack apan then many 

kinds of Japanese original culture was born. ut Finland culture is affected by other foreign 

culture like weden or ussia. o, I think geographical situation is important for creating history.

. candinavian ocieties

We discussed the images of candinavian countries and Finland, and then researched about 

from data such as population, system of government, G  and currency to brands or pop culture.

We studied enmark. There are many products speciali ed in design like G  or oyal 

openhagen. Also, enmark is known as the happiest country in the world because enmark s 

social welfare system is enhanced. ut economy situation like G  is like Japan. o, I think 

Japan may take a lesson from them.
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. Teacher Training chool

I knew that Finnish education system is superior to other countries. rincipal at secondary 

school at ulu niversity told about the education system.

Finnish school and university are almost public. ompulsory education consists of  years 

primary school and  years secondary school.

urriculum is different from Japanese one. Teacher choose textbook and make schedule and 

tests. And no inspectors or outside testing in school. And no compulsory national tests to pupils. 

chool follows ust national criteria. I think the responsibilities of teachers is very big. Also, to 

keep their education standard high, teachers must take master s degree and strict trainings and 

sometimes they are evaluated by pupils. Then pupils can take high level classes. 

cu sion

. alosaari eindeer and Fishing Farm

We went this farm before visiting ulanka ational ark. This farm shows reindeer herding. 

eindeer herding is representative of agriculture in apland. We learned many things about them 

from a woman who worked in this farm.

This farm had about  reindeers. Generally, reindeer farmers feed moss. Male reindeer 

have horns which are covered by skin. The horns fall in winter and they grow in the same shape 

until next winter. The bigger horns are, the more attractive for female. In this farm, babies are 

born naturally, not artificially. Also, farmers put reindeers to forests this system is called 

gra ing.  from May to the beginning of ecember. And farmers take care of them in their fence 

from ecember to the end of April. 

sually, reindeers are fed to sell their meat. The worker said that the price has been 

increasing recently so reindeer herding become popular. After watching around this farm, we ate 

sausages made from reindeer. It was delicious.

. ulanka ational ark

We studied about environment and livelihoods in northern Finland and walked around this 

park. 

Main livelihoods in this area are reindeer herding, forestry, mining, and tourism. Finland has 

a lot of boreal forests so Finnish people use the resources like paper or pulp. We also can see 

tundra, and taiga. Furthermore, Finland is famous for berries. We can pick over  kinds of berries 

and  kinds of them are edible! I was surprised that the average amount of berries Finnish people 

eat in one year is  kilograms.

While walking around ulanka ational park, we eat some kinds of berries. It was very 

sweet. Teacher told that berries are sweet because the sun always rises during summer and nice 

weather caused by Gulf stream.
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Therefore, I found that Finnish people is proud of their nature.

i in ulu

Tutors took care of us. They were really kind and friendly. My tutor studied Japanese in 

Hokkaido niversity so we could talk in not only nglish but also Japanese. And we had 

opportunities to talk with many students during classes or at the cafeteria. This situation made 

my nglish better.

n weekdays, we spent a time to study at the university. ut classes often ended until  

therefore we could walk around university or city center after school. n weekends, we went to 

sightseeing spots like science center called “Tietomaa”, or anta laus village with tutors.

c o u u

I am third grade and I will belong to a laboratory. efore I oined this program, I couldn t 

make my mind about studying or my future. ut this exchange experience stimulated me very 

much and I am interested in research and working in a foreign country. specially in Finland, the 

distance between professor and students is shorter than Japan and I will be able to get a lot of 

experience and knowledge. Also, the style of work in Finland is very attractive for me. ormally, 

people starts to work at  a.m. and end at  p.m. It is unbelievable in Japan.

I may not know the whole things in Finland because of short term exchange program, but I 

want to contribute to Finland which gives me wonderful experience. And I feel this program is 

very beneficial for me.

ic s

C

The climate in ulu is cool and the weather is changeable. I think it is like Hokkaido in 

ctober and ovember. ou should bring raincoat, gloves, and scarf. If you want to see aurora, 

you must check the site called aurora forecast. I always checked it.

We can eat lunch at .  at the school cafeteria on weekdays. To save money, you should 

cook for yourself. There were many supermarkets around our hotel so we used them. And in my 

case, I made a group for breakfast and dinner with other members.

I brought  in cash and I felt it was enough included meal, souvenir, and sightseeing. 

However, credit card is mainly used in Finland so I think it is useful to make credit card. When I 

bought a ticket for train called , I couldn t pay in cash.
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n o uc ion

At first, I`d like to explain the reason why I decided to 

participate in the program. I have been interested in 

ordic countries for a long time partly because of its 

social welfare system which is famous as one of the top 

of the world, and I come to want to know what makes 

the system well working. This program provides us a lot 

of knowledge as a

 lecture such as history of candinavia and Finland, 

Finnish language, environment and so on. Moreover, we 

can know how people live in the system through 

conversation with people who live in Finland and living 

in the country for about two weeks.

o now, I`ll introduce you what we learned from 

lectures and study trip.   

ulu

Con n s

 Finnish anguage and ulture

 Workshop, iving in Japan and Finland

 candinavian History and ociety

 tudy trip

6 Finnish iterature

. innis n u n Cul u

I learned Finnish in nglish in this lecture. Although that was a first time learning foreign language 

in another foreign language for me, I understood most of the contents of the lecture, maybe because 

teacher was also learner of nglish and she handed us a useful handout which was made for the 

lecture. At first, we learned both points  what makes Finnish easy and difficult. I felt Finnish was 

easy because there are no articles, no gender, and no future tense. Moreover, words order like 

sub ect verb ob ect is almost e ual to nglish. However, Finnish is often said that it is one of the 

most difficult language in the world because of endings and suffixes instead of prepositions or word 

to express different meaning and relations. I thought it was very difficult that words are created by 

adding or sticking words together, but I didn`t learn such a difficult point in the lectures. The lectures 
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provide students knowledges about how to introduce ourselves, greeting, apologi ing, and how to 

make basic form of sentence. Fortunately, there were a lot of chances to use what we had taught 

today, so our speaking in Finnish skill improved so fast. I hadn`t been interested in Finnish, but by 

its pretty sounds, I got to feel like learning it more by myself.

. o s o i in in n n inl n

urpose of this workshop is to know important information about each country when each 

country`s students go the other country as exchange students. ach group have their own topic like 

Food, tudying, Free time and hobbies and so on, and make a presentation talking about topic from 

both sides. o, each group has Finnish and Japanese. To make a presentation, students had to talk 

with Finnish in nglish to share their information. This class had a lot of independent group work 

time, so we had to make an appointment to meet at somewhere. I noticed that the class was very 

useful to know about not only Finland but also about Japan. When Finnish student asked me some 

uestion about Japan, I wasn`t able to answer to the most of them and researched to know the 

answer. ff course, such conversations had made my speaking skill better little by little. At the last 

workshop class, I listened to other group`s presentation. Through the class, we got to know more 

about Japan and Finland.

. c n in i n is o n oci

I was very interested in this class because history is a background of a present situation of Finland 

and candinavia, which is attractive for me. In the class, teacher let us know prehistory to history of 

century. I had never learned it, so everything was new. I was surprised to know that Finland had 

been occupied by weden or ussia for a long time because I had an image that ordic countries are 

peaceful from the fact that weden is neutral. Finland was occupied by weden about A   at 

first. In , the war between weden and ussia started and finish at . ince that war, Finland 

had been annoyed by many wars between these two countries. Finland finally managed to be 

independent from ussia in  due to revolution of ussia. After the independence, Finland had 

wars with oviet nion, having never been occupied. 

I felt that language education is largely affected by the history. There are two common language 

and children must learn nglish. Moreover, if students want to, they can learn French or Germany. 

France and German had a close relationship with Finland in the history  France revolution and 

WWⅡ. At the last class, we made some group and each group researched and made presentation 

about each ordic countries. o, we got to know not only about Finland but about the other ordic 

countries` society.

. u i
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I went to ulanka national research center which is approximately km away from ulu by bus. 

n the way to go to national center, we took a lunch time break in Jalavan kauppa, which is a first 

shop in Finland and we en oyed delicious lunch and shopping. ext, on the way, we arrived at 

reindeer farm. We experienced to feed and touch them. Furthermore, we ate reindeer sausage. While 

eating it, owner of the farm taught us how to live with reindeer. They must give off reindeers in 

spring to maintain the number of them and collect them before winter come to let them survive. It 

was more difficult than I thought. Also, we went to predator center on the way back to the hotel we 

stayed. We watched predators such as linxs, bears, wolfs, and so on with nglish guiding.

Arrived at the research center. we took a lecture about environment and livelihoods in northern 

Finland. Teacher told us that there were a lot of landform which is uni ue to here because of the 

glacier which had covered a continent of Finland in the past. y the effect of the glacier completely 

melting, I was very surprised to hear that height 

of the continent go up cm to cm each year 

even now. Also, we walked km in ulanka 

national park with our teacher. It is preserved by 

a company to save a beautiful nature. I noticed a 

lot of things teacher told us like tree, uni ue 

landform called moraine, and the system people 

used to collect and separate reindeers called en.   

ulanka national park 

In the lecture, teacher also taught us about environment problems like land use conflict. In Finland, 

many people use the land. omeone use it for agriculture, some use it for reindeer herding, tourism, 

mining and so on. While someone would like to preserve the nature, someone would use the nature 

as a farm or mining point. I didn`t know the fact, so when I heard this, I felt shock about that. 

However, I`m happy to know about many things in Finnish nature not only through lectures but also 

through touching it.

5. innis i u

 In this class, students read The Moomin and alevara. We made groups and each group had a 

different part of alevara and The Moomin as a homework to read. We had to explain the story of 

our own part. I`m very interested in mother`s power in alevara. There are three mothers. ne 

mother`s tear from her eyes when she lost he daughter become large three islands. Another mother 

give life to her son who is dead. The last mother is great witch. Moreover, other woman in the story 

are also strong and decisive, but men are depicted as stupid and pitiful. I wonder that the relation can 

apply to actual world in Finland.

The story of The Moomin is more different than I expected. I thought The Moomin is for a child, so 
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it is very easy, peaceful, and there are no fatal accidents in the story. However, there happens some 

accidents in all story like heavy snow, Moomin`s girlfriend falls in love with another guy, flooding 

by heavy rain, and Moomin also falls in love with another lady. After reading it, I come to think that 

the story is fun for both child and adult. The story is written when WWⅡ continued, so I sometimes 

felt metaphor of the war from the fatal accidents. 

Conclusion

 I wrote a lot of things I learned from the lecture above, but there are many thing I learned not from 

the lecture. We had a no schedule activity in weekend, so we experienced what we would like to do. 

I was touched to see Finnish`s kindness and politeness. They always greet bus driver when they ride 

and get off and vice versa. When I lost my way, they always said to me “May I help you?”. After I 

said “Good bye”, they always said “Have a nice day”. What a wonderful people! These great 

experiences will be changed into opportunity to think about Japanese education and social system. If 

you take part in the program, don`t be shy to everything to get a lot of something precious. I know 

that I did great experiences under many supports by Heidi, tutors, and everyone who had a relation 

with the program. Thanks God for wonderful encounters with people whom I met in Finland, and I`d 

like to express my deepest appreciation for everyone who gave me a precious time in the program. 

Thank you!
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